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Term Ending Report
By Frank Salazar, President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Charity & Good Causes

I

would like to take this opportunity to once again thank the
Branch for electing me and my
team for another term by acclamation. Over the last three years,
our leadership team has striven to
provide the best representation possible in all phases of
the grievance procedure and other areas as well; and we
will continue to do so into the next term. Per, The Constitution for the Government of Subordinate and Federal
Branches, specifically Article 6, Duties of Officers, President, it is my pleasure to offer this term ending report on
the progress and condition of our Branch.

Our Branch has continued to support the NALC’s
charity, The Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA).
Every year the Branch has co-hosted at least one Texas
Hold’em Poker Tournament where we raise thousands of
dollars for MDA and have a good time, make new friends
and have an opportunity to make a few bucks. The Branch
also holds an annual MDA Bowl-A-Thon the first Sunday
in November. If you haven’t been to the Bowl-A-Thon, you
should come out at least one time and experience it. It’s a
great fundraiser for MDA, we get exercise, something to
eat, enjoy good camaraderie and you can watch football
too.
Our Branch also continues to be actively involved in
the Letter Carrier Food Drive. In the last 3 year term, our
Branch collected over 1,207,851 pounds of food that we
turned over to 19 charities/food banks from Studio City to
Ojai. I would like to thank every member that makes this
yearly event happen.
If supporting MDA and participating in the Food Drive
is not enough, the Branch has also raised funds for the
California State of Association Saxsenmeier Scholarship
Fund, and we have donated to the Special Olympics and
the Los Angeles County Federation of Labor Turkey and
Toys Campaign.

Finances
Financially, Branch 2902 continues to operate in excellent financial condition. The Branch has continued to
avoid debt and we have maintained a contingency fund in
excess of $390,000. Our Branch leadership has remained
fiscally responsible and prudent in the allocation and expenditure of our funds. Our Financial Secretary Treasurer,
Dan Gorman, has continued to do an excellent job in
keeping the books and drawing up workable budgets.
When this last term began in January of 2012, the
Branch had a total active membership of 1218 members
of which 1186 were paying dues; 390 members were listed as retired. Historically, the Branch has not billed members for dues when they have been on LWOP, disability or
placed off work due to disputes over medical restrictions.
As of pay period 24 of 2014, the Branch currently has a
total of 1215 active members of which 1173 were paying
dues; 441 members are listed as retired. As you can see,
the Branch membership numbers have more or less stabilized, although the numbers tend to fluctuate badly at
times due to the hiring and firing or resignation of CCAs.
Sometimes CCAs quit so fast their paperwork doesn’t
even have a chance to get processed. As you can also
see, our number of retirees has steadily increased, and I
believe that those numbers will continue to increase well
into the future.

Legislation
Legislatively, our Branch gets more and more politically involved each election cycle. In 2012 and 2014, Branch
2902 members Ernestine Hernandez of Oxnard and
David Hyman of North Hills were both released by their
respective offices and paid by the NALC through COLCPE funds to work on the campaign of Democratic Congressional Representative Julia Brownley (CD 26). Representative Brownley had a very close race this last election, but I feel that Sister Hernandez and Brother Hyman
helped make a difference in getting Ms. Brownley elected
along with all the other Br. 2902 members who helped out
with precinct walking and phone banking.
For you Republican members that state we (labor
unions) never support Republican candidates get a load
of this. In CD-25, which covers for the most part Lancaster, Palmdale, Santa Clarita and Simi Valley, the California
State Association of Letter Carriers and our Branch actually endorsed Republican Candidate Steve Knight for
Congress and guess what, he won! Congressman-elect
Knight asked for our support late in the election cycle. He
was in a close race with Candidate Tony Strickland, who
is no friend to labor. Our State Association President John
Beaumont had vetted Mr. Knight and we ended up supporting him because in his interview with State President
Beaumont, Mr. Knight stated he would support 6-day mail
delivery and door to door delivery. We look forward to
working with both representatives in the future.
However, we still have lots of work to do in educating
our membership about donating to the Committee On
Letter Carrier Political Education (COLCPE), our letter

Organization
For an open shop, our Union does a great job representing and organizing Letter Carriers. I would like to report that Branch 2902, is currently 95.2% organized. I
would also like to recognize the offices of Ojai, Pacoima
and Santa Paula for their 100% Union membership.
It’s unfortunate that we have a few scabs in our offices,
but on the other hand over 95.2% of our membership see
the value in having a strong and active Union representing its membership. Our goal has always been 100%
membership, and it will always remain so. We as Stewards and Officers of the Branch will always make the effort and take the opportunities to educate the non-member and new employees about the benefits of Union membership. Remember, any member can sign up a nonmember or new employee and the Branch will even pay
you a $25.00 bounty for your efforts. Just ask your Steward for a sign-up sheet.

continued on page 3
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Total Administrative Leave
Hours Paid-

Continued from page 2

carrier political action committee (PAC). Currently, we
have about 5½% of our total membership contributing to
COLCPE, which is not enough, if we truly want to protect
our wages and benefits from political shenanigans. Yes
we pay dues, however, we cannot use dues monies to donate to politicians, it’s illegal. The only monies we can use
is donated money. If we want to be heard in the halls of
Congress, two things count money and votes. Remember,
what we gain through contract negotiations can all be
taken away through the stroke of a legislative pen. In the
grand scheme of things, five bucks a pay period ain’t
gonna hurt you. Think job insurance, think COCPE.

Total Penalty Overtime Hours
Recovered-

Although the numbers are not yet complete, to date,
these are the current rolling numbers for the grievance activity for years 2012-2014.
Letters of Warning Rescinded
281
289

Letters of Warning Denied-

03

Suspensions Rescinded-

52

Suspension Reduced to Letters
Of Warning with Review Period-

86

Suspensions Reduced in Length-

79

Number of Suspension Days
Recovered/Saved-

06

Removals Rescinded or Settled-

32

Removals Reduced to Suspensions-

05

Contract Cases Resolved-

2,596

Contract Cases Denied/Withdrawn-

133

Carriers Removed From Restricted
Sick Leave-

17

Total Cash Settlements-

$385,780.77

Total Overtime Hours Recovered-

4392.46

Total Straight-Time Hours
Recovered-

2778.89

Total Annual Leave Hours
RecoveredTotal Sick Leave Hours
Recovered-

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of
Tri-Valley Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National Association of Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed are those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers.
The Mail Bag News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however the editorial staff of
the Mail Bag News assumes complete authority to decide which letters are presented for
publication. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is hereby granted to reprint articles. We just ask that you give the author and the publication appropriate credit.

1,512

Suspensions Denied-

134.35

Total Continuation of Pay Hours
Recovered308.16
Converting the hours recovered at CC1 Step N for
each of the years in the term plus the cash settlements
recovered for the term totals $749,661.27 and this is a
conservative estimate. However, we still have many outstanding grievances yet to be paid so the total count
could be significantly higher.
We started this last term with the hopes of getting a
new and better contract, which I believe the NALC accomplished given the cards we were dealt and the poor
APWU contract that proceeded ours. Currently, we have
been monitoring the conversion of PTF’s to regular,
which are accelerating at a faster clip. Many of our offices
no longer have PTF’s. At the same time, we are also looking forward to the conversion of CCA’s to regular and we
are ensuring that CCA’s are being properly converted in
a timely manner.
I hope to see you all at the Branch Installation of Officers at our January 20th meeting. We will have food, a
National Officer in attendance and a membership drawing in excess of $2900.00, but you must be present to win
if your name is pulled.
All for now back in two, and a Happy and Healthier
and More Prosperous New Year to all.

Grievance Activity

Letters of Warning Reduced to
Review Periods-

1340.03

ROBERT “BOB” SCHULTZ
Father of Letter Carrier - Moorpark, CA
Featuring Weinbrenner, Rocky and New Balance Shoes

430.59
Serving the San Fernando Valley and Ventura County
3324 FAXTON COURT•SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

818.82

PHONE: 805-526-4972
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Forty Percent CCA Retention Rate
By Ray Hill, Executive Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when I started with USPS than it is today.

I

am not in the least bit surprised
by the fact that there is only a
40% retention rate of the City
Carrier Assistants (CCA’s) hired
by the USPS. There are some obvious reasons why only 4 out of
every 10 CCAs hired by the USPS actually tough it out
and continue working for USPS despite some rather poor
working conditions. There are also obvious reasons why
6 out of every 10 CCAs hired by USPS resign, fail to pass
probation or are removed for some serious violation of the
USPS Rules and Regulations. When I refer to poor working conditions for the CCA’s I think you all know exactly
what I am talking about. CCA’s work long hours and most
of them have to work on Sunday. They are subjected to
poor treatment from Management in many offices and I’m
sorry to say that in some offices they are subjected to
poor treatment from a few veteran Letter Carriers who
treat the CCAs like second class citizens.
I am not surprised by Management’s poor treatment of
our CCA’s but I am surprised and annoyed when I hear
about fellow Letter Carriers treating CCA’s poorly. I know
that some carriers resent the fact that CCA’s are taking
their overtime from them but that isn’t the CCA’s fault.
They are just trying to make a living like we all are. Some
other carriers complain that the CCA’s give poor service
to our customers and that is the reason why they say they
don’t like the CCA’s. Whenever I am speaking to regular
carriers who are complaining to me about the level of
service being provided by some of our CCA’s, I always try
to explain to them that our CCA’s are working under
rather lousy conditions at this time. Also, I think that the
level of service provided by our CCAs is directly related to
the level of treatment the CCAs are given by Management
in their respective offices. If Management treats their
CCAs well and does not overburden them with too much
of a daily workload, their level of service will be greater
than if Management does not treat them well and continually overburdens them with too much of a workload.
I also think that the level of service provided by our
CCA’s is directly related to the level of treatment the
CCA’s are given by their fellow Letter Carriers. If their fellow Letter Carriers treat them well and do not overburden
them when handing off mail, their level of service will also
be greater. If a carrier hands off a disorganized mess that
will take the CCA 15 minutes to organize, in addition to
the actual hour (or whatever the case may be) the mail
will take to deliver, then the CCA’s level of service will suffer because they probably have been given too much
work coupled with unrealistic expectations by Management for the day. While thinking about the less than stellar conditions that our CCA’s are working under I thought
back to when I first became a Letter Carrier and how differently I was treated by both Management and my fellow
Letter Carriers than the CCA’s are treated today in many
of our offices. Bear with me as I take a quick trip down
foggy memory lane to do some reminiscing here to point
out how different the treatment was of new hires back

On the Job Training
I began my career with USPS on July 30 of 1984 and
after 2 weeks of training at the old Van Nuys plant I reported to the Studio City Office in North Hollywood where I
began carrying mail in August. By the way, it was very hot
in Studio City in August of 1984. Very, very hot.
When I reported to work in Studio City I was introduced to my On the Job Instructor (OJI), Colleen Anderson, who was the regular carrier on route 407 at that time.
I do not know if Colleen was an NALC member back then
or not, but I know that in her later years she was a “nonmember”. Anyway, I digress. Colleen actually did a good
job of training me in the office, allowing me time to practice all of the office duties of a Letter Carrier. Studio City
was (and still is) a high volume office and there were lots
of flats and letter mail that took a long time to case. But
we didn’t have DPS, FSS, scanners and barcodes to
scan, etc. so once the mail was pulled down and we hit
the street, delivery time was much faster than it is today.
Back then the Studio City carriers spent 3 to 4 hours in
the office with 4 or 5 hours of street time.
My on the job street training in Studio City consisted of
me carrying one loop of a park and loop swing on Route
407 while Colleen carried the other, usually more difficult
or longer loop. I’d slowly bumble and stumble my way
through the loop I was carrying, back tracking with regularity along the way, and return to the vehicle to find
Colleen smoking a cigarette while waiting for me and asking me, once again, “what took you so long?” We used to
get done with the route sometime between 12:30 and
1:00 PM and we’d go to the McDonalds on Ventura Blvd.,
hang out there for a while and then go back to the office
and case whatever mail was available for the next day before ending tour at 2:30. In 1984 Studio City carriers
worked from 6:00 AM to 2:30 PM and as long as you completed your route in 8 hours Management left you alone.
There was no such thing as “downtime” back then. I don’t
remember exactly how many days I spent with my OJI but
I believe it was 3 relatively easy, relaxing days that lulled
me into a false sense of security regarding my career with
USPS. After those 3 days with my OJI I reported to work
feeling pretty good about my new job. This was going to
be great, I thought. Then reality struck as I started carrying mail on my own.
Before I applied to take the USPS exam, I remember
seeing carriers working and I can recall thinking that it
looked like a cool job that I would enjoy and have no trouble whatsoever doing. It looked really, really easy to me. I
used to backpack a lot in those days and I was in the best
shape of my life. There was no way I would have any problems carrying mail, or so I thought until I ventured out on
my own and found out how wrong I was when I thought
that job of a Letter Carrier was an easy one.
As written above, it was hotter than hell that August
and I was really slow on the street (as Station Manager Al
continued on page 5
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FORTY PERCENT CCA...

Management wasn’t so damned punitive back then, either. I remember one day I had left a large stack of Social
Security checks in the throwback case when I left for the
street. It took me forever to case and pull down a route
back then and I was not in the least bit concerned about
the throwback case when I finally left for the street. I think
I was working on Bob St. Clair’s route and I remember my
supervisor for the day, Carl Wesanen (who, believe it or
not, was actually a 204b back then), coming out and finding me to give me about 30 or 40 Social Security checks
to deliver. Carl told me he was receiving phone calls from
customers on the route saying that they had already received their mail but had not received their Social Security checks. Carl said that he went to the letter throwback
case and found it jam packed with Social Security
Checks, which he brought out to me to deliver. Carl was
very cool and calm and he simply told me to be careful
and make sure that I took all the throwbacks out to deliver before I left for the street, especially on Social Security check day. That was the extent of the “punishment” I received for my transgression. Hell, today you’d probably
get a sure fire letter of warning or worse for leaving 30 or
40 Social Security checks in the throwback case, especially if the supervisor had to leave the comfort of the office to bring you those checks on the street.

Continued from page 4

Martinez told me time and time again) and I was even
slower in the office (as Station Manager Al Martinez also
told me time and time again).

Veteran carriers mentored
the new hires
I remember how well I was treated by the veteran carriers in the Studio City Office back when I first started. Although they joked around constantly and tried to get me
to go to Al Martinez’s office to fetch a “Case Stretcher” (I
didn’t fall for that one), almost all of them went out of their
way to offer words of encouragement and to let me know
that the job would get easier and easier with each passing day.
When I carried parts of their routes they made sure
that the mail that they handed off to me was well organized and they took the time to explain the line of travel, always with a map included. The mail was placed in trays
with each bundle numbered and many of them took the
time to count out the coverage for each and every swing.
If I made a mistake, like leaving an outgoing letter or two
(or ten) at their case with the mail I brought back, they
would let me know about it after they had placed that letter or two (or ten) in the outgoing mail. If I brought back
deliverable mail they would bring it to my attention and tell
me to be careful. But they didn’t run to Management and
rat me out for my mistakes, like I’ve heard stories of some
carriers doing today. No, they brought my mistakes to my
attention so that I would learn from those mistakes without bringing my mistakes to Management’s attention.
They truly had my back.
That’s how it was in the Studio City office back then
and probably in every other office as well. I know in Mike
Steele’s Valley Village Office it was like that. I really
shouldn’t name those helpful Studio City carriers because
I am sure to leave some names out but those that come
to mind immediately (in no particular order) were Jim
Stevens, the Wiebers brothers (Wayne and Terry), Bob
Morris, Bob St. Clair, Dennis Dobbie, Tony Delacruz,
George Eggleston (our Shop Steward), Ward Lively, Ron
Mason, Jose Salazar, Brent Foster, and Manny (Boom
Baby!) Feliciano. Dickie Liu was a T-6 back then and he
was very helpful to me explaining things. Bob Mitchell had
been there about 8 months when I started but he was already a T-6 who knew all the Studio City Routes and he
too was very helpful to me when I first started. Reese Day
(God rest his soul) treated me well and I ended up being
his Letter Carrier when I bid into LCCA in 1988. The problem was that Reese retired shortly after I was awarded
the route and every day he tried to get me to have a beer
with him in his garage as I delivered his mail. Sorry OIG,
I never did have that beer on the clock. But, again, I digress.

Live (and work) by the Golden Rule
Management’s treatment of our City Carrier Assistants
(CCA’s) varies from office to office within Branch 2902
and no doubt varies in all of the Post offices Nationwide.
Of course there are several offices within our Branch
where Management treats their CCA’s as mere “grunts”,
the low men and women on the totem pole who are there
to keep their mouths shut, do as they are told and to do it
quickly for up to 12 hours a day, 7 days a week. They overload the CCAs with work and unrealistic expectations. No
wonder only 4 out of every 10 sticks around.
Then, although they are few and far between, there
are actually a few offices in Branch 2902 where Management treats their CCA’s in a more respectful manner and
actually makes an effort to properly train, mentor and develop them into productive Letter Carriers who are valuable to their office and to the USPS and will be far less
likely to resign or be removed from USPS for failure to
pass probation or some infraction of the rules. Like I said,
these kinder and gentler offices are few and far between,
but I can tell immediately which ones they are by the attitudes of the CCA’s that I meet while doing station visits.
I know that the overwhelming majority of our OJI’s do
an excellent job training our CCA’s and I also know that
many of our veteran carriers treat the CCA’s well and go
out of their way to be helpful to them. But I also know that
there are others that do not treat the CCA’s in their office
like I was treated when I started out as a Letter Carrier in
Studio City.
For those of you who go out of your way to make the
CCA’s feel welcome and are helpful to them as they learn
the job, I say thank you. For those of you that resent the
CCA’s and do what you can to make their jobs more difficult and less pleasant for them, I say shame on you. Jon
Gaunce, Bev Mattes and Reese Day are rolling around in
their graves. Until next time, try to walk a mile in their
shoes (no pun intended) and remember to live (and work)
by the Golden Rule and do unto others as you would have
them do unto you. And oh, by the way, Happy New Year!

Even Management treated me well!
Other than Station Manager Al Martinez, I was also
well treated by Management when I first started. I remember my regular supervisor, John Hudson, continually offering me words of encouragement as I slowly improved
as a carrier. We were allowed some time back then to
grow into the job. Nowadays the CCA’s are thrown to the
wolves from day one and they better get good fast or they
will be gone.
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So What’s In Your Wallet for 2015?
By Mary Stanley, Tri-Valley Branch 2902 Assistant Health Benefits Officer
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Savings; 24 Hour Nurse Help Line; Solutions for Caregivers; Healthy Rewards; Quit For Life (smoking); Alere
Weight Talk Program; Childhood Obesity; OptumHealth.
FYI, by choosing CIGNA’s in network providers, you
receive the best benefits of the plan’s PPO resulting in
cost savings to you. The NALC HBP PPO network is
through CIGNA. Some phone numbers to keep handy
are:

H

appy New Year to one and all!!
I hope you and your families
had a very happy and healthy
holiday season. Before I continue, I just have to say this. WOW,
what happened to 2014?!? It’s hard
for me to believe that it just flew by,
but it’s true. Look, we’re already into the New Year. As with
many of us, a new year brings new resolutions. For me,
one resolution will continue to be carried on continuously.
That resolution is to try and live a healthier life style with
diet, exercise and peace of mind.
Many of you had made that difficult decision to switch
over to our NALC Health Benefit Plan this year. I would
like to WELCOME you into our family. To those of you who
remained with our NALC HBP, THANK YOU for your continuing support and trusting our Health Benefit Plan for all
your health service needs. For those new members, I
know this was a huge step for you to make. I assure you,
it’s in the right direction. You too will agree when you discover “What’s in your wallet” after our first pay period.
You’ll see the financial difference you’ll be saving in your
bi-weekly premiums.
Listed below are some of the helpful programs that
NALC HBP offers (Refer to the 2015 Benefits brochure for
information to these programs and complete coverage of
benefits). CareAllies–Well Informed Program; CignaPlus

Eligibility, Claims, Benefits & Member Services
(888-636-6252)
Provider Locator, Care Allies (Precertification)
(877-220-6252)
Prescription Drugs (CVS Caremark)
(800-933-6252)
Mental Health Program
(877-468-1016)
To all union members, Thank You for allowing me the
opportunity to serve you in your health benefits needs. I
look forward to serving you and your families in the New
Year.
I’d like to end with a quote: “Learn from yesterday, live
for today, and hope for tomorrow”.- Albert Einstein
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Protecting your Family in 2015
By Chris Alessi, Tri-Valley Branch 2902 MBA/NSBA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
amount of money and/or property you own changes significantly, you move to another jurisdiction (some states
do not recognize out-of-state wills as valid. Your executor
or a significant beneficiary in your will dies, there is birth
or adoption of a child in your family, or you change your
mind about the provisions in your will.
Very Important: While the legal fees associated with
hiring a lawyer to draft a will are a deterrent for many
Americans, there are many do-it-yourself options that are
available that eliminates this obstacle. It is now quick and
easy for anyone to write their Last Will & Testament. As
uncomfortable as it may be to think about it, we are all
going to die. By drafting a Will, you ensure that your family is taken care of, and that your estate is handled according to your wishes, not the will of the government.
In closing I wish all our brothers & sisters a very Happy
New Year. God Bless you, Chris

E

very Adult needs a will, because it tells the state and the
executor who will receive the
assets of the deceased. With a
will you will control the distribution
of your property and it will protect
your loved ones too. Naming a Personal Representative/
Executor is very important, someone who you can trust
so they can carry out the instructions of your will, make financial decisions that can affect your estate’s value,
make sure final bills are paid and distribute assets as you
specified.
Elvis Presley’s estate was worth $10 million at the time
of his death in 1977, but without the benefit of proper estate planning, 73% of the estate went towards legal fees,
estate administration costs, and estate taxes, leaving only
$3 million to his daughter.
While people often think that only the elderly need to
have a will, it is advisable for adults of all ages to have
one. It is especially important for parents with minor children, even if they don’t have significant assets. Without a
will, the government decides who will become your children’s guardian. In order to have a say in who will care for
your children-should you die before they reach adulthood
–you must draft a Last Will & Testament to state your
wishes.
Even adults without families can benefit from having a
Last Will & Testament. You have worked hard to earn what
you have, your home, your car, your bank accounts,
shouldn’t you have a say in how it will be distributed in the
event of your death? Without a will, your wishes will be irrelevant, and the state will decide how to distribute your
estate. Precious heirlooms, that you may wish to give to a
friend upon your death, will instead be sold at auction and
the money will go to the government. In order to make
sure that your estate is handled according to your wishes,
and that your money is given to a friend, charity, or other
organizations of your choice, you must draft a will.
According to the United Way, 60% of Americans die
without having a Last Will &Testament, leaving the government to decide how to decide their estate. If you want
to have the final decision about how your estate is distributed after you pass on, a Last Will & Testament is a Very
Vital Document.
It is important to keep your will up-to- date. If you have
a new child after you draft your will, you must update the
will to include that child, even if you wish to state the child
will receive no part of your estate. In most jurisdictions, if
you don’t name al your heirs, they or their legal
guardian(s) will have the right to contest your will.
In order to make sure that your will is up to date you
should review your will after the following events: You get
married or divorced (change in marital status may void
your will). You are unmarried, but have a new partner, the

Branch 2902 Election Results
2015-2017 Term
President: Frank Salazar*
Executive Vice President: Ray Hill*
Senior Vice President: Paul Drapkin*
Vice President: James Perryman*
Treasurer: Dan Gorman*
Recording Secretary: Susan Degenhardt*
Director Of Retirees: Bev Sucich*
MBA Representative: Chris Alessi*
Health Benefit Officer: Joe Gutierrez (elected)
Sgt.-at-Arms: Bob Golden*
Trustees: (listed by number of votes)
Sandy Gaunce- 322
Greg Gaddis- 258
Debbie Riggs- 223
David Hyman-191
Louie Rodriguez- 169
Thank you to Paul Drapkin, Bev Sucich, Dan
Gorman, Jim Stevens, Chris Alessi, Lisje
Limpo, Ernestine Hernandez , Frank Salazar,
Matt Hill, and Ray Hill for preparing, opening
and/ or counting the ballots.
Election Chairperson, Susan Degenhardt
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MDA BOWL-A-THON 2014
By Sandy Gaunce, Tri-Valley branch 2902 MDA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pictured above are the fine people who came out early on a Sunday morning to support the MDA Bowl-A-Thon. Some were
bowlers, some were financial supporters, most were both. ALL are thanked tremendously.

score and Bob Golden (Team Odd Balls) for raising
the most money for MDA. This year we raised $1011
for MDA, good job everyone.
Our event was held at the Brunswick/Harley Bowl
in Simi Valley on the 1st Sunday in November. MDA
was asking for a minimum of $25 per bowler. This
year the bowling alley asked for $3.00 per bowler
which included shoes, ball and about 3 hours of fun.
Thats a pretty inexpensive morning of fun if you ask
me. In addition, there are always some refreshments
for all to enjoy. Come on out and join us next year.
I want to thank all of our bowlers, our friends and
our family members who sponsored our bowlers.

O

n November 2, 2014, our branch participated in
the 5th annual MDA Bowl-A-Thon. We had five
teams with a total of 21 bowlers. Each team had
a name (well almost all). They were “The Odd
Balls”, The Splitzers”, “Woody Hills”, The Blue Eagles” and one team who did not want to give up their
identity, but we know who they are and they are from
North Hollywood.
All Bowlers were given a ticket and we had a
drawing for 12 winners who received either a T-Shirt
or an MDA water bottle. In addition, there were three
plaques given out. They were awarded to: Team
Woody Hills for highest scoring game, Michael DeSantiago (Team Blue Eagles) for high individual
8

RETIREES LUNCH
RAFFLE AT 12:30

Where:

Sea Horse Buffet
2022 First Street
Simi Valley

When:

Thursday,
January 15, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

s y p
Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

Thursday,
February 19, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

Pictured above is newly retired Carrier Larry Quintanilla
out of San Fernando as he accepts his retirement watch.
Good luck in retirement Larry.

In Memorium
Theodore Z. Wells
Retired - San Fernando

Richard St. Pierre
Retired - Thousand Oaks
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BRANCH #2902 OFFICERS

SHOP STEWARD LIST

PRESIDENT
• Frank Salazar
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
• Ray Hill

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.

Greg Gaddis

Chatsworth Chief S.S.

Angel Hale

Fillmore Chief S.S.

Call Office

Moorpark Chief S.S.

Lori Stewart

North Hollywood Chief S.S. Louie Rodriguez

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
• Paul Drapkin
VICE PRESIDENT
• James Perryman
TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

Chandler

Greg Gaddis

Laurel Canyon

Louie Rodriguez

Studio City

Greg Gaddis

Valley Village

Louie Rodriguez

Northridge Chief S.S.

• Dan Gorman

Porter Ranch

RECORDING SECRETARY
• Susan Degenhardt

Onofre Varela
Onofre Varela

Ojai Chief S.S.

Philip Navarro

Oxnard Chief S.S.

Ernestine Hernandez
Kathi Albritten

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

Johnny Boyd

• Bev Sucich
Alternate

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

Pacoima Chief S.S.

• Chris Alessi

Alternate

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER
• Joe Gutierrez

Pablo Galvan
Steve Dickerson
Lorie Moore

Reseda Chief S.S.

Jeff Hastert

San Fernando Chief S.S.

James Perryman

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

Albert Reyes

• Mary Stanley
SGT.-AT-ARMS
• Bob Golden
TRUSTEES:
Debbie Riggs

M.C.A.

James Perryman

North Hills

C.C. Flatts

Sylmar / Main Office

James Perryman

Santa Paula Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

Simi Valley Chief S.S.

Sandra Gaunce
Sal Lopez

Louie Rodriguez
Sandy Gaunce

Mt. McCoy Station

Sandra Gaunce

Greg Gaddis

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S

Alex Lopez
Walter Williams

David Hyman

Mary Stanley

WEBMASTER
Larry Orcutt
“There are only two mistakes one can make along the
road to truth; not going all the way and not starting.”

Newbury Park

Debbie Riggs

Ventura Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

East Ventura

Laura Rowe

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.

Joe Vedder
Paul Drapkin

-Gautama Buddha

Nilo Gatus
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The installation of officers

DINNER
will be held at the January
Union Meeting

JAN 6

DINNER served at 6pm

Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

JAN 15 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
JAN 19 Martin Luther King Jr.
Birthday-Holiday
JAN 20 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Installation of Officers
Dinner served
FEB 3

Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

FEB 16 Presidents Day-Holiday
FEB 17 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Snacks served
FEB 19 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Hometown Buffet-West Hills
MAR 3 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

Picking up US Mail early 1900's

MAR

12

8 Daylight Savings Time begins
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Pictured above is the installation ceremony at the January Union Meeting in which Manny Peralta, Director of Safety & Health made it official. The swearing in of your Branch 2902 officers for the next three year term.

Stayed Informed
By Frank Salazar, President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

want to thank everyone who showed up at the January
general membership meeting and Installation of Officers. It also happened to be the 30th anniversary of our
merged Branch. Those in attendance were treated to a
catered dinner from Stonefire Grill and an informative talk
from our California State Association of Letter Carriers
President, John Beaumont and our National Director of
Safety and Health, Manny Peralta. As most of you know,
we had a big change in the last elections in the House
and Senate. The Republican Party now controls both
houses, and labor gets little support from today’s Republican Party. So there may be many changes in the next
two years that can affect letter carriers both active and retired. Like it or not, politics and legislation affects all of us;
it may affect our wages, working conditions, retirement
and health benefits. So, we have to stay informed, and I
will do my best to keep you in the know.

Representative Brownley
Meets With Labor
The second week in February, I was invited to attend
a Labor Roundtable meeting in Ventura with Representa-

tive Julia Brownley of the 26th Congressional District,
which covers most of Ventura County. Representative
Brownley invited all the Unions in her District to thank us
for helping her get re-elected, and to inform us of upcoming issues. Representative Brownley knew it was going to
be a tough and close race, and she knew she needed the
support of labor to win. She thanked us for our monetary
support, votes, precinct walking and phone banking. And,
believe me, every time I meet with our Representative, I
remind her that letter carriers have been with her since
the very beginning and that we show up at most of her
events.
Ms. Brownley also wanted us to know about the future
elections in 2016 and what she is currently doing in the
District. Representative Brownley informed us that the
Koch brothers have announced that they plan to invest
$300 million in the 2016 California elections. As you are
aware, 2016 is a Presidential election year and California
will have at least one Senate seat that will be vacant due
to the planned retirement of Senator Boxer. However,
continued on page 2

STAYED INFORMED
Continued from page 1

there will be other measures on the
tion, or Practice. This form should be readily available in a
ballot and the Democratic Party will
pouch on a bulletin board or some other location. You
back measures such as the minishould not be forced to ask a Supervisor for a form. Manmum wage, tax code changes,
agement should investigate immediately and take correclaws concerning child care, affordtive action within that tour, and give the employee a reable education and housing, free
ceipt with the actions taken or recommendations. In my
community college, and laws to
opinion, this would also apply to hazards out on the route.
protect social security and
824.6 Investigating Employee Reports of Hazard, UnMedicare.
safe Condition, or Practice
Representative Brownley also
824.61 Purpose of PS Form 1767, Report of Hazard,
informed us that she was on the
Unsafe Condition or Practice
Veteran’s Committee and TransPS Form 1767 is designed to encourage employee particportation and Infrastructure Comipation in the Postal Service Safety and Health Program
mittee. She stated to us that the Central Coast of Califorand to provide prompt action when employees report a
nia had no representation in Congress until she got there.
hazard. This form provides a channel of communication
We are in a region with Los Angeles, who takes most of
between employees and management that promotes a
the revenue, and the Central Coast was not getting its fair
prompt analysis and response with corrective action to reshare of the funds. She also stated that she is a big supports of alleged hazards, unsafe conditions, or unsafe
porter of veterans and veteran’s issues, especially veterpractices.
an’s health care issues.
824.62 Availability of
Many veterans in Ventura
Form
County have to go Los Angeles for medical care, but
Supervisors must mainthis will soon change. Curtain a supply of PS Forms
rently, the veteran’s clinic in
1767 in the workplace in
Oxnard is being expanded.
a manner that provides
There will be a brand new
employees with both easy
health clinic for veterans in
and (if desired) anonyVentura County sometime in
mous access.
2017 or 2018.
824.63 Procedures and
I also took this opportuniResponsibilities
ty to talk our representative’s
824.631 Employee
chief of staff about two
Any employee, or the repNALC bills that Representaresentative of any emtive Brownley had not yet coployee, who believes that
sponsored (she usually coan unsafe or unhealthful
sponsors our bills). The bills
condition exists in the
are H. Res. 12, which proworkplace may do any or
tects Six-Day Mail Delivery
all of the following:
and H. Res. 28, which proPictured above is President Salazar (far left) and other Labor organa. File a report of the contects Door to Door Delivery.
ization representatives with Julia Brownley, Congresswoman from
dition on PS Form 1767
At our February general
the 26th district (middle right foreground) at a recent Labor Roundwith the immediate supermembership meeting, I
visor and request an intable meeting.
handed out two NALC Facts
spection of the alleged
sheets, which you can find in
condition.
this newsletter. Brothers &
Sisters, please write, call or e-mail your representative
b. If the employee desires anonymity, file PS Form 1767
and tell them to support these bills.
directly with the installation’s safety personnel, who will
immediately give the report to the employee’s supervisor
Health & Safety
for necessary action. (In such cases, safety personnel
We are having many issues in some of our office conmust not disclose the name of the individual making the
cerning health and safety, and Management could care
report.)
less; like our Recording Secretary, Sue Degenhardt often
c. Report alleged unsafe conditions to a steward, if one is
quotes, when concerning Management and safety issues
available, who may then discuss the condition with the
“Safety first, right after the budget!”. We have had inciemployee’s supervisor. Discrimination against an employdences were Management has refused to fix dome lights
ee for reporting a safety and health hazard is unlawful.
in vehicles, failed to take defective vehicles out of service,
failed to red-tag defective equipment, and blocked fire
824.632 Supervisor
exits with equipment to name a few examples. Please be
The immediate supervisor must promptly (within the tour
advised that any carrier can report a safety violation at
of duty):
any time. We report these hazards in writing to Managea. Investigate the alleged condition.
ment via PS Form 1767-Report of Hazard, Unsafe Condicontinued on page 3
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STAYED INFORMED

sign a specific and qualified clerk to perform the PM cage
duties and to notify said carriers as to who it shall be for
every day of the week. Management is ordered to pay
$50.00 to Branch 2902 for its failure to honor the previous
grievance decisions.
This arbitrator retains jurisdiction over any issue involving the remedy for 90 days or until its effectuation
when the arbitrator’s jurisdiction shall cease.

Continued from page 2

b. Initiate immediate corrective action or make appropriate recommendations.
c. Record actions or recommendations on PS Form 1767.
d. Forward the original PS Form 1767 and one copy to the
next appropriate level of management (approving official).
e. Give the employee a copy signed by the supervisor as
a receipt.
f. Immediately forward the third copy to the safety office. It
is the supervisor’s responsibility to monitor the status of
the report at all times until the hazard is abated. If the hazard remains unabated longer than 7 calendar days, the
supervisor must verbally inform the employee as to
abatement status at the end of each 7-day interval.

2015 Food Drive
This year we have already experienced a major problem with the 2015 Letter Carrier Food Drive, but locally
we had a hero come to our rescue at the last hour.
Campbells is no longer a sponsor of the Letter Carrier Food Drive. National secured another sponsor; however, at the beginning of the year that company went
through reorganization. They assured NALC headquarters that there was no problem with their sponsorship.
Sometime in early February, the contact person was let
go and with them went the funds for the postcards. We
had less than a week to contact all our food banks to see
if they would contribute funds to purchase Food Drive
postcards. The cards cost about ½ cent a piece, and we
need about 500,000 cards.
A letter carrier in our Branch heard about the problem,
and the member decided on their own volition to donate
$2,500.00 to purchase the cards. I was amazed that one
of our own would donate to this most worthy of causes. I
know people donate hundreds and even hundreds of
thousands and maybe millions to causes, but I personal-

Cage Clerks
Another workroom floor issue we are having problems
with is the lack of cage clerks, especially in the afternoon.
To put it briefly, when we get back from the street there is
no one available at the cage to clear or check in our accountable items. When most of you encounter this situation, you are just leaving your accountables at the cage
hoping they will get cleared. In some of the offices, Management is even encouraging carriers to leave the accountables by setting up a basket or envelope system;
this is all wrong and contrary to the handbooks and manuals. If anything comes up missing, such as keys, money,
registered or certified mail, guess who’s going to pay? You
are! The carrier is responsible for those accountable
items until he/she is properly cleared. The cause of this
problem is (1) A lack of clerks in the p.m., (2) The clerks
being given to many other duties to do in the p.m. due to
budget cuts in the clerk craft, (3) The APWU not grieving
this situation or knowing about it., (4) The complacency of
the carriers just going with the flow and not reporting it to
a Steward, (5) The NALC Steward allowing it or not being
told about it.
We have experienced this situation in too many offices
too many times, but it keeps happening. In Chatsworth,
we had three previous cease and desist settlements with
three different OIC’s stating that it wouldn’t happen again
and that they would properly staff the cage in the a.m. and
p.m. However, the violations kept happening until we
reached the point that we just couldn’t take it anymore
and had to force the grievance to higher levels of the
grievance procedure for failure to comply until it reached
the arbitration level. I couldn’t see why Management
wanted to take it that far, because the handbooks and
manuals are pretty clear on this subject. But, under Article 3 of the National Agreement, I guess Management
does have the right to mis-manage the operations. Eventually, an arbitrator set Management straight. If this is happening in your office, put a stop to it by informing your
Steward or contact the Union office. If we keep letting
Management get away with these little things, they will
just keep wronging us in more and more different ways.

continued on page 4

Pictured above is Ernestine Hernandez as she proudly displays service awards that she was presented at the January union/installation
meeting. Well deserved Ernestine and thanks for your dedication.

ROBERT “BOB” SCHULTZ

AWARD SUMMARY
(F06N-4F-C 13022821)

Father of Letter Carrier - Moorpark, CA
Featuring Weinbrenner, Rocky and New Balance Shoes

The grievance is sustained. Postal Service is hereby
Ordered to Cease and Desist from not properly staffing
the accountable cage in the PM with qualified clerks.
Management is immediately Ordered to schedule and as-

Serving the San Fernando Valley and Ventura County
3324 FAXTON COURT•SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

PHONE: 805-526-4972
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you haven’t seen the letter carrier, it’s a problem. Don’t
scan until you get to the delivery point. Many customers
are tracking their items religiously. But, there is much
more analysis that could be done, however, the program
does not tell the whole history. Management must still ask
you questions, especially if they want to discipline you.
Some 3999’s are out of date, and the same carrier may
not be serving the route, you may have had permission
to deviate, you got swing help, etc. The program also allows management to get a satellite view of your LLV on
the route, but it does not allow them to magnify all the
way down.
Just know that if you come to work every day, on time,
and do what you are supposed to do, you are not going
to have a problem. Management already has the ability to
track you via msp scans, and since the advent of the new
scanners, Management has a program called RIMS, I believe, that can track your every move, in real time, out on
the route through the gps program embedded in your
scanner. So, just be aware that Management is going to
be out on the street more often observing and pushing
you to meet DOIS projections. In this newsletter, you will
also find an article by our Director of City Delivery Brain
Renfroe concerning “The Morning Routine”. It was first
published in the Postal Record. In case you missed it,
here it is again. It’s nothing knew and we have been
preaching it for years, but Brother Renfroe just stated it
so succinctly. Take a few minutes and read it for yourself
and apply it.
The next meeting should be good one. It’s St. Patrick’s
Day and the membership drawing will be over $2,900.00.
But, you have to be present to win. Hope to see you all
there. All for now back in two.

Continued from page 3

ly don’t know many people who do. I know a few that
would maybe donate a few hundred, but $2,500.00. This
member has truly done a good deed and should be commended. I would put them on the cover of the Mailbag
News, and praise such an honorable work. But, the member being the most modest and humble of types wants to
remain anonymous. I respect those wishes and we
should also by making sure every card gets delivered and
none go to waste. I just wanted to thank this member
from the bottom of my heart. This act of charity was truly
a blessed thing to do, because it was an unselfish act and
will help many people from children to the elderly.

Delivery Management System
(DMS)
Management has a new toy and it’s called DMS. What
is DMS? It’s a new tracking system, supposedly developed by marketing to let customers know when they can
expect delivery. I will try to give a very brief summation
here, although in our last general membership meeting I
gave a more detailed description of the program.
DMS is basically a tracking program that follows you
along your route from scan to scan. Picture a color map
of your route with an LLV icon to designate your vehicle
and its location based on the last scan made on your
route. There are a variety of icons, but I will just name a
few. There is an icon of a mailbox to indicate an msp
scan, there is an icon of a priority box to indicate an acceptable delivery event (scan), there is an alarm clock
icon to stop the clock on a non-delivery scan (notice left),
there are black dots indicating where you are projected to
make a parcel delivery, etc.
There are also a variety of colored dots at the bottom
of the screen to indicate how fast you are going. Red indicates that you are running late. Yellow indicates that you
are going to soon be running late. Green indicates that
you are on time, and Blue indicates that you are running
ahead of time. The program also lists all the parcels you
have for the day. Every parcel that was scanned in the
morning for your route has an arrival at unit scan (AAU).
The program lists all such parcels in delivery order on the
side of the page. Just by looking you can tell when the
parcel was scanned delivered or noticed left. You can
click on the line and the PTS (Parcel Tracking System)
gives you the information on the parcel such as name,
address, weight, etc. The DMS program is based on the
DOIS program, your most current PS Form 3999, and a
couple of other programs and it re-calculates when your
expected/projected to complete your route based on the
time of your last scan (DMS) in conjunction with your location on the route (based on the 3999), on the time you
left the office (based on msp scan report) and on your
volume and amount of parcels (based on the DOIS report).
When I first viewed this program, it’s obvious to see if
a carrier missed a parcel or an msp scan, if he/she deviated, or delivered something out of order. One thing I saw
and was told is that some carriers were delivering parcels
as scanned when they were loading their vehicle. They
did this so they wouldn’t forget later. Unfortunately, if you
are a customer tracking an item, and you see that your
parcel has been scanned as delivered at 8:30 a.m. and

Pictured above is a contingent of NALC Carriers, including our very
own David Hyman and Ernestine Hernandez as they visit Congresswoman Brownley on the latest DC Lobby trip seeking support for Letter Carrier issues.

In Memorium
Renato L. Parungao
Active Carrier - Woodland Hills
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Manny’s Rousing Speech
By Ray Hill, Executive Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reagan (sorry Angel, he was no hero) tried to strip Federal Workers of their retirement benefits and force them to
depend solely on Social Security benefits after they retired. As Manny explained, the Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS), which began in 1984, was a compromise solution to the drastic plan championed by Reagan and his cronies. I have no doubt that many NALC
members takes our wages and benefits for granted but as
Manny explained, our wages and benefits were not just
given to us out of the goodness of our employer’s heart;
they were earned through the blood, sweat and tears of
our past and present Union leadership.
Manny spoke of the importance of contributing to
COLCPE because our wages and benefits are under constant attack from anti-union/anti-labor political groups.
Manny’s speech obviously struck a chord with those in attendance and we had 3 of our members sign up for COLCPE after the meeting. Those of you asking yourself what
the big deal is in getting 3 members to sign up for COLCPE at a Branch meeting need to know that those 3
signups are 3 more than we normally get at a Branch
meeting. Ernestine Hernandez is always there at the
meetings ready to sign up members for COLCPE but she
usually just sits there all by her lonesome, much like the
Maytag repairman in those old commercials many of you
probably don’t remember and most of you probably never
saw.
Thanks to Manny Peralta for making the trip out to California to attend our meeting and especially for giving his
rousing speech to the membership that helped us acquire
3 new COLCPE donors. And thanks as well to RAA
James Henry and CSALC President John Beaumont for
coming to our meeting and helping to install Branch
2902’s officers for the next 3 year term.

A

t our general membership
meeting on January 17, 2015
the officers of Branch 2902,
myself included, were installed by RAA James Henry and
Manny Peralta, NALC’s National
Director of Safety and Health. Manny has a long history
with Branch 2902 going back 25 years when he was an
RAA for NALC Region 1. Manny was (and is) a top notch
arbitration advocate and over the years he handled many
of Branch 2902’s arbitration cases. I was privileged to be
Manny’s “Technical Advisor” (TA) on a few of the cases
Manny advocated for our branch. When I say that I was a
TA for Manny Peralta in an arbitration hearing, what that
really means is that Manny graciously allowed me to sit
next to him at the hearing so that I could watch and learn
from the master at work. I sure as hell wasn’t doing any
“technical advising”. Some of Branch 2902’s greatest arbitration victories were advocated by Manny Peralta, including one of the first cases involving FMLA back in
1995. After the Installation of the officers of the branch at
our January meeting, Manny gave a rousing speech that
was well received by the membership in attendance.
Manny spoke about his Union background and how it
was molded by a neighbor named Jim who was a truck
driving Teamster that Manny met when he was 8 years
old. Teamster Jim taught Manny the importance of labor
Unions and when he was a newly hired letter carrier
Manny was recruited and then mentored by the NALC
leadership of his branch. Manny also spoke about the importance of handing the Union torch down to the younger
carriers that come along because a great Union like the
NALC needs to always have a fresh supply of young guns
ready, willing and able to take over the reins when the old
officers like myself finally retire and ride off into the sunset.
Manny takes his Union leadership role very seriously
and he expects the membership to take their roles as
Union members seriously as well. He asked those in attendance at the meeting what their reason was for attending Union meetings. Were they going to meetings just so
they could get out of the house for a couple of hours every
month? Or were they going to meetings to learn as much
as possible about our jobs, our contract and our political
battles and then take that knowledge and share it with
their co-workers who could not attend the meetings?

continued on page 7

Wages and Benefits were earned
Manny gave a short history of the NALC’s political battles and victories broken down by decade, starting with
the 1950’s when there was much more of a thriving middle class in America than there is today. The percentage
of unionized workers in America was much greater in the
1950’s and 1960’s than it is today, and it was because of
this large percentage of unionized American workers that
there was such a thriving middle class back then.
When speaking of the decade of the 1980’s, Manny
explained to the membership how then President Ronald

Pictured above is retiree Sonny Castellano out of Chatsworth as he accepts his 45 year union membership pin. Thanks for all your support
Sonny.
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MANNY’S ROUSING SPEECH

are making the job more difficult and less pleasant for our
new CCAs and decreasing the likelihood that they will
pass their probations.
I would ask those of you that complained about my article to please re-read it and then contact me and let me
know what specifically you found offensive in that article.
I always welcome all of your comments and constructive
criticism, hell I even welcome your destructive criticism.

Continued from page 6

Negative Feedback
In the last issue of the Mailbag News, I wrote an Article regarding the treatment of City Carrier Assistants
(CCAs) in the offices represented by Branch 2902. In that
article, I wrote that our CCAs were being treated poorly
by Management in some offices and that in some offices
CCAs were also being poorly treated by a few (yes, in my
article I wrote a few) of our veteran Letter Carriers. The
main reason that I wrote the article was because I was
aware that some of our new CCAs were not receiving the
same kind of treatment from a few veteran carriers in their
respective offices that I had received from the veteran
carriers that I worked with when I started with USPS in
the Studio City office of North Hollywood.
I have received some negative feedback about that article. The negative feedback was mainly from one particular office, which strangely enough was not the office that
caused me to write the article in the first place. The carriers that complained to me about my article told me that
the problems that they had with the CCAs in their office
were mainly due to what they characterized as poor work
ethics that were displayed by these CCAs. They alleged
that the CCAs working in their office were basically “milking the system” by taking their sweet time to do their work
and acting as if they were proud of themselves for their
poor quality of work. I could not agree or disagree with
these complaining carrier’s allegations regarding their
CCA’s quality of work or their work ethics because I do
not have firsthand knowledge of these particular CCA’s
work habits or work ethics. It became abundantly clear to
me, however, that these particular carriers that I spoke to
really disliked some of the CCAs working in their office.
After reading my article a carrier from another office
told me that although he actually liked the article, he
wanted to tell me the problems that he had with the CCAs
in his particular office. He said that the CCAs working in
his office were all fairly young and that they displayed a
generally poor work ethic and what he termed a “sense of
entitlement”. He also said that he didn’t think that the
CCAs in his office had to work as hard as he had to when
he started with USPS.
Again, I can’t agree or disagree with this carrier’s complaints because I do not have firsthand knowledge of the
work habits of the CCAs in his office and I don’t know how
hard he had to work when he first started.

Boo!!!
The Dodgers’ season starts on April 6th and 70% of us
in the Los Angeles viewing area will not be able to see the
Dodger games on television again this year. Hopefully DirecTV and Time Warner cable will work something out before too long but I won’t hold my breath. Damn those
greedy bastards (Dodgers’ Ownership and Time Warner
Cable)!

Yeah!!!
I am neither a Patriots nor a Seahawks fan but that
was the greatest Super Bowl game I’ve ever seen and I’ve
seen all of them. After last year’s debacle when the Seahawks destroyed the Broncos and the game was over
from the first snap (Safety!!), it was just fun to actually see
a competitive game for once! Until next time, I hope to see
you all at the next branch meeting which will be on Saint
Patrick’s Day.

Pictured above is newly retired Carrier, Louie Garcia, from Chatsworth
as he accepts his retirement watch. Good luck with all that newfound
freedom Louie.

My Intentions

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of
Tri-Valley Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National Association of Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed are those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers.
The Mail Bag News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however the editorial staff of
the Mail Bag News assumes complete authority to decide which letters are presented for
publication. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is hereby granted to reprint articles. We just ask that you give the author and the publication appropriate credit.

I did not write the article to imply that all of our CCAs
are saints and that they are all great workers that are
being mistreated by the regulars. If you read my last article you will not find that written or implied anywhere in
that article.
I know there are some CCAs that are not great workers and may have poor work ethics, just like there are
some regular employees that are not great workers and
also have poor work ethics.
The reason that I wrote the article was to remind us all
that we should be helping one another to succeed at work
and to do our best to make the job easier and more pleasant for the new carriers that are probably having a difficult
time in their new jobs and are trying desperately to pass
probation. My article was directed to the few carriers that
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Lets Make a Deal
By James Perryman, Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

When carriers sign the OTDL for Work Assignment,
they are making a commitment to working available OT
on their assignment up to 12 hours. When carriers sign
the OTDL for MAX, whether it’s 10 or 12 hours, they are
making a commitment to be available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week for maximum overtime hours,
whether it’s on and/or off their assignment. In addition,
MAX carriers may be called in to work on their nonscheduled day including Sundays.
Carriers who do not desire overtime, in most cases,
are committed to not working OT. However, when some
carriers decide to make their own rules and fail to abide
to the contract, their action will contribute to some of the
article 8 violations. The selfish act of these carriers affects the rights of MAX carriers who are not receiving all
available overtime hours which they are entitled to under
the provisions of 8 of our contract. Moreover, it also
causes a domino effect when 8 hour carriers are expected by some supervisors to make sweet deals to work
their own overtime on their assignment, even when the
OT is not desired.
Let’s not forget, it takes two to tangle. There are
some supervisors that allow this inappropriate behavior
to take place, at times for unknown reason. However,
these managers don’t realized that the deals that they
make with the deal making carriers contribute to some
of the article 8 violations that result in having to pay
monetary settlements for the violations. For example:
when MAX carriers are not kept equitable during the
quarters, in some cases, it’s because the available overtime work opportunities were not given to the MAX carriers, it was given to an 8 hour carrier or a Work Assign-

H

ello Brothers and Sisters. I
would like to thank the members for their support in
electing me as Vice President of Branch 2902. It was an
honor and privilege to serve as a
branch Trustee. However, as Vice President, I’m looking
forward to the continuous hard work and dedication that
is required to keep our Branch and its leadership strong
to fight and support the rights of hardworking Letter Carriers.
There are many types of deals. We make deals when
we seek the purchases of an appliance, vehicle, or
home. Parents sometime make deals with their children
as a way to motivate and reward their kids for having
good grades in school. There are also deals made in
the courts of law and government for the benefit of the
people. Although, deals are made every day and in different ways, I don’t understand why letter carriers would
make deals that cause harm to themselves and the
rights of others.
Article 8 violations are one of the most common violations for the union to investigate. There are many types
of article 8 violations. For example: Non-overtime carriers required to work OT when auxiliary assistance is
available, non-ODL (MAX) carriers working OT outside
of their assignment, and ODL (MAX) carriers who are
not kept equitable for OT during the quarter.
The article 8 violations that I have found to be the
most interesting are the violations that involve carriers
making deals with management. These types of deals
ranges from carriers who are 8 hour carriers who volunteer to work overtime even though he or she is not on
the overtime desire list, and Work Assignment carriers
who do not want to sign up for ODL, but want to work
additional overtime. Some 8 hour carriers inform management that they don’t want the sign the overtime desire list however; they willing to help out and work 30
minutes of overtime on their assignment daily. Some
carriers will even go as far as informing management
that they are available to work overtime off their assignments even though they are not on the ODL (MAX) carriers list.
Unfortunately we have carriers among us that don’t
understand that these deals contribute to the violations
of article 8 of our National Agreement. These types of
deals violate the rights of letter carriers who actually
sign the OTDL (Over Time Desire List) to work available
OT as a Work Assignment or MAX carrier. When carriers do not desire overtime they either don’t sign the list
or sign up for 8 hours only.

continued on page 12

Pictured above is newly retired Shop Steward, Steve Leyton, out of
North Hollywood as he accepts his union retirement watch.
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NALC Health Benefits Plan
By Joe Gutierrez, Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

what is required from those of us who are members.
As I have often said, if you have any questions
please don’t hesitate to give one of us a call and we will
answer or research the question for you.
For the new employees, the NALC has two plans to
chose from, the CDHP and Value only plan. In both
plans you are given a fixed amount to use for medical
care after these funds are exhausted you pay a deductible and then the health plan benefits take effect. It
is a good plan as long as no medical crisis occurs. I plan
on giving a better explanation at the next union meeting
which will have passed by the time this comes to press.
As I close there is an upcoming health seminar coming
if any union health member has an issue or problem
they need to address or need an answer to please contact me or Mary so we may present it.

N

ow that we have begun a
new year and have chosen a
health plan that suits our
needs I hope everyone is
happy with their decision. Those of
you who have chosen the NALC
union health plan, I applaud you on making a wise decision. No matter what plan you decided on I encourage
you to read your brochures and see what it is you have
available to you.
You members who chose the NALC health benefits
plan have myself and the Assistant Health Benefits representative, Mary Stanley to assist you with any questions you may have. Our health plan has a lot of benefits that our members should be aware of. From preventive care to hospitalization and physician care. The cost
to the member such as co-pays and deductibles and

The Morning Routine
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Weigh It Out
By Mary Stanley, Assistant Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ello to all of my family (that
means YOU) members. As all
of you already know, seen and
felt it, there’s been a change in
your pay. For some of you, you are
benefiting with an increase in your
pay. You did this by making that
most difficult and uncertain step of switching your previous Health Benefits Plan to join our family of NALC
Health Benefits Plan (HBP). Again Thank You and Welcome to our family. Brace yourself and enjoy that extra
savings this year. There may be some bumps in the road
ahead of you in getting familiar with the benefits that our
plan has to offer. BUT, that is why I am here for you.
For those of you who remain faithful to the other health
plans, I respect your personal decisions (regardless of
what they may be) to stay with them. If you ever want to
compare your benefits to the NALC HBP or if you just
have a question about our health benefits, please ask me.
If I don’t have an answer, then I will get an answer. Please
keep in mind that I don’t have information concerning your
own health plan with the other plans.
As you know for 2015, our premiums went up again
and will continue to go up. We are now paying 23%, while
our employer, the USPS is paying 77%. Next year in
2016, we will be paying 24% and the USPS will be paying
76%. This is the result of the arbitration decision for our

current contract. The NALC HBP strives to provide its
members with affordable premiums and offering excellent
benefits. Please note that the OPM website showing the
FEHB change to employee premium rates for 2015 is incorrect. It shows a $22.00+ increase in our premiums for
High Option Self and Family. In reality, it was only a $9.96
increase. I cannot verify the accuracy of any other plans.
I only know about the NALC HBP.
CCA’s please check out our NALC HBP website 2015
rates for information concerning what your premiums
would be. The 2015 CCA information regarding rates is
too detailed to explain in this article. Yes “Open Season”
has already passed and sign up is closed for this year. But
there are some CCA’s who will become regulars this year.
First off, those CCA’s who’ll become regulars, Congratulations!! Second, I can’t stress enough how important it is
for you to pay attention to your mail when you do become
regulars. Why? You will be given a short window frame in
which you are allowed to sign up for Health Insurance. You
are supposed to receive a letter stating that from the
USPS. If you miss that window, you will have to wait for
open season in November of this year. If you do not receive this letter, see your shop steward and ask about it.
Wishing all of you a very healthy and happy St.
Patrick’s Day with the good Luck of the Irish to you.
Happy spring time and Happy Easter!!

LETS MAKE A DEAL

of some letter carriers, “The reason I didn’t sign my
name on the shop steward list or inform the union about
the article 8 violations is nothing ever happens to management”. Just because a letter carrier or manager may
not like the rule and/or the rule does not benefit the
needs of the carrier or supervisor, it does not give any
postal employee the rights to violate the rights of others.
In closing, the union and its shop stewards are not
mind readers. We don’t see into the future and we cannot conduct fishing expeditions looking for article 8 violations, especially when we have carriers and supervisors making inappropriate deals regarding the use of
overtime that are unforeseen. However, the union will do
it’s very best, with the cooperation of letter carriers and
management, to adjudicate all contractual violation including article 8 violations in a timely manner. Please
understand that a closed mouth does not get fed, and
the time spent by carriers contributing to contractual violations with management may take the same amount
of time to resolve the subsequent contractual violation
that has occurred. The National Agreement was written
and agreed upon the by the parties with the spirit and intent to promote fairness. Remember, letter carriers and
management should respect the rules and contractual
rights of others under the National Agreement.
Until next time, God bless and go Lakers.

H

Continued from page 9

ment carrier, who made a sweet deal to help out management and themselves.
What happens when the deal makers do not want to
work overtime anymore? Well, they start filling grievances. In fact, the deal maker wants immediate action
and immediate results. The deal maker either does not
realize nor does he or she cares that they have contributed to this inappropriate behavior for months, and
sometimes years that lead to the violation. The sad
thing about this situation is, in some cases, there is
more than one carrier involved or more than one have
knowledge about the inappropriate deals that have been
made over time and have not informed the union. Never
the less, they want the violation to stop immediately. The
union will investigate and file a grievance if there is sufficient evidence that a contractual violation occurred.
Article 8 violations are sometimes challenging and
time consuming, especially when you have deal making
carriers and managers who are unwilling to cooperate.
Also, there are carriers who desire to remain silent or
just don’t want to get involved. However, when this happens, it is followed by something that most shop stewards have experienced when we hear the famous words
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Group Life Insurance G-001 Policy
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
extra protection at the rate of 44 cents/month per active
member for every $1,000 not to exceed $20,000 of term
insurance. When a branch purchases one or both of the
G-001 supplemental life insurance plans, it must provide
coverage for all of its active members for the same
amount of coverage through the MBA.
After a branch member retires, their branch group coverage terminates under the G-001 Supplemental Insurance plans. Not to worry though, the MBA has a conversion period for retiring members, membership termination
of active members or the cancellation of the group supplemental term life plans by a branch. Members previously under these plans have a 31-day option period to convert to an individual insurance policy with the MBA without taking a physical exam by providing a written application to the MBA. The conversion amount of insurance cannot exceed the elected amount of coverage that the
branch has or had covering its active members. Under the
conversion option, premiums are based upon the individual insured’s age at time of conversion.
Branches can also benefit from electing to give their
members this added protection, because a pro-rated portion of all unused premiums is refunded annually to the
participating branches as an experience refund. Since
1985 the MBA has paid over $5 million in basic accidental claims. The member does not pay any premiums for
the supplemental group plans; the branches pay the
whole premium for its active members.
In closing, I would like to say congratulations to Dixie
Uribe who retired in the beginning of February 2015. I
wish you many happy years ahead and a great life.
In Solidarity, God Bless You.

I

n February of 1985 the NALC
and the MBA established a
$5,000 basic group accidental
life insurance G-001 policy. Currently all active and retired NALC
members are provided this benefit
at no cost to the members or the branches. Branch members are not required to pay any premiums for this policy.
The NALC pays for all the premiums for basic G-001 accidental death policies.
In addition to coverage under the basic G-001 policy,
The MBA offers supplemental group insurance policies to
the branches that elect to provide additional accidental
death benefits and/ or term life insurance for their active
branch members, including CCA’s. No physical exams
or individual insurance applications are required for a
member to be covered by any of MBA’s group G-001 policies.
MBA’s G-001 Supplemental accidental Life insurance plan will insure the active branch members for as little as 3 cents/month per member for every $1,000 worth
of coverage and as much 75 cents /month per member for
$25,000 worth of accidental death coverage. There is no
accumulated cash value attributed to either of the G-001
policies. Death benefits are paid when the death is a result of direct bodily injuries sustained by an accident
based on documentation from the pronouncing physician,
the coroner’s office, or the medical examiner, the MBA
does not determine the manner of death.
MBA’s G-001 Supplemental Term Life Insurance
plan on the other hand pays a death benefit no matter
what the cause of death is. Branch members can have

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Weingarten Rights

If called to a meeting with management, postal inspectors, or an Office of
Inspector General (OIG) agent, read the following statement to the person
you are meeting with before the meeting starts: “If this discussion could in
any way lead to my being disciplined or terminated, or affect my personal
working conditions, I respectfully request that my union representative, officer, or steward be present at this meeting. Without my Union representation
present, I respectfully choose not to answer any questions or participate in
this discussion.” Federal labor law gives each employee “the right to representation during any investigative interview which he or she has reason to
believe may lead to discipline”. These rights are known as Weingarten rights.
Many letter carriers do not know about their Weingarten rights. If you do not
know about this right, please read this carefully. It is simple, yet many fail to
exercise this powerful right. An employee has Weingarten representation
rights only where he or she reasonably believes that discipline could result
from the investigative interview. It is important to remember that it is the employee who must reasonably believe that discipline could result, not the manager. Whether or not an employee’s belief is “reasonable” depends on the circumstances. Some cases are obvious, such as when a supervisor asks an
employee if they discarded deliverable mail. Generally, if you are asked a
question concerning something you allegedly did wrong, you should reasonably believe that discipline could result. Management is not obligated to inform you of your right to representation. The steward cannot exercise your
Weingarten rights for you. You must ask for representation. If you do not ask
for a steward, you have given up your right to have representation present.
No matter how smart you think you are, no matter how innocent you are, you
should never under any circumstances participate in an investigative interview without a steward present.
If called to a meeting with management, postal inspectors, or an OIG
agent, remain respectful and calm and read the paragraph in italics at the beginning of this section to the person you are meeting with before the meeting starts. The manager, inspector, or OIG agent conducting the interview is
then required by law to provide you with your steward. Please remember to
take advantage of this right.
If you are interrogated on a matter that could possibly lead to criminal
charges, you should immediately seek the advice of an attorney in addition
to requesting your shop steward.

Pictured above is newly retired Carrier Nancy Valadez out of Simi
Valley as she accepts her retirement watch at the January union
meeting.
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For the Good Life
By Beverly Sucich, Director of Retirees
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

she displays and for all the other retirees who donate
gifts, fruits, and candies.
On your January 2015 annuity the retirees received a 1.7% COLA. There was also a good article
on Medicare in the January 2015 Postal Record. The
article was written by the Director of retirees.
Bill Everett from Santa Paula is going to receive
his 60 year pin in March 2015. Bill comes to most of
the luncheons and he is doing well.
On January 20th 2015 the new officers were installed by National Officer Manny Peralta from NALC
headquarters in Washington D.C. He is Director of
Safety and Health. I would like to congratulate all the
new officers who were installed in January. They will
do a fine job in the next 3 years like they have in the
past.
If you still have not donated to COLCPE please
contact Ernestine Hernandez. She can guide you on
how to donate through your annuity or checking account. Even as low as $1.00 per month will help to
further legislation for the Postal Service.
Our prayers and condolences go out to the family
and friends of Ted Wells from San Fernando. Ted was
also past President of Branch 2902. Also the family
and friends of Richard St. Pierre from Thousand
Oaks. May both retirees rest in Peace.
Stay safe and healthy until next time.

H

i to all the past and now
new retirees. It has been a
while since I have written
an article. I will give you the
winners for October, November,
December and January lunch-

eons.
We had quite a few winners for December and
January because of the holidays and Joe Gutierrez
donated quite a few gifts. Thanks Joe.
October 2014-Max Feinberg, Jon McClaran, Jack
Rice, Dan Perego, Rudy Hernandez, Bill Egan, and
Monico Garcia.
November 2014-Rudy Hernandez, Ardie Beers,
Larry Orcutt, Ron Erb, Larry Quintanilla, Paul Bogle,
John Mendez Jim Stevens, Sonny Castellano.
December 2014-Paul Bogle, Larry Orcutt, John
Mendez, Nancy Valadez, Bill Egan, Dan Perego,
Rich Thatcher, Ardie Beers, Jon McClaran, Lois
Perkins, Barbara Roberts, Dan Gorman, Bev Sucich,
Dan Gorman, and Don Draper.
January 2015-Larry Orcutt, Sandy Gaunce, Rich
Thatcher, Bill Egan, Joe Majzel, Lois Perkins, Dave
Perez, John Mendez, Jack Rice, Sonny Castellano,
and Nancy Valadez. December and January had
quite a few Simi Valley retirees win. Good job Simi!!
We always have a good turnout for the December
luncheon. I want to thank Lois Perkins for her crafts
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End of an Era, the Opening of
a New Chapter
By David Hyman, Trustee, Branch 2902 Political Liaison
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

where my younger brother still resides. Both the
house and my route are under the flight pattern of
the nearby Van Nuys Airport.
Being retired leaves me the opportunity to continue my public service activities by volunteering for
labor issues and candidates. I look forward to being
able to continue moving our agenda forward despite
the set back in last November's elections in the rest
of the country. I'll also be able to continue my involvement with my Neighborhood Council, the Sierra Club
and now my flying out of Van Nuys won't be restricted to my letter E week day off.
With Spring training winding down about now,
looking to do another Branch 2902 game at the stadium on Saturday September 19th against the Pittsburgh Pirates. We'll be sitting in the right field pavilion with the all you can eat Dodger Dogs, peanuts,
nacho's , fountain beverages & chips for $32 per ticket. I'll have the tickets at the Branch meetings & retirement lunches.
The light at the end of the tunnel has finally arrived for me. I hope that for the rest of you waiting to
reach this point, you will like wise have good health
as I do. I did turn down the letter carrier position from
the 2nd test since I was already working for the
Postal Service. Nice to know they really wanted me.

L

ife is an adventure and as
you read this issue, my parole date has finally arrived.
I am moving on to the next
chapter in my life after proudly serving 36 1/2 years
with the USPS, the last 35 and 2/3 years on route 62
in North Hills (formerly Sepulveda). If the paperwork
went smoothly, my last work day was February 28th.
I grew up in Sepulveda and never thought about
working for the service until college while doing an
internship in Sacramento for the California Democratic Party. My first week in town and I noticed on TV
the Postal Service was taking applications so I
thought I might be able to work for them in the summer after my school program ended. I left Sacramento in August of 1978 and transferred my scores to
MCA. MCA was taking applications at the time so I
signed up to take the test again to get a higher score.
When CSUN started up again a few weeks later, I
was offered the choice of working for the USPS or
finishing up at CSUN. Since I was five classes away
from graduating, I took the job at $6.90 per hour and
finished my last five classes one a semester. Strange
how things work out. This ended up being a marriage
of convenience. I was working on a park and loop
route literally a block away from the family house

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Article 1. Section 6 Performance of Bargaining Unit Work

A. Supervisors are prohibited from performing bargaining unit work at
post offices with 100 or more bargaining unit employees, except:
1. in an emergency;
2. for the purpose of training or instruction of employees;
3. to assure the proper operation of equipment;
4. to protect the safety of employees; or
5. to protect the property of the USPS.
The prohibition against supervisors performing bargaining unit work also
applies to acting supervisors (204b). The PS Form 1723, which shows the
times and dates of the 204b detail, is the controlling document for determining whether an employee is in a 204b status.
An acting supervisor (204b) may not be used in lieu of a bargaining unit
employee for the purpose of bargaining-unit overtime. An employee detailed to an acting supervisory position will not perform bargaining-unit overtime immediately prior to or immediately after such detail on the day he/she
was in a 204b status unless all available bargaining unit employees are utilized.
An emergency is defined in Article 3.F as “an unforeseen circumstance
or a combination of circumstances which calls for immediate action in a situation which is not expected to be of a recurring nature.”
1.6.B B. In offices with less than 100 bargaining unit employees, supervisors are prohibited from performing bargaining unit work except as enumerated in Section 6.A.1 through 5 above or when the duties are included
in the supervisor’s position description.
Article 1.6.B prohibits supervisors in offices with less than 100 bargaining unit employees from performing letter carrier bargaining unit work except for the reasons enumerated in Article 1.6.A.1 through 5, or when the
duties being performed are included in the supervisor’s position description.
The Step 4 decision NC-C-9746, March 3, 1978 (M-00200) provides that no
matter what appears in a supervisor’s job description, it does not authorize
the supervisor to “perform bargaining unit work as a matter of course every
day,” but rather “to meet established service standards.” Furthermore, the
pre-arbitration settlement H7N-2M-C-443, May 17, 1986, (M-00832) provides that where the phrase “distribution tasks” or “may personally perform
non-supervisory tasks” is found in a supervisor’s job description, this does
not include casing mail into letter carrier cases.

NALC Lobbyists make a visit to Congressman Cardenas office on their
recent trip to DC.

I thought I wanted a career.
Turns out I just wanted paychecks.
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Guest Retiree Article

Memories of the Past
By Ken Garrison, Ventura Retiree
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Was never a natural at casing like some study a case
a few minutes then no hesitation casing. Before machine
made case labels they were hand printed. I started same
color for each street & hand printed many cases. PO gave
me a cash award. Subs appreciated it more than regulars.
One route was all avenue & streets, no names. After
hours casing the many duplicate numbers numbed all effort.
It was true that regulars were helpful & respectful to
subs. In those early times customers were x-card crazy.
My route was upper class in Ventura hills & some claimed
they mailed & received up to 500 cards. Reduced rate if
cards weren't sealed. One day I only cased for 10 hours
& pulled down 3 times & had 2 subs helping. For me such
casing was more tiring than delivery.
I read about a few carriers 40 to 50 years service,
but for me 27 years was enough. I enjoyed it until management began stupid measuring mail. Or when harassment drove older carriers to mental health aid, including
me. I retired with a clean file in 1987. Never had a military
nightmare, but had over 20 years of USPS nightmares.
It's claimed what doesn't kill you makes you stronger. My
Ventura case partners on both sides died early. I miss the
case row camaraderie, such a bunch of characters. Charlie was a natural born comedian that could have people
laughing in a minute. I notice many men expire in what I
call the 80 to 85 "death zone." Those surviving WW II vets
are on borrowed time.
This was all one finger typed & was near age 80
when first used a computer. How can it type without an ink
supply? My wife has 18 grades of education & her 7th
grade granddaughter helped on her new "notebook."
Guess I rattled on enough. Never saying no to wives put
me in the Mojave Desert. Never marry smart women. I
miss the cool Ventura breezes & ocean views, but this climate is good training for my final delivery stop.

Y

our recent enjoyable CCA article & your "on the job
training" brought memories that you might find interesting. I will skip my miserable life during the "Great
Depression”. What is called poverty now would have
been luxury to us during 1930's. My part-time employment began at age 13 & full-time at 14 after dad abandoned mom & kids. Numerous jobs included heavy construction laborer & structural steel-worker at age 16. At 18
I tired of climbing & injuries so tried the United States Marine Corps at Parris Island(Thats another story). After
Japan & Korea & 39 months I was offered rifle range instructor & S/SGT rank, but freedom seemed better then.
I was dumb enough to return to steel & a crushed leg. On
crutches I passed the USPS exam & the military points
put me in front in file.
In 1960 subbing was more hell than heaven, especially near the Wisconsin border. In Rockford Illinois, at the
main PO, subs waited in the break room for swings or a
route, no schedules. On storm days or heavy mail we all
got hours, otherwise it was less. Due to relocation I
subbed at 4 stations & over a 100 routes. It was the most
stressful job I ever had in 43 labor years!!! Management
in Ventura was worse than any drill instructor. There was
an investigation into postal working conditions in that
area, maybe Simi stations?
When I first subbed the only USPS vehicles we had
were big trucks that delivered mail to relay boxes. Imagine a below zero day & no mail on your first relay. I would
have to get inside box to avoid frostbite. So I carried double loads to avoid long stops. That one sided strain resulted in neck vertebrate lifelong pain. We used city buses or
our own vehicles to get to routes in early 60's. No assistance existed then, besides subs. My only training was a
day with a regular. Always had good directional sense so
street time improved ok but had some street nightmares
such as rain froze & then covered by snow. Fell a bout 6
times & finding white mail in blowing snow isn't fun.

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Injury Compensation
CCAs are covered by the Federal Employees’ Compensation Act (FECA).
The FECA provides wage-loss, medical, and other benefits to Postal Service
employees, including CCAs, who sustain personal injury or employment-related
illness while in the performance of duty. The FECA also pays benefits to dependents if the injury or illness causes the employee’s death. The Office of
Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP), a subdivision of the U.S. Department of Labor, administers the FECA through 12 district offices. It can be daunting for injured workers to successfully navigate through the intricacies of the
FECA. Fortunately, CCAs who are members of the NALC can obtain advice and
assistance on their claims from their NALC branch officers and their National
Business Agents. CCAs and other letter carriers who are not members of the
NALC cannot draw on these valuable resources. Employees who are injured on
the job should report the matter promptly to their supervisor and complete and
submit the appropriate OWCP claim form. They can obtain these forms from the
Postal Service or the NALC website at www.nalc.org. If an injury is caused by
a work factor or event occurring during a single work day or shift, it is considered to be a traumatic injury and the employee should file a CA-1 form. If the injury is caused by work factors that extend over a period of more than one work
day, it is considered an occupational disease or illness and the employee should
file a CA-2 form. Employees have the right to initially choose their physician and
may select any qualified local physician or hospital to provide necessary treatment. When a claim is accepted, OWCP pays all medical services and supplies

needed for treatment of the injury and reimburses transportation used for obtaining care.
Employees who sustain a job-related traumatic injury (CA-1) generally have
a right to continue to receive their regular rate of pay from the Postal Service for
periods of disability, not to exceed 45 calendar days. This is called Continuation
of Pay (COP). The employee, however, must use his or her own sick leave, annual leave, or leave without pay for the first three days of disability. If the disability exceeds 14 days, this leave can later be converted to COP. The Postal Service does not pay COP if the disability results from an occupational disease (CA2). In cases of disability due to occupational disease and in cases of traumatic
injury (CA-1) that extend beyond the 45 day COP period, employees have a
right to wage-loss compensation. Such compensation is paid at 2/3 of the employee’s pay rate if the employee has no dependents and at 3/4 of the employee’s pay rate if he or she has one or more dependents. The FECA also provides
for the payment of schedule (monetary) awards when the accepted traumatic injury or occupational disease has caused permanent impairment to certain members, functions or organs of the body. A schedule award is paid when the medical evidence shows that the injured employee has reached maximum medical
improvement. Like compensation, it is paid at 2/3 or 3/4 of the employee’s rate
of pay. Schedule awards may be paid while an employee is working, on paid
leave or while receiving an OPM annuity. However, it may not be paid while an
employee is receiving wage-loss compensation benefits for the same injury.
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RETIREES LUNCH
RAFFLE AT 12:30

Where:

Sea Horse Buffet
2022 First Street
Simi Valley

When:

Thursday,
March 19, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

s y p
Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

Thursday,
April 16, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

Pictured above is Newbury Park Shop Steward and branch 2902
Trustee, Debbie Riggs as she accepts her 25 year union pin at the
branch meeting in March.

Pictured above is newly retired Simi Valley Carrier, Greg Martin as he
accepts his union retirement watch. Greg was also presented with a 25
year union membership pin. Thanks for all your support Greg and good
luck with your newfound freedom.
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BRANCH #2902 OFFICERS

SHOP STEWARD LIST

PRESIDENT
• Frank Salazar
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
• Ray Hill

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.

Greg Gaddis

Chatsworth Chief S.S.

Angel Hale

Fillmore Chief S.S.

Call Office

Moorpark Chief S.S.

Lori Stewart

North Hollywood Chief S.S. Louie Rodriguez

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
• Paul Drapkin
VICE PRESIDENT
• James Perryman
TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

Chandler

Greg Gaddis

Laurel Canyon

Louie Rodriguez

Studio City

Greg Gaddis

Valley Village

Louie Rodriguez

Northridge Chief S.S.

• Dan Gorman

Porter Ranch

RECORDING SECRETARY
• Susan Degenhardt

Onofre Varela
Onofre Varela

Ojai Chief S.S.

Philip Navarro

Oxnard Chief S.S.

Ernestine Hernandez
Kathi Albritten

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

Johnny Boyd

• Bev Sucich

Alternate

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

Pacoima Chief S.S.

• Chris Alessi

Alternate

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER
• Joe Gutierrez

Pablo Galvan
Steve Dickerson
Lorie Moore

Reseda Chief S.S.

Jeff Hastert

San Fernando Chief S.S.

James Perryman
Albert Reyes

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

Alternate Shop Steward

• Mary Stanley
SGT.-AT-ARMS
• Bob Golden

Robert Tracy

M.C.A.

James Perryman

North Hills

C.C. Flatts

Sylmar / Main Office

James Perryman

TRUSTEES:

Martin Diaz

Debbie Riggs

Santa Paula Chief S.S.

Antonio Castro

Louie Rodriguez

Simi Valley Chief S.S.

Sandra Gaunce

Sandy Gaunce

Mt. McCoy Station

Sal Lopez

Greg Gaddis

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S

Alex Lopez

David Hyman

Walter Williams
Mary Stanley

WEBMASTER
Larry Orcutt
“The way to get started is to quit talking and begin
doing”

Newbury Park

Debbie Riggs

Ventura Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

East Ventura

Laura Rowe

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.

Joe Vedder
Paul Drapkin

- Walt Disney (1901-1966)

Nilo Gatus
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MAR 17 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served

Pictured above is recently retired Letter Carrier Marian Walters as she
accepts her retirement watch. Marian is from the Santa Paula office and
was a Shop Steward there for many years and was instrumental in
helping the Santa Paula office merge with branch 2902 back in the day.
Thanks for all your support Marian and good luck with your new life.

MAR 19 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
APR 7 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm
APR 15 Tax Day
APR 16 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Hometown Buffet-West Hills
APR 21 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Snacks served
MAY 5 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm
MAY 9 NALC National Food Drive
MAY 19 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served
MAY 21 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
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Congress Takes AIM
at Federal Employees
By Frank Salazar, President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B

rothers and Sisters elections do matter. The latest
Congressional budget put forth contains measures
that will gut the pay and benefits of federal employees. On March 25th, the House of Representatives
approved a budget that will affect our health and retirement benefits. I can’t emphasize this enough . . . members
of Congress, the representatives we put in office by either
voting or not voting and letting
someone else elect them, are
coming after our health and retirement benefits.
One of the proposals put forth
deals with our pensions. The
budget bill proposes that employees of the federal and postal workforce who participate in the Federal Employees Retirement System
(FERS), make a greater annuity
contribution. It is assumed that the
contribution rate will be at least
6%, if not higher. Currently, postal
FERS participants contribute
0.8% towards our retirement annuity. Basically, we will be forced to
contribute more into our retirements without getting any additional benefits in return. According
to the NALC, this proposed increase in our contributions will
equate to $3,500 pay cut for a top step letter carrier.
A second proposal in the proposed budget is a hit
aimed at our retirement savings. This budget proposal
proposes to lower the interest rate earned on Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) contributions into the G Fund. The G
Fund invests in special short-term Treasury securities,
and since its inception in April of 1987, the G Fund has
earned an average annualized rate of return of 5.43 %.

The budget proposal would have the effect of reducing
the rate of return to about 0.01%. Basically, Congress will
make the safety and security of the G Fund worthless
forcing an employee who wants to seeker a better yield to
take higher risks, pay more in fees, and have a greater
risk of losing hard earned principal. And, guess who
makes profits here . . . the Wall Street crowd! Currently,
the G Fund is yielding about
2.19% a year. It’s not a lot, but it’s
safe and its more than the
Banksters are paying us. However,
by making the G Fund worthless,
our government will be projected
to save over $32 billion over 10
years.
Another proposal, takes a direct hit at our health benefits. Year
after year, conservative types in
Congress have proposed one cost
cutting measure after another or
the complete overhaul of our current Federal Employees Health
Benefits Program (FEHBP). The
latest proposal is a new contribution formula with a fixed-dollar
voucher, adjusted annually to the
consumer price index (CPI).
Presently, the employer contribution is based upon the weighted
average premium of all FEHBP plans. There is a lot of
gimmickry in this proposal, because it will not take a lot of
other factors into consideration like medical inflation. The
net impact of the proposed change would be to shift about
$127 billion, over the next 10 years from the government
to the federal and postal workforce both active and retired. Many of us take our health benefits for granted until
continued on page 2

worker thumbing your nose at the federal government, not
paying your taxes, then you should be eligible to be fired
by the supervisor.” However, to fire someone because
they owe taxes, when there is a mechanism in place to
collect is stupid. So, how will the government collect back
taxes, if that former federal employee no longer has a
job? Really bright move Mr. Congressman.
The real scary thing is that the Democrats in the
House wouldn’t have been able to stop this bill in the normal fashion, because the House is controlled by Republicans. However, the GOP leaders brought up the bill under
a faster process for considering legislation, but it requires
a two-thirds majority vote for passage. The vote did not
reach two-thirds, lucky for those who owe back taxes to
the federal government. The vote was 266-162 with about
a dozen Democrats supporting the bill.
Brothers and Sisters, although the tax bill went down
in defeat, the proposed Congressional budget is going
forward to the Senate for conciliation. If the bill is reconciled with the Senate and the harmful proposals are not
stripped out of it our only hope would be a Presidential
veto. And, in my opinion, the President has been a disappointment on a lot of labor issues, so I wouldn’t count on
a veto.
Brothers and Sisters, I am writing this article to inform
you of what’s going on. We have to stop this legislation by
making the calls and sending the letters and emails to our
representatives in Congress. Please stay informed. We
have lots to lose. Become an E-activist today all we need
is your name and e-mail address. All for now back in two.

CONGRESS TAKES AIM...
Continued from page 1

we really need them, so we have to
be especially vigilant in what our
members are doing in the halls of
Congress.
Brothers and Sisters, I would
like to note that this current budget
resolution passed the House by a
vote of 219-208. All but 26 Republicans voted “Yes”, and all the Democrats voted “No”. Of the 26, who
voted “No”, 14 only voted “No”, because they felt the cuts did not go
far enough! Now, that’s scary! And,
it doesn’t stop here.
The last piece of legislation I wanted to write about
deals with legislation allowing a federal worker to be fired
if he/she fails to pay their federal taxes. Yes, it’s true, I’m
noting making this up. The IRS recently reported that
about 100,000 federal workers owed about $1.1 billion in
unpaid federal taxes last year. Please keep in mind that
there is a way for the federal government to get their tax
money out of a federal employee; it’s called wage garnishment. But, leave it up to the bill’s sponsor, Representative
Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah), to state that it’s a privilege to be
a federal worker, and that all of them must pay their taxes.
I agree, we should all pay our taxes. However, Representative Chaffetz goes on to state that “If you’re a federal

addresses over, and over, for years to come.
In my office, I bring back an average of 15-25 envelopes daily with the corrected address, (and during the
election, those booklets that we delivered all asked for the
correction, and I brought back as many as 75 each day,
corrected) it turns out that I am the only one in my office
doing this on a daily basis. Clerks have told me that they
don’t have the time to send the PS Form 3547 to the
senders, in order to correct and collect on the bad numbers, because management won’t allow them the time. It
seems to me that we could have injured employees doing
this type of work, and it would be worth the revenue over
a period of time. Sometimes, the correction is not an address at all, but “Vacant”, “FOE.”, “NSN”, “MNO”, “No Mail
Receptacle”, “Deceased”, or whatever. Nonetheless, the
customer has asked for the correction, and it is worth
something to us to give it to them. I figure that big businesses and banks get a lot out of us for next to nothing.
Why not get back what is coming to us in revenue?
And before fine-tuning each and every one of us by
heaving more work on us, adding to our routes, and nitpicking our office and street times, why not first go after
the money that is already due us? Let’s see how much
revenue we could actually gain back by canceling stamps
and correcting addresses, instead of going after new
business, or at least while trying to grow? Maybe we
could start a country-wide contest to see who can fix the
most address errors, and gain the most revenue. Maybe
Management could program their machines to cancel
stamps to begin with, and see just how rich the Postal
Service can be without piling more on the Carriers. Maybe
we should try working smarter, not harder!

LOST REVENUE
Continued from page 8

lost revenue. I even saw an ad on a bus once for the California Lottery, where a patron was excited because a
stamp wasn’t cancelled, and like the lottery, it was a win!
On this point, have you ever delivered a stamped priority
package that was actually cancelled before it got to you?
Does the USPS even have a procedure in place to cancel
$5.20 stamps? I have turned away customers many times
when they tried to give me a letter with faint lines through
a forever stamp, or one that was torn from an envelope
and re-taped to another envelope. Many customers have
the impression that a Forever Stamp is truly... well…forever!
The second way we lose revenue is by ignoring ancillary mail. Many business envelopes have the words “Address Service Requested”, or maybe “Return”, “Electronic”, “Forwarding”, or “Change”, followed by “Service Requested”. What this means is that under some circumstances, for a period of time, we charge the sender nothing to tell them what the correct address is, so that they
can update their mailing lists. After that, we get paid by
the sender for the information, averaging about 25 cents
for physically sending it back to them, postage due, while
some are worth about 8 cents to us, if we notify them
electronically. Some standard mail envelopes that are
caught can be worth as much as $1.21 in revenue, and
some Priority corrections can be worth $13.10 in revenue
to us. On the other hand, if we ignore the request, it can
be worth absolutely nothing in revenue to us (as most
are), while the mail will continue to arrive with the wrong
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Getting Old and Crotchety
By Ray Hill, Executive Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ance/arbitration procedure. However, unlike letter carriers, Management is never held accountable for the
money they cost the USPS in grievance/arbitration payouts.
If a carrier delivers a “noon express” at 12:01 he will
get a Letter of Warning informing him that the customer
could have requested a refund of the amount spent to
mail that “noon express”. How much does it cost to mail a
piece of express mail? Of course it depends on the weight
but I’m thinking in the ball park of $19.99 (Flat rate envelope) to $30. So, the letter carrier gets a letter of warning
for delivering it one minute late, thereby potentially costing the USPS $19.99 to $30. Now, before I go on, let me
say that I understand the importance of timely delivery of
all mail and I do not condone late express mail delivery.
But failures do occur sometimes, even with the best of intentions. So, the Letter carrier gets a Letter of Warning for
his late delivery of that piece of mail. But what happens to
the supervisor that is incapable/unwilling (translation:
doesn’t give a damn) of distributing overtime equitably to
the carriers on the overtime list, quarter after quarter,
year after year, resulting in thousands of dollars in grievance pay outs? Not a freaking thing. Really? Why aren’t
they getting disciplinary action for their continual, blatant
failure in this regard that costs the USPS a lot more
money than a failed noon express. And what really pisses
me off is the fact that they just don’t care! Management
will bitch and moan when they have to pay out the money
but they do nothing about correcting the problem. How
hard is it to get the overtime equitability right? It ain’t rocket science, that’s for sure. But like I say, they just don’t
care because if they did, they would fix the problem. As
this article is being written I am hearing that local supervisors are currently receiving training on some contractual matters, including overtime equitability. I’ll believe it
when I see an office where they can actually distribute
overtime equitably for even one quarter. I haven’t seen it
happen yet, so I won’t hold my breath. The lack of accountability for Management’s contractual violations sickens me, especially in the current work place environment
where some of these same hypocritical supervisors who
continually violate the contract without fear of reprimand
are handing out discipline like candy for the most minor of
alleged infractions. You’re damned right I’m getting old
and crotchety and now you know the reason why.

O

ne of my all-time favorite
movies is The Godfather and
I will watch it every time I
come across it on television
while I am channel surfing. There is
a scene where Michael Corleone
gets his face smashed when he is punched by the corrupt
NYPD Police Captain McCluskey. There is a subsequent
scene where Michael is riding in a car with Captain McCluskey on their way to a restaurant where Michael will
soon be shooting and killing the evil Captain. While frisking Michael in the car, Captain McCluskey tries to apologize to Michael for the facial damage he inflicted upon him
by saying that he was getting too old for his job and that
he was getting crotchety. Well, some days I know just exactly what the soon to be dead Captain McCluskey was
talking about. And this just so happens to be one of those
days. Allow me to explain.

Sick and tired of
Repetitive violations
It is absolutely disgusting how much time I spend on a
seemingly daily basis dealing with repetitive contractual
violations that are committed by USPS Management.
These violations include everything from scheduling problems, annual leave problems, sick leave documentation
problems, overtime mandating problems, overtime equitability problems, unprofessional behavior problems, etc.
Sometimes I can take care of problems before any contractual violation actually occurs, but this is a time consuming process involving phone calls from the carrier
having the potential problem, phone calls to Management
trying to correct the problem before the violation occurs
and return phone calls to the carrier that first reported the
problem to me.
Don’t get me wrong here; my gripe is not with the carrier experiencing the problem and I like it when I can correct a problem before a violation occurs and the carrier is
satisfied with the result. My job is to represent the membership and help them when they need help which I do
each and every day to the absolute best of my ability. My
gripe is with the fact that the overwhelming majority of supervisors that are on the workroom floor have little or no
knowledge of The NALC/USPS National Agreement, better known as the “contract”, and they really don’t seem to
give a damn that they don’t. Letter carriers are supposed
to have knowledge of all of the various USPS Rules and
Regulations and when they fail to follow them they find
themselves sitting with their steward for a fact-finding that
will usually be followed by disciplinary action. Letter carriers are always held accountable for their actions, sometimes receiving discipline for the most petty of alleged infractions, like accidentally missing an MSP Scan.

Beating the Dead Horse
Working conditions for Branch 2902 Letter Carriers
are not perfect and they never will be. The so-called
“morning routine” (the 3996 vs DOIS process) is undoubtedly the greatest source of aggravation for letter carriers
and this is a process that will never go away. The NALC
continually tries to educate the membership so that our
carriers will know how to effectively deal with the morning
routine in a contractually compliant manner that will both
keep our carriers safe from discipline and allow them to
retain their sanity. In 2011 the NALC at the National Level
prepared a 62 page booklet titled “The 2011 NALC Letter
Carrier Resource Guide”. This booklet, which was mailed

Management is not held
accountable for Contractual Violations
Management, on the other hand, is allowed to violate
the contract with impunity, often resulting in large sums
of money that the USPS is forced to pay in the griev-

continued on page 4
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GETTING OLD AND CROTCHETY

Branch 34 President Robert Lind wrote in their newsletter
about how sick and tired his carriers were of wearing multiple layers of clothing while trudging in the snow. He was
happy to write that the Red Sox had reported to Florida
for spring training which was a sure sign the snow should
soon be disappearing.
Branch 3 in Buffalo, New York puts out a newsletter
called “THE BUZZ” and I enjoy reading the articles written
by their Executive Vice President (EVP), Susan Lewis.
Susan has a good sense of humor and her article in the
March 2015 edition of THE BUZZ was a sarcastic letter to
Postal Management that was signed by “Every Letter Carrier EVER”. In her article, Susan wrote about the miserable weather conditions that Buffalo carriers were forced
to endure this past winter (and probably endure to a lesser degree every winter). Susan wrote in her letter to
Postal Management, that before leaving for the street the
Buffalo carriers have to dress for the weather outside. She
wrote that this requires, “several extra layers, thermals, a
sweater or sweatshirt, a second pair of socks, boots, a
hat, gloves, scarf, snow pants, and face mask”.
After bundling up (that’s an understatement) the carriers then have to contend with their postal vehicles and
getting them ready just to drive out of the USPS parking
lot. This involves scraping ice and snow off of the windshield and windows and making sure the windshield and
windows are “defrosted”. Carriers then have to maneuver
their vehicles to their respective routes while driving on
icy, snowy roads. Once the carriers finally make it out to
their routes they then face more dangerous obstacles as
they try to get the mail delivered in as safe a manner as
possible while avoiding slips, trips and falls. Susan wrote
about the inability to take shortcuts across lawns because
as she put it in her March article, she hadn’t seen grass
since mid-November. Many of the sidewalks need shoveling and have ice and snow on them.
If your hands and feet get wet, you have to change into
dry gloves, socks and boots in order to avoid frostbite,
that annoying condition that can cost you a finger or toe,
or worse. Susan’s article got me to thinking about these
poor carriers working in freezing conditions and I had to
ask myself, “how in the hell do they do it”? I can’t imagine
what it must be like delivering mail in the snow, trying to
finger letters and flats with cold, wet, numb hands wearing wet gloves and other clothing that is also cold and wet
while carrying a loaded satchel and walking on icy, snowy,
slippery sidewalks and streets. Then, when the carriers
call the office to request more time because they are running late they get questioned by their dumb-ass supervisor about what the hell is taking them so long. If I’m old
and crotchety now, I can’t imagine what I would be like
dealing with management under those conditions. My hat
is off to all of the men and women letter carriers that deliver mail in those lousy winter conditions, year after year.
They are better men and women than I.
Until next time, remember to give thanks for the usually perfect weather here in Southern California and be
thankful that poor weather is one work place issue that we
do not have to contend with. I don’t want to leave our cold
weather brothers and sisters feeling depressed so I will
remind the Bostonians that they have the Patriots and
Red Sox and their multiple Super Bowl/World Series
Championships to keep them warm. In Buffalo, Rex Ryan
will try and turn things around for the Bills. And spring is
here. Enjoy the thaw.

Continued from page 3

to every active NALC member in 2011 (do you have yours
still?), contains a section that deals specifically with the
morning routine or “PS Form 3996 vs. Management’s
Daily workload Projections”. In the January issue of the
Postal Record, our National Director of City Delivery,
Brian Renfroe, wrote an article titled “The Morning Routine” that gives an excellent explanation on how to handle
this daily frustrating and annoying exchange with your supervisor. Brian’s article was re-printed on page 11 of the
March/April 2015 issue of the Mail Bag news and if you’re
are experiencing problems with the morning routine, I
urge you to read it. I really feel like I’m beating the dead
horse here, because the NALC has been preaching about
how to handle a 3996 for at least the past almost 31 years
that I have been a Letter Carrier. Although we cannot control Management’s bull-headed reliance on DOIS, we can
control how we react to Management/DOIS during the
morning routine and I urge you to read Brian Renfroe’s
article for some excellent advice.

Management Training
Management is going through all sorts of training
these days, presumably learning new and improved ways
to “manage” the carriers and to try and squeeze every
extra ounce of “productivity” they can out of their already
tired and worn out carriers. Like the Old Don from Northridge says, the letter carrier’s job is the only one where
USPS management expects their employees to be working each and every second of each and every day and
when they’re not, as Colonel Klink would say, “heads will
roll”! As we get new crops of “know it all” (everything except the contract) management personnel, some of whom
never carried mail or carried mail for a very brief period of
time, things will probably get worse and worse on the
work room floor. However, lest I completely drown you all
in negativity, I thought that I would remind our carriers that
although work is far from perfect here in Branch 2902,
things really could be much, much worse.

Something to be thankful for
Although overall working conditions could be much
better for letter carriers here in Branch 2902, we could not
ask for better working conditions, weather-wise, than
what we have here in Southern California. Many of our
letter carriers wear shorts every working day of the year
and although the job certainly ain’t perfect, the weather
here is pretty much perfect and something to be thankful
for. In other parts of the country, letter carriers have to endure working in some horrific weather conditions the likes
of which are impossible for native Californians to comprehend. This past winter was one of the coldest ever with
record amounts of snow and it must have been pure hell
(minus the heat) carrying mail in some areas of the United States (US) this past winter.

How do they do it?
Here at the Branch 2902 office, we receive copies of
newsletters from other NALC branches located throughout the country. I like to speed read through these various
newsletters in order to get an idea of what’s going on
around the country in the other NALC branches.
One common theme in the newsletters we received in
the past few months from branches located in the eastern
part of the US has been the frigid weather conditions they
have been forced to work in this past winter. Boston’s
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Walking the Halls of Congress
By Ernestine Hernandez, Congressional District Liaison
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
our issues. The issues we were presenting are non-partisan and important to all political parties’ constituents. We
just need to make sure they are well informed of the issues.
On Tuesday and Wednesday we were given our
schedules with the names of the members of Congress
we would be meeting with. We were meeting in teams of
4 to 6 people each with a lead person. Each of us were
assigned to our own home Congress member in addition
to neighboring Congressional Districts. I was assigned to
meet with the following Congressmen and Congresswomen: Tony Cardenas, Julia Brownley, Lois Capps, and
Alan Lowenthal. Each one was very supportive and
pledged to sign on as co-sponsors of the House Resolutions 12, 28 and 78. Some other groups did come across
some representatives who were not interested and required convincing. It’s too bad they don’t care how it will
negatively affect their constituents.
We here in California are very fortunate in that our
NALC State President John Beaumont is well known to
the Congress members in our state. They respect him and
know where he is coming from with our issues. But as it
is a collective effort throughout the country, all members
of Congress need to get the same information so they understand how important it is for them to vote on our behalf
also. This is why it is so important to contribute to COLCPE to make this happen. We would not have been able
to do what we did without it. And it takes a majority vote
from Congressional members to vote the House Resolutions in, which will then require a majority vote in the Senate, before being sent to the President to be signed into
law. I really enjoyed being a part of this important process.
Well, on Thursday we had breakfast before heading
back home. Some Congress members came and spoke
to everyone there. Among them was Jared Huffman, Janice Hahn, Susan Davis, Ted Lieu and my favorite Loretta
Sanchez (she is so funny!). They all expressed their support and welcomed our efforts wholeheartedly. It is sure
good to know we can count on representatives like them
and understand how important it is to get people like them
elected, for they hold the future of our jobs in their votes.
Let’s continue to stand by them so they will stand up for
us in the halls of Congress.

I

n February, David Hyman and I,
as Congressional District Liaisons (CDL), had the privilege
to go to Washington D.C. on a
lobby trip on behalf of our Letter
Carrier brothers and sisters. It was
my first time on a lobby trip and I’ve
got to say it was quite an experience, from the weather, to
the training, and to the actual lobbying.
Unlike our sunny winters, Washington D.C. was going
through a very cold spell (it got down to minus 4 degrees
one night while we were there). I’m glad I took a very
warm coat, boots and leggings. The snow was beautiful
but we had to be careful with all the icy patches on the
sidewalks. The snow covered trees made me think of
Christmas, and I half expected to see carolers singing, although none appeared.
We arrived safely on Sunday evening (thank goodness) and got settled in at different hotels. On Monday
morning we all met at the NALC Headquarters for training. There were CDL’s, like us, from all over the country
there to meet with their own representatives. I recognized
some people from Hawaii, Nevada, and from quite a few
other states that I had met before at conventions and at
the leadership academy. We were greeted by our NALC
National President, Fred Rolando, who thanked us for
coming out to lobby. He also gave us a lot of information
on things such as contract negotiations that are coming
up, as well as training for stewards, a workers compensation network for injured workers, and a safety task force in
major cities.
Later that day we started the lobby training. First we
went over the House Resolutions. HR 12 - 6 day delivery,
HR 28 - maintaining door to door delivery, and HR - 78, to
bring back delivery standards to the Postal Service. We
went over all the points we would use to get support for
each resolution. We needed to make the congressional
members understand that by degrading the service standards with more operating cuts, in a misguided effort to
capture projected savings which have not materialized,
that the Postal Service was driving customers away.
Some negative effects, from closing three more plants in
California, and moving door to door deliveries to cluster
boxes, would mean delayed mail and accessibility hardships on customers as well, including seniors, veterans,
and businesses. Cluster boxes are also vulnerable to vandalism and theft, which are occurring with more frequency. And without a permanent commitment to 6 day delivery, the USPS delivery network is constantly at risk for attacks to privatize. This is not what the American people
want. The Postal Service remains the most trusted Federal Agency so why undermine and do away with it?
Next, we met with congressional aides to do practice
lobbying. They listened to our talks then gave us feed
back on what we did good and what other things to add.
This was very helpful. The aides also applauded our efforts on taking the time to learn how to properly approach
our Congressional representatives to gather support for

In Memorium
Peter F. Roloff

Active Carrier - Thousand Oaks

Alan W. Cox

Retired Carrier - San Fernando

Boyd A. Blevins
Retired Carrier - Ventura
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A Dose of Medicine
By Mary Stanley, Assistant Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vide any additional information.
My last stop was with our very own Customer Service
at the NALC HBP. They essentially confirmed the information that I had already received. Although, they had not
had any issues relating to prescriptions filled in Hawaii.
They did provide an important additional piece of information. They told me about the “Vacation Override Request”.
If you plan to be away from home for an extended period
of time which exceeds the period of time normally covered by the routine extended coverage prescription (i.e.
90 days), then you can submit a request and get approval
to have prescriptions filled for longer periods of time, in
order to cover the length of time that you will be away
from home.
As a final observation, I must point out that I started
this investigation believing that I already knew the answer.
However, as you can see, I quickly discovered that I did
not “know it all”, and that there was additional important
information that I had learned. Once again, I reaffirmed
my experience that our NALC HBP is staffed at every
level with personnel that are anxious to help, from the
local pharmacy to the National Headquarters Customer
Service Staff.
We are very fortunate to have the choice to become
members of the NALC Health Benefit Plan. I am proud to
be part of their family. I thank each and every one of you
for giving me the opportunity to serve as your Assistant
Health Benefits Representative.
With the weather getting warmer, don’t forget to take
protection with sun screen. Drink plenty of water and
above all be SAFE!!! Wishing you all a very Happy
Spring.

I

hope that many of you had a
happy and peaceful Easter or
Passover with your family and
friends. My heart goes out to
those of you who suffered the pain
of a lost one or experienced the unpleasant circumstances of an ill-

ness.
I have often repeated my offer to answer any questions that you may have regarding our NALC Health Benefit Plan (HBP), stating that if I don’t know the answer, I
will do the research to find the answer. Recently, the wife
of one of our retired brothers (we will call her “Dolly”, although that is not her real name) called me to ask about
prescriptions.
Apparently, in their retired “golden” years, they have
been traveling all around the country. Naturally, like many
of us, they are taking medication for one condition or another. Some of the medications are continuous, every day,
for the rest of their lives (An example is blood pressure
medication). These prescriptions can normally be written
for a 90 day supply with three refills, which provides coverage for a full year.
Dolly wanted to know what they could do if they were
away from home, across the country, and ran out of a
medicine that they were required to take. This situation is
complicated by the protocols associated with Pharmacies
which limits the quantity of medication of a prescription
and the frequency with which it can be refilled.
Dolly wondered if they could go to another CVS Pharmacy anywhere in the country (U.S.A.) and access the
prescriptions on file at their home CVS Pharmacy to get
the prescription refilled. I thought I had heard that this was
one of the features of our prescription plan, but I told Dolly
that I would look into the matter and get back to her.
My first stop was with our local CVS Pharmacy, where
Ron, our old friend of more than 20 years still works as
the Chief Pharmacist. Ron explained that he has personally filled prescriptions for out-of-town visitors when he
was contacted by another CVS Pharmacy who possessed the required prescription. This corresponds to the
standard policies of CVS Pharmacies. However, Ron cautioned that the standard policy of CVS can be “trumped”
by local laws. Ron shared with us that in order for prescriptions to be filled in Hawaii, they must be written by
physicians that are licensed in Hawaii. Even if it’s a nonnarcotic prescription (i.e. blood pressure, nasal sprays,
ibuprofen, etc). Therefore, if you visit Hawaii, you cannot
go to a CVS pharmacy and expect them to be able to fill
a prescription which is on file in your local CVS pharmacy in California. In order to fill or refill a prescription in
Hawaii you have to visit a doctor in Hawaii to get the prescription written by him or her.
My next contact was with the Mail Order CVS Caremark pharmacy. The contact in Customer Service spent
the time with me to get a complete understanding of the
issue and my questions. Unfortunately, they could not pro-

Pictured above is Bill Everett as he accepts his 65 year union membership pin at the retiree luncheon presented by Tri-Valley branch 2902 Director of Retirees, Beverly Sucich.
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Braving the Cold of DC
for the Cause
By David Hyman, Congressional District Liaison
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
livery standards that were in effect July 1, 2012. The
USPS is looking to downsize our service network which is
a doomed strategy of cutting it's way to prosperity, which
is why it is increasing the number of days it takes to deliver a piece of mail.
Not only is the present policy a job killer but the degraded service standards potentially will drive our customers away. The USPS is now making some profit, they
just want to make more profit to pay the misguided prefunding mandate applied to the USPS back in 2006. This
resolution supports our service network which is a huge
asset we have over the completion. Maintaining the July
1, 2012 standards preserves postal jobs by halting future
plant closings and will end some of the delay of mail tactics now being implemented by the USPS.
Each of us on this trip visited at least five members of
Congress. I visited the four Members of Congress that
represent most of our branch members plus one other
member's office. As of early April, members Brownley,
Cardenas & Sherman have co-sponsored House Resolution 12. House Resolution 28 and House Resolution 54
are co-sponsored by both Brownley & Cardenas.
If any of you have connections with Steve Knight or
live in his district, it would be great if you could contact
him to get him onboard with the NALC's three main bills
we are pursuing in DC. We had a nice meeting with Congressman Knight and he indicated he would sign on to
our bills but has yet to do so. We also met with a staff
member of Congressman Sherman's staff and likewise
he has not signed on to two of our bills, HR 28 & HR 54.
Those of you in Sherman's district are also encouraged
to contact him & get him on board with our agenda.
It's time for Dodgers baseball. Once again I'm providing the tickets at cost for the upcoming Saturday September 19th game against the Pittsburgh Pirates. We're sitting in the right field pavilion with the all you can eat
Dodger Dogs, nacho's, peanuts & beverages. The cost for
the 6:10 pm game is $32. There is no promotion at this
game but if one is added, after the first 51 tickets are sold,
there could be a price increase. I'm at most branch meetings. Feel free to contact me to make other arrangements.
See the ad on the back cover of this issue of the Mail Bag
News for all the details and my contact information.

N

either Heat, Snow, Rain or
Sleet could prevent Letter
Carriers from attending the
February 23-26, 2015 lobby
on DC. We were fortunate to arrive in a timely manor
since the weather delayed some members arrivals and
there was no shortage of snow on the ground. I'm not
used to taking a trip without short pants. I flew in with
Ernestine Hernandez and Jim Lemons, Branch 4006
President on Sunday. Those flying in on Saturday had the
travel delays due to the weather. This year's DC Lobby trip
included participants from California, Hawaii, Nevada,
Missouri, Oregon & South Dakota.
We started our program with an update and rap session with NALC President Fred Rolando at the National
Union's Hutching's Hall. President Rolando stated there
was a war going on with those who are anti-union, antiworker and anti-middle class. This war is America's problem since those who oppose us are looking to take away
America's Post Office. The existing strong network is
needed to maintain not only our jobs but the high standards the American public deserves and expects. This
war is being fought in the halls of Congress against American workers.
After the lunch break we headed to the Rayburn Building for our legislative training. We were going to visit numerous Congressional offices on Tuesday and Wednesday. The bills we were seeking support for are House
Resolution 12 by Sam Graves of Missouri to save six day
mail delivery, House Resolution 28 by Susan Davis of
California to maintain door delivery, and House Resolution 54 by David McKinnley of West Virginia to maintain
the USPS service delivery standards before July 1, 2012.
House Resolution 12 is the 2015 version of last years
similar legislation to preserve six-day mail delivery.
House Resolution 28 would preserve door delivery for
the 40 million residential and business customers
throughout the US that presently enjoy this service. The
USPS is pursuing ending this service and forcing these
addresses into cluster boxes. This would degrade our network and cause numerous problems for our customers.
The elderly would suffer the most especially during the
winter if they had to travel from their homes to a cluster
box. This would also degrade the Postal Service in raising
revenue through Customer Connect. It would also impede
the eyes and ears of the community. Carrier Alert would
suffer and there would be fewer instances of carriers becoming heroes to their customers by saving their lives, or
reporting fires and crimes if we did not continue to go
door to door. I know in my career twice I rescued older
women on my route that had fallen down hours before I
arrived with their mail. It would also take a toll on our annual food drive making this event more inconvenient for
our customers.
House Resolution 54 calls on the USPS to restore de-

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Step 4
June 7, 1983, H1N-2D-C 5524
When a letter carrier requests that his/her name
be removed from the overtime desired list, the request will be granted. However, management
does not have to immediately honor the request if
the employee is needed for overtime work on the
day the request was made or scheduled for overtime in the immediate future.
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MBA Whole Life Paid up at Age 90
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
buy additional insurance coverage, or to keep it on deposit with the MBA to earn interest.
You will always pay the same premium amount
throughout the life of the policy. After the policy anniversary date after the insured’s 90th birthday your premiums
stop and your policy is fully paid up. If you out live your
policy, the MBA will pay you (The Owner of the Policy) the
full benefit amount. You can choose the amount of protection your family needs from $10,000 up to $100,000, you
can decide how often you want to pay your premiums,
monthly, annually or biweekly under the automatic payroll
deduction plan. You may return the policy for a full refund
of your premiums within 30 days for any reason you decide not to keep the policy.
Please write or call your Senators and Congressmen
tell them to vote” NO on Fast Track”. This legislation will
allow the current administration or any other future administration to negotiate international trade agreements in
secret and then push them to congress for a vote with no
chance to amend them. We need to keep our jobs here in
the “Good Old USA”.
In closing, I just want to mention that the founder and
a Great Leader of our local union branch, Tri-Valley
branch 2902, JON GAUNCE, would have been 60 years
old on May 23rd, I will never forget him and all the good
he did for many Letter Carriers. Take Care, and God Bless
you. In solidarity always.

H

Hello brothers and sisters,
summer right around the corner and it’s a good time to review our Life Insurance needs
to see if they are right for your current needs.
The MBA Whole Life Paid UP AT AGE 90- this is a limited payment plan designed exclusively for Letter Carriers
and their family. This is a very affordable whole life insurance policy, backed by NALC. Whole life insurance provides a way to give your family financial security both during your lifetime and beyond. In the event of your death,
your survivors receive the full amount of your policy benefit. While you’re alive, you are setting aside money you
can use as a nest egg for your family. To keep costs low
as possible, premiums are paid throughout the insured’s
lifetime, up until age 90.
The MBA allots a portion of your premium to build up
“cash Value” of your policy so your nest egg can grow as
you earn tax-deferred interest at above market rates. In
times of need, you can borrow against this cash value at
a low interest rate and still keep your policy in force. You
may also decide to surrender your policy in exchange for
the entire cash value. Every year the the MBA determines
if your policy will share in the divisible surplus which
builds from all participating policies. You may choose to
receive your dividends as a cash payment each year or to

Guest Article

Lost Revenue
By Don Arnold Jr., Northridge Carrier
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
agement’s way of gaining revenue was to ignore money
we were actually losing! The first way we lose money is to
ignore revenue protection. I was taught at the start of my
career that any stamp sold would have to be cancelled, in
order for it not to be re-used, and I do that each and every
day on my route, as I have for my entire career. If you are
the same as me, you never deliver a letter or package
without marking out all first class stamps, even though the
cancellation stamps at our cases are never inked; even
thought time is never allotted on the street for canceling
postage; and even though million dollar machines that
were purchased to put DPS and FSS in order (which they
so often fail to do), cannot place the labels up for walking
routes, or cancel the majority of stamps going out into the
public! I sometimes cancel as much as $35. a day that
was missed. Heck, even the new CCA’s are not trained in
this area, because time is of the essence! Most customers believe that an un-cancelled stamp is a free
stamp. Each failure is nearly a half-dollar mistake of

I

seldom agree with Postal Management’s decisions. I
follow their rules and their flow-charts to the best of my
ability... until they change their rules and their flowcharts, which they do on a regular basis. Then I stumble, trying to follow old rules, while doing things a brand
new way. It seems that my vision for the Postal Service’s
longevity and viability is generally quite different from
Management’s, but every once in a while, we click. Like
once, nearly 22 years ago, when a Postmaster told me
that I should work smarter, not harder, we clicked. Then
soon after, they brought me in later, made me work in the
dark, and interrogated me for extending my street time,
even though I was working in darkness. I don’t know
about you, but I was never trained to work in the dark. I
was never taught how to be safe, fast, and still deliver in
darkness!
Recently, a Postmaster told us that we needed to gain
new business because it was imperative that we capture
lost revenue. Again, we clicked... until I realized that Man-

continued on page 2
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RETIREES LUNCH
RAFFLE AT 12:30

Where:

Sea Horse Buffet
2022 First Street
Simi Valley

When:

Thursday,
May 21, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

s y p
Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

CANCELLED
June 18, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of
Tri-Valley Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National Association of Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed are those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers.
The Mail Bag News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however the editorial staff of
the Mail Bag News assumes complete authority to decide which letters are presented for
publication. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is hereby granted to reprint articles. We just ask that you give the author and the publication appropriate credit.

ROBERT “BOB” SCHULTZ
Father of Letter Carrier - Moorpark, CA
Featuring Weinbrenner, Rocky and New Balance Shoes

Serving the San Fernando Valley and Ventura County
3324 FAXTON COURT•SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

PHONE: 805-526-4972
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BRANCH #2902 OFFICERS

SHOP STEWARD LIST

PRESIDENT
• Frank Salazar

(805) 581-4776

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
• Ray Hill

(818) 504-9706

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
• Paul Drapkin

(818) 626-8667

VICE PRESIDENT
• James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY
• Dan Gorman

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Chatsworth Chief S.S.

Angel Hale

(805) 584-8741

Fillmore Chief S.S.

Call Office

(818) 700-9615

Moorpark Chief S.S.

Lori Stewart

(805) 523-1390

North Hollywood Chief S.S.

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Chandler

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Laurel Canyon

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Studio City

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Valley Village

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Onofre Varela

(323) 636-2493

Onofre Varela

(323) 636-2493

Ojai Chief S.S.

Philip Navarro

(805) 794-0759

Oxnard Chief S.S.

Ernestine Hernandez

(805) 258-2788

Kathi Albritten

(805) 816-8032

Johnny Boyd

(805) 798-2134

Pablo Galvan

(805) 504-6468

Steve Dickerson

(661) 533-2600

Lorie Moore

(818) 421-8051

Reseda Chief S.S.

Jeff Hastert

(818) 216-2097

San Fernando Chief S.S.

James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

Albert Reyes

(818) 383-0569

Alternate Shop Steward

Robert Tracy

(818) 590-5186

M.C.A.

James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

North Hills

C.C. Flatts

(818) 882-9071

Sylmar / Main Office

James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

Martin Diaz

(818) 554-7466

Northridge Chief S.S.

(818) 881-2596

Porter Ranch

RECORDING SECRETARY
• Susan Degenhardt

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.

(805) 376-2592

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES
• Bev Sucich

(818) 881-2596

Alternate

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE
• Chris Alessi

Pacoima Chief S.S.

(805) 526-8486

Alternate

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER
• Joe Gutierrez

(805) 501-9275

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE
• Mary Stanley

(805) 583-2084

SGT.-AT-ARMS
• Bob Golden

(661) 373-0268

TRUSTEES:
Debbie Riggs

(805) 498-4820

Santa Paula Chief S.S.

Antonio Castro

(805) 866-0981

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Simi Valley Chief S.S.

Sandra Gaunce

(805) 522-1663

Sandy Gaunce

(805) 522-1663

Mt. McCoy Station

Sal Lopez

(818) 381-3936

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S

Alex Lopez

(818) 314-7503

David Hyman

(818) 893-8613

Walter Williams

(805) 304-1370

Mary Stanley

(805) 583-2084

Newbury Park

Debbie Riggs

(805) 498-4820

Ventura Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

(805) 405-5305

East Ventura

Laura Rowe

(805) 405-5305

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.

Joe Vedder

(805) 523-8532

Paul Drapkin

(818) 626-8667

Nilo Gatus

(909) 856-5321

WEBMASTER
Larry Orcutt

(818) 205-3565

Going to church doesn't make you a Christian
any more than standing in a garage makes you a
car.
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PAID

PERMIT NO. 41
Canoga Park, CA

Address Service Requested

BEV SUCICH
Will be serving

SNACKS

MAY 9 NALC National Food Drive

At the June
Union Meeting

MAY 19 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served

SNACKS starts at 6pm

MAY 21 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
MAY 25 Memorial Day-Holiday
JUN 2

Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

JUN 16 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Snacks served
JUN 18 Retiree Lunch-CANCELLED
JUN 21 Summer begins
JUL 4

Independence Day-Holiday

JUN 7

Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

JUL 16 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
JUL 21 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served
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Just Shy of a Half-Million Pounds
Food Drive Total
By Frank Salazar, President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T

hanks everyone! To date, our recent food drive was
the best we’ve ever had! This year’s official collected
total was 485,893 pounds and it was probably a little
bit higher because we always have more food still
trickling in days after the
event.
The big difference
maker this year was the
distribution and use of
paper bags, which were
donated by multiple sponsors such as MEND of Pacoima, Ralph’s Super
Market, Food for Less,
KTLA Channel 5, Anthem
Blue Cross, Health Advocates, and the Sorority of
Alpha Kappa Alpha of San
Fernando Valley to name
a few. Logistically, the
bags were bulky and
would have been very difficult for us as a branch to
distribute, but I have to
give props to Postal Management this year for really stepping up and helping
out. A big thank you goes
out to A/MPOO Joe Yuson
and
Manager
David
Shapiro of Van Nuys for
arranging the transportation and distribution of pallets of these bags to the
different offices were they needed to go.
I would also like to give special thanks to Retiree
Sandy Gaunce of Simi Valley for once again promoting
and organizing our Food Drive. Sandy does a hell of a job

every year and we much appreciate her time and sacrifice. I would also like to thank Retiree Jim Dearborn of
Simi Valley for moving many pallets of bags onto and off
trucks and for helping in distributing cards. I would also
like to thank retirees Dan
Gorman and Bev Sucich of
San Fernando, Sue Degenhardt of Thousand Oaks and
active carrier James Perryman of San Fernando for
driving up to Santa Clarita
and helping distribute all
those tens of thousands of
cards and thanks once again
to our anonymous letter carrier donor, who donated
$2,500.00 of his/her own
funds to purchase the cards
when our National Donor
pulled out at the last minute.
We really do appreciate
his/her donation which went
to helping thousands of men,
women and children within
our District and surrounding
environs. Your donation was
hugely appreciated and I
can’t say that enough.
This year we have a new
leader in food drive total
pounds collected. Each year
it’s usually a contest between East Ventura Station
and Thousand Oaks Main
Office. However, this year Laurel Canyon Carrier Annex
(North Hollywood) blew them both away by collecting over
60,770 pounds of food. A business in North Hollywood
continued on page 2

to do and carry the route the way it is set-up, you should
not have any problems. Management tracking programs
will just vindicate how long your route actually is. However, if you are doing the complete opposite or not doing or
carrying the route the way it should be or not doing things
according to Hoyle or in a Kosher manner or doing things
slightly askew, you are going to have issues with Management.
In some of our offices, Management has taken over
empty offices and set up new computers with wide screen
monitors just to track letter carriers on street duties; they
call it their “Command Central”. So, you start to see the
“gotcha” mentality developing and now we as a Union and
as carriers on the street are starting to deal with the fall
out.
I’m receiving reports that Supervisors are texting
carriers and some carriers don’t know how to respond,
because they were never instructed on the use of the new
scanners. Management just started handing out the scanners stating “you’ll figure it out”. Other carriers have reported receiving text messages stating, “You’re slowing
down, speed it up.” Or “You got to go faster, because you
are falling behind.” This is an obvious attempt to speed up
carriers based on “projections” from Management’s tracking programs. If this is happening to you, let a Steward
know as soon as possible.
In other instances, Supervisors are texting interrogative type questions such as “Why did you miss that msp
or parcel scan?” “Why did you take a :32 minute lunch?”
“Why did you carry your route out of order, etc?” Please
remember, you have Weingarten Rights, which means, a
right to have a Shop Steward present when being questioned about an event which could lead to potential discipline. A Manager can have work related discussions with
you; however, if Management states or you perceive that
your responses can lead to discipline, you have a right to
have a Shop Steward present. I would text back that I
would like my Shop Steward to be present before answering.

JUST SHY OF A HALF-MILLION...
Continued from page 1

which manufactures stripper poles
(yes I did say stripper poles, as in
tools of the trade for a strip club)
generously donated over 15 pallets
of food weighing more than 25,000
pounds; that one food drive card
delivered to that one individual
business generated all that food. It
just goes to show what one single
food drive card can do. Check the
totals below for your office.
Agoura Hills
12,500
Chatsworth
18,000
Fillmore
3,055
Moorpark
10,800
No. Hollywood ( LCCA/Valley Village) 60,770
No. Hollywood (Chandler)
23,300
No. Hollywood ( Studio City)
8,192
Northridge Main Office
26,50
Porter Ranch
Ojai
6,000
Oxnard/Saviers Station
37,170
Pacoima
12,066
Port Hueneme
Included in Oxnard Total
Reseda
11,000
San Fernando MCA
23,250
North Hills/ Sepulveda
16,100
Sylmar
30,000
Santa Paula
4,600
Simi Valley Main
18,812
Simi Valley/ Mt. McCoy
24,488
Thousand Oaks
41,775
Newbury Park
9,300
Ventura Main Office
12,050
East Ventura station
38,165
Woodland Hills
38,000
Total

MSP Points/Street Time
Projections
I have also received some complaints about the number of Managed Service Points (MSP’s). I have been told
by more than a few carriers that once upon a time they
had 8-12 MSPs now they have more than 16. Yeah, I
know it’s stupid to have MSP’s, because the scanner
gives your location. However, Management claims that
they need this data for their Delivery Management System (DMS) to project where they think you will be on the
street, to project when they think you will be done with
your assignment, and to project to the customer when
they can expect their delivery.
Please keep in mind the following provisions taken
from two agreements/decisions made on the National
level. In decisions, #M-01458 and M-01769 the parties
agreed to the following items:
• The parties agree that management will determine the number of scans on a city delivery route.
• MSP does not set performance standards, either
in the office or on the street.
• MSP data may not constitute the sole basis for
disciplinary action.
• The office efficiency tool used in the Greater Indi-

485,893

Management Surveillance
As a branch, we have been talking about Management’s new tracking toys at almost every meeting. As you
all know, Management’s new Mobile Delivery Device
(MDD) or as we call it “scanner” can and is used as a
tracking device. It’s designed to be used to track the
movement of parcels and for marketing purposes, but
more and more it is becoming a device which can be used
to speed up or discipline Letter Carriers. Yeah, I know
many Management-types will disagree with me, but I
know what I hear and see in the field and the telephone
calls we receive, and what comes across my desk in the
form of grievances. I want to preface what I am about to
write by stating that if you are a Letter Carrier that comes
to work every day, on time, and do what you are supposed

continued on page 3
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Currently, there is a global movement amongst corporations and various governments to try and pass global
trade agreements that could gut what’s left of American
manufacturing, altering our labor and environmental laws,
and to make the US tax-payer pay for most of it. Many
of us are aware of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
and the US-European Union Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (T-TIP) agreements that are currently being negotiated. However, we know little about the
bills because they are being negotiated in private with
corporate lobbyists and selected government officials and
corporate individuals. According to a recent NALC Fact
Sheet,
“ . . . the Europeans are calling for the U.S. to
phase out the U.S. Postal Service’s monopoly on
the delivery of letter mail, based on the phase-out
policy adopted by the E.U. between 1992 and
2011.
In other words, both T-TIP and TISA are direct
threats to Letter Carrier jobs and the Postal Service’s affordable universal network.”
The NALC Fact Sheet goes on to state that these
global trade deals have the potential to deregulate the
USPS.
“If the current White House administration, or a future one, agreed to end the Postal monopoly as
part of a larger trade deal, USPS’ system of affordable universal service would collapse.”
Brothers and Sisters, we have to stay alert to what is
happening in the Halls of Congress. If we snooze, we will
most definitely lose. The easiest way to stay informed
about the legislation that can adversely affect our jobs
and benefits is the e-Activist Network. It’s easy to sign up.
We just need your name, cell number, and e-mail. In return, you will get e-mail updates about what is happening
with legislation that affects us. When contacted, we need
to respond by calling our elected representatives to hear
our voices, the ones that put them in office not the ones
that just stuff their pockets. Please join me in the fight. All
for now back in two.

JUST SHY OF A HALF-MILLION...
Continued from page 2

ana District or any similar time projection system/tool(s) will not be used as the sole determinant for establishing office or street time projections. Accordingly, the resulting projections will not
constitute the sole basis for corrective action.
• Projections are not the sole determinant of a carrier's leaving or return time, or daily workload. The
use of any management created system or tool that
calculates a workload projection does not change
the letter carrier's reporting requirements outlined
in section 131.4 of Handbook M-41, the Supervisor's scheduling responsibilities outlined in section
122 of Handbook M-39, or the Letter Carrier's and
Supervisor's responsibilities contained in Section
28 of Handbook M-41. (Emphasis added.).
So, as you can see DOIS, MSPs, DMS, e-RIMS or any
other Management program cannot be used to set performance standards for you in office or on the street. As a
carrier, after the last dispatch of mail, you assess your
route and if you cannot deliver everything distributed to
you in an 8 hour workday, you must ask for a PS Form
3996, make your estimate for overtime or auxiliary assistance, have it approved or disapproved, follow Management’s instructions on what to curtail or delay or leave a
swing as directed, and if dis-approved to call from street
and ask for instructions. The manuals have not changed.
The standard is still 18 and 8 in the office and your actual average street time based on volume or the numbers
from your most recent route inspection, if the information
is current. Enough scanning talk for now I am sure there
will be more discussion in future articles to follow.

e-Activist
Brothers and Sisters now would be a good time to
sign-up to be an e-Activist. The new political season is
starting to get underway and there is a host of legislative
activity that if passed could be very detrimental to the
USPS, our jobs and our benefits.
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Beware the Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing
By Ray Hill, Executive Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
are likely to be delivered and exactly when their packages
actually were delivered to their delivery destination. If USPS
does not provide this information to our customers, UPS or
Fed-Ex will and we will lose their business.
In order to track items throughout their trip from the delivery unit to their delivery destination, Management has created two new programs, Delivery Management System
(DMS) and Regional Intelligent Mail Server (RIMS), which
both use data from DOIS, MSP, 3999s, route mapping and
lines of travel to continually monitor carriers, and the packages they are delivering, as they progress through their
routes on any given day. These programs produce “real time”
reports showing the originally scheduled delivery time of an
item, the actual delivery time of that item and the variance to
schedule. The intent of the MDD, the DMS program and the
RIMS program was supposed to be to provide our customers with the ability to track their packages in real time
and for the USPS to monitor the carriers’ adherence to the
anticipated delivery times of those items. In theory, DMS and
RIMS sound like great tools that were designed to increase
customer service. Leave it to USPS Management to take 2
programs designed to increase customer satisfaction and
service and ruin them by turning them into tools that some
managers and supervisors are utilizing to nitpick carriers excessively and further decrease morale on the workroom
floor.

T

his past week, out of the goodness of their hearts and due to
their undying love of their Letter
Carriers (yeah, right), Management in Post Offices represented by
Branch 2902 have offered the dreaded “7:01” to their carriers once again.
The 7:01 Rule is printed in ELM Section 432.53 and
reads as follows:
432.53 City Letter Carriers (7:01 Rule)
A city letter carrier who actually works more than 7
hours but less than 8 hours of a regular scheduled
day and who is officially excused from the completion
of the 8-hour tour is credited with 8 hours of work
time for pay purposes. This is known as the 7:01 rule.
I realize that many of our carriers love being able to work
7:01 hours and get paid for 8 hours but I have always cautioned carriers about stepping into the old 7:01 trap. What do
you think the real reason is why Management would want
their carriers to work 7:01 but still pay them for 8 hours? I
can guarantee you that Management is not offering their carriers 7:01 out of the goodness of their hearts or due to their
undying love of them. Management is trying to get their carriers to demonstrate that they have 7 hour routes and I guarantee you that this will be used in some devious manner
against those carriers in the future. While it is true that Management may not use data compiled during the summer
months for route adjustment purposes, that does not mean
that your annoying Supervisor won’t use the 7:01 data to remind you, the next time you fill out a 3996 requesting overtime, that you did it in 7:01 yesterday, therefore you shouldn’t need overtime today. So, guess what? Not only is your request for overtime disapproved, you have demonstrated that
you can carry your route with the same volume in 7:01 therefore you have undertime and here is your 45 minute swing
on route X. I can close my eyes and hear a certain supervisor’s voice right now, saying exactly that. Although I can’t
stop you from falling into the 7:01 trap I can warn you about
the pitfalls of running your routes to get off in 7:01 and that
is what I am doing in this article. Like Joe Pesci said to
Robert Di Nero in “Goodfellas”, you are warned. Beware the
wolf in sheep’s clothing.

Happier than Kids at Christmas
Management is treating the DMS and RIMS programs
like brand new toys and are they ever enjoying them, more
so than a kid at Christmas with a brand new bicycle. They
have fallen in love with the DIMS and RIMS programs and
their new found ability to constantly monitor their carriers,
minute by minute, throughout the day.
Many of the Post Offices in Branch 2902 have set up
“Command Centers” in which they have placed multiple
computers where a group of supervisors and managers can
sit and monitor their carriers, minute by minute, throughout
their work day. I can just imagine General George S. Patton
pacing from screen to screen in one of the Command Centers with a pointer, pointing to strategic positions of attack on
the computer monitor screen, barking out orders to the supervisors to get those lazy, no-good carriers who aren’t moving every minute of every day! Damn those slackers! How
dare they stop for 30 seconds to catch their breath or take a
drink of water in 100 degree heat! Time for a fact-finding!
Back when I actually carried mail, I always said that Management could come out and watch me every minute of
every day and they would always find me following the rules
every minute of every day. Believe it or not, this was a true
statement because when I became a Steward in North Hollywood in 1990 I quickly became a management target and
I learned to follow the rules all of the time. So I always
preach to the carriers that they just need to follow the rules
and do their jobs in compliance with those rules and they will
never have to worry about discipline while working for the
USPS. Having said that I still understand how these programs are going to be abused by management to severely
nitpick and brow beat their carriers, the vast majority of
whom are following the rules each and every minute of every
continued on page 8

Management Knows How to
Ruin a Good Thing
Management continues to deploy their new scanners,
called Mobile Delivery Devices (MDD), throughout the nation. By the end of September of this year, every city carrier
in the nation will be using an MDD. All of the carriers working in Branch 2902 offices are already using an MDD and
the feedback regarding the functionality of the scanners
has been mostly positive. The feedback regarding the manner in which USPS Management is using the scanner technology to micromanage (that’s an understatement!) the carriers has been overwhelmingly negative.
USPS has, rightfully so, touted the real time tracking capability of the MDD as being necessary for survival. This is
true because both the mailers and recipients of packages
want to be able to track their packages so that they know exactly where their packages are, exactly when their packages
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Charity Begins at Home
By Paul Drapkin, Senior Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
In the interim, our Postmaster hightailed it out of Woodland Hills just like all the previous Postmasters who do not
give a hoot about the Woodland Hills P.O., or for any other
Post Office for that matter. With them it is all about their careers and how they can look good to their bosses. We have
a new OIC who was now shouldered with the burden of this
dilemma. While I will give her a modicum of credit for making an attempt by making a phone call, it was clear from the
beginning that she did not care one bit about this problem
and was only responding because she had a grievance in
front of her that she knew she had to deal with. The original
Supervisor that I dealt with while investigating the possibility of a grievance approached me and assured me that the
proper people in Eagan (where our paychecks come from)
had given her instructions on how to rectify the situation
and if the paperwork was submitted, the payroll deductions
would resume on pay period 10. Needless to say, it did not
happen. Big surprise, right? By this time the grievance had
now reached the Formal A level of the grievance procedure
where the union formally meets with the Postmaster. This
time I was told that originally I had been told that pay period 10 OR 11 was when the deductions would resume (I can
assure you that I was never told the “or” part). It does not
matter because guess what. The deductions still did not resume on pay period 11 or 12. At this point, the union was
forced to move the grievance to the B team (the Dispute
Resolution Team(DRT)).
As of the writing of this article in early June of 2015 the
dispute still has not been resolved. At this point it really
does not matter what the DRT resolves the grievance at.
The damage has been done and I am not talking about the
loss of the monies due to the charities involved. No, the
damage I am referring to is the black eye that has now been
placed upon local management and the Postal Service in
general for their failure to act in a responsible manner. And
of course the worst part is they do not give a damn about
what has happened. After all, it has had no effect upon their
budget, or their pay, or their accolades or how they are
viewed by their peers. No, the people we work for could absolutely care less about the issue of a payroll deduction for
charitable entities. This is truly a black eye upon Postal
management. You might think that someone would actually
make an effort to show some compassion for those less fortunate then ourselves but clearly management is only focused on the numbers, and it ain’t the ones that might be
helpful to anyone but themselves. If we as Carriers took the
same lackadaisical attitude towards our responsibilities you
know you would be dragged into the office for an investigative interview about your failure to work in a diligent manner
or whatever nonsensical trumped up charge they could
come up with. They want and expect us to have pride in our
work and follow all the rules but hold themselves to no standards at all. Once again, management commands that we
treat them with respect but they have no ability to show respect for anyone else. Just as a reminder, charity begins at
home and our home (the Postal Service) has a responsibility to act as a model employer. I find nothing management
has done in this case to be worthy of being modeled after.
Pity!

T

hose of you who know me know
that I do not have much respect
for the way that Postal management runs the place. Please
don't misinterpret this to mean that I
do not respect them as human beings. I am sure that most of the folks who work in management are fine people and outside of work are just like the
rest of us trying to make a living for our families and doing
the best they can.
However, every once in a while something happens that
makes me question even the human being part of the people we work for. Case in point. As many of you may know,
we as federal government employees are encouraged each
year by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) to voluntarily contribute to our choice of literally hundreds of
charities through payroll deductions to the Combined Federal Campaign (CFC). The CFC was a Presidential mandate and the Postal Service is required to offer this ability
to all employees. The problem is that because it is not directly related to Postal business the Postal Service puts
forth minimal effort to encourage employees to participate.
The CFC has an open season from about mid September through mid December each year. I have been a participant in the CFC for many years. There is no minimum
amount that you are required to contribute and it is painless
because it is a payroll deduction and the money you contribute goes directly to the charity of your choice.
As in past years I, and several other employees filled
out the very short form required to allow the Postal Service
to begin the deductions I/we requested (the form must be
filled out each year). The deductions begin on the first full
pay period of the new year. In 2015, that pay period was
pay period 3. I happen to notice this year that beginning on
pay period 3 my deductions for the CFC suddenly stopped.
I can assure you that I did nothing to ask for this to happen.
I approached our then Postmaster to inquire as to why the
deductions stopped being taken from my paycheck. As is
the case with anything directly unrelated to Postal business
I got a very lackluster response to my inquiry and never got
an answer as to how to resume the deductions. At this
point, as the union Steward, I began to inquire about the
other employees that also had signed up for the CFC. As it
turns out, all of them also had the same thing happen to
them. Suddenly the deductions stopped. I did my best to
ascertain who was responsible for making sure that the paperwork was submitted to the proper authority that would
insure our requests for the CFC contributions be deducted
from our paychecks. Of course, as is the case with Postal
management, nobody would step forward and take responsibility. Had someone done so, perhaps this situation would
have been rectified by now. Of course, as you might have
guessed by now, it has not. The union was forced to file a
grievance. You would have thought that someone in management might actually be a bit embarrassed by this situation. After all, nobody but management has the ability to ensure that this simple responsibility is carried out. But of
course all I have run up against is a bunch of fingers being
pointed at someone else.
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Great Day For A Food Drive
By James Perryman, Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For the Sylmar station I want to thank the following for
their assistance and monetary donations to provide a pizza
party for Carriers: Acting Station Manager Monica Fleming,
Supervisors Justin Lin, and Christopher Toma, 2902 Branch
member Randy Cohen.
In addition, I give a special thanks to the Mend food
bank, for providing dinner for the hard working Carriers
upon their return from the street.
The San Fernando Carriers, just like all Carriers, did an
outstanding job collecting food on this day. Because of their
efforts we were able to collect the following pounds of food
for each zone: Granada/Mission Hills-23,250 pounds, North
Hills-15,100 pounds and San Fernan-do/Sylmar-29,643
pounds. Please note that the totals include food received on
the day after the food day as well.
I believe it was the dedication and motivation of all Letter Carriers across the nation that help make this event exciting and successful. I just want to send my apprecia-tion
and give recognition to my follow employees at the San Fernando installation and other installations under branch 2902
for their support in making this year’s food drive an exciting
and successful day. The NALC food drive day is another example on how hardworking Letter Carriers get the job done
no matter what the circumstanc-es may be. Through patience and perseverance we are able to adjust to any adversities to assist our communi-ties to get the job done, and
have a little fun.
By the way, the Los Angeles Lakers secured the 2nd
pick in this year’s NBA draft, and we are on our way back!
Until next time, God Bless and Go Lakers.

G

reetings Brothers and Sisters.
Let me begin by thanking all
Letter Carriers for their support
and participation in this years
food drive. With the help of Letter
Carriers nation-wide we were able to
provide food to food banks across the country, especially at
time when shelfs are becoming bare for these charitable organizations nationwide. The NALC food drive will help to
feed thousands of people and their children throughout the
country. I also would like to personally thank hardworking
Letters Carriers, includ-ing Letter Carriers of the city of San
Fernando for their dedication and effort to make food drive
day a special and exciting event.
This years food drive for San Fernando and other installations did not get off to a good start as planned. Campbell’s
Soup company decided not to sponsor this year’s NALC
food drive, and the backup sponsor can-celled their commitment to sponsor at the last minute. These unseen events
put the NALC in a dilemma howev-er, the NALC found a
way to overcome this obstacle.
Local Union Branches were asked to seek sponsorship
to pay for the food drive cards for the offices they rep-resented. Fortunately for Branch #2902, we received sponsorship from a member of our branch, who request to remain anonymous, to pay for all the food drive cards for all
25 cities represented by our branch. Although the member
requested to remain anonymous, I want to per-sonally thank
him/her for the generous donation by rec-ognizing the individual in this article.
Organizing for this year’s NALC food drive was a challenge due to the unforeseen circumstances. However,
thanks to the hard work of our Region 1 coordinator, NALC
Branch #4006 President Jill Lemons and local branch coordinators, including our own Sandy Gaunce we were able to
overcome the challenges. In addition, I want to thank Sierra
Coastal District Manager Kerry Wolney for his support and
cooperation for the food drive.
Thanks to the help of my fellow San Fernando Shop
Stewards, CC Flats, Albert Reyes, Martin Diaz, and
Robert Tracey, we were able to kick off this year’s food
drive with a bang despite the delays and adversities.
There were also challenges in the preparation to organize and prepare for our usual food drive day barbecue. We
had the changing of the guard in local management, Stewards were out on leave, and there were delays in re-ceiving
information for the food drive. In addition, we were unable to
secure the district barbecue grills for the MCA and Sylmar
stations. Although we had difficulties planning for this year’s
food drive barbecue, we were fortunate to have employees
at the San Fernando instal-lation step up and assist.
I want to thank the following for their assistance and
monetary donations for the barbecue at the MCA station:
Supervisors Eddie Loyola, and Albert Romo, 2902 Branch
members Craig Johnson, Johnathan Gandara and Jaime
Gonzalez, and shop steward Albert Reyes. Also, a special
thanks to custodian Jamie Raygoza for his ser-vice on the
barbecue grill.

BEWARE THE WOLF...
Continued from page 6

day. If a carrier is doing something egregious that is in violation of the rules, then they will be busted sooner than later
with the DIMS and RIMS programs. But the carriers that are
following the rules, day in and day out, should not be questioned why they took 4 minutes for one delivery where they
had 2 large parcels and the customer took 45 seconds to answer the door. This is the type of bullshit that angers the carriers and decreases morale on the workroom floor. And to
those of you running your routes to get off in 7:01; you can
rest assured that Management is watching you through the
DIMS and RIMS programs to see just how fast you demonstrate you can make every delivery, every day when the 7:01
carrot is being dangled in front of you. You can bet that will
probably come back to bite you eventually.
Yes, General Patton is watching out for both slackers and
runners in the USPS Command Center. Although the Union
cannot stop management from monitoring the carriers, I am
hopeful that we can reduce the unnecessary nit picking in
the future. Branch 2902 is currently seeking guidance from
our National Officers on these issues and I will keep you informed as we navigate through these uncharted, shark invested waters.
Until next time, remember to keep moving because you
can’t hit a moving target.
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Change is Good
By Joe Gutierrez, Tri-Valley Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
so this is for you Letter Carriers with 10 to 15 years under
your belt. You still have a ways to go and I wish that during
open season you would switch to the union health plan or at
least review it and see how it compares to what you now
have. You will be surprised to see that the plan is equal, if not
superior to what you have, and probably less expensive too.
To those of you nearing retirement I hope you belong to our
plan or at least a federal plan 5 years before retiring so you
can have a health plan into retirement. Also remember that
if you are leaving your area where you live that you can take
your coverage with you.
In parting remember to get pre-authorization before any
procedure is done. Also, myself and the Assistant Health
Benefits Representative, Mary Stanley will be attending the
Health Benefits Seminar in October. If you would like any
problem or question brought up by one of us call and let us
know. If there is something you would like changed or improved this is the time to bring it up.

A

s I sit here thinking about my
years as an active Letter Carrier and as a retiree, I remember
after about a week after being
hired I was approached to join the
union which I did. Later when open
season was approaching I was informed that the union had
a health plan which I later joined during open season. I have
been a union member now for over 40 years and a health
plan member the same amount.
Over the years my family and I have used the health plan
for anything from physicals to major illnesses, and the health
plan has never failed me. I am usually told by my doctors
what a great plan I have with great coverage it has. The plan
has spent well over a million dollars on me with never a problem in getting my medical needs taken care of. Many of you
are in the same position as myself and have been with their
health plan since day one. I know how hard it is to change,

NALC HPB…There When We Needed It
By Mary Stanley, Assistant Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
was in his left leg. The infection had propagated from the ankle
to the knee which had just been replaced. This created a major
emergency because if the infection spread to the artificial knee,
the new knee joint would have to be removed. He would have
had to “hobble” around for a couple of months without anything
between his thigh and the lower leg. Can you imagine that?!? I
sure could not picture what the doctor was saying. So once
again, Tom ended up in the hospital for more than a week.
All in all, he spent several weeks in various hospitals over a
one month period between December and January. Fortunately, everything went well and he returned to work in mid-January.
Yeah!
A couple of months later, the bills started to come in from
the different hospitals and a huge ensemble of medical professionals and institutions, most of whom he never met! Sound familiar. Our situation is that my husband is covered under me
with the NALC HBP for his primary insurance and Medicare for
his secondary insurance. There was never a problem with the
NALC HBP insurance. However, there were consistent problems with the secondary insurance. Yet the problem was not
with Medicare. Both NALC and Medicare were excellent. The
major problem was the medical providers who were filing the insurance claims. Of course, our NALC HBP customer service
was a great help in providing us the assistance we needed to
discover what the problem was and how to handle it.
So the next time you get an EOB (Explanation of Benefits)
and it appears to be questionable, then by all means, do question it. Call your health insurance and ask them questions about
the EOB. It pays to discover!
Drink plenty of water and electrolytes to keep you hydrated.
Use sunscreen to protect yourself from the damaging rays of
the sun. Have a wonderful summer! Be Safe and Stay Healthy.
Happy 4th of July

B

efore I tell you my story, I want to
THANK ALL THOSE WHO ATTENDED THE MAY UNION
MEETING and voted for me to attend the Health Benefits Seminar in
October later this year. I look forward
in bringing back valuable information
about our NALC Health Benefits Plan (HBP) future changes. I
hope everyone had a nice Memorial Day weekend. I’d like to acknowledge all of you who celebrated a Graduation or Promotion. Congratulations!!
Let me tell you a tale that we recently encountered. Within
the past six months, our family had some experiences that are
worthwhile sharing. I think many of you may be able to relate to
my story. Although the circumstances may differ for you, the lesson that we learned may be valuable to everyone. This is a situation that could be encountered by anyone regardless of what
health plan you are with.
My husband (Tom) was scheduled for left knee replacement
surgery in December, just before Christmas. Unfortunately,
weeks before the scheduled surgery, he contracted Cellulitis in
his right leg. Cellulitis is a severe bacterial infection, in which I
am told that the body tissue cells are infected. It is a potentially
life threatening condition. It spreads like wild fire. If the infection
started in the foot, in less than 24 hours it would have spread to
the knee. Tom’s condition required hospitalization, intravenous
antibiotics and being off his feet. There was no way that he
could have the knee replacement while infected with Cellulitis.
Fortunately, after several days in the hospital and continued
oral antibiotics up until the day of surgery, he was cleared for
his knee replacement. The knee replacement surgery went well
and he was released from the hospital a couple of days after
Christmas. This was his second hospital stay in December.
In early January, he again contracted Cellulitis. This time it
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MBA TERM LIFE INSURANCE
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(1)- Leave the dividend on deposit at an interest rate set by
the MBA (never less than 2%).
(2)- Receive the dividend in cash.
(3)-Use the dividend to pay premiums on the policy.
You decide how often you want to pay your premiums,
monthly, annually or bi-weekly under MBA’s automatic payroll
deduction plan. You now can go on the web at (NALC.ORG)
and click on departments, then go to the MBA. You can read all
the plan brochures and print the applications. It is very easy to
get started, just fill out the application and mail it to the MBA.
You have 30 days to review your policy and if for any reason you
decide not to keep it you may return it for a full refund of your
premiums. This Ten Year Renewable & Convertible Term Insurance Plan is designed exclusively for Letter Carriers from your
NALC / MBA.

H

ello Brothers & Sisters, what an
awesome time of the year, where
we plan our vacations and look
forward for all the fun times that
summer has for us and our families.
With all the extra activities that summer time brings, it could also be the
right time for you to give your loved ones and family that extra
protection by investing in term insurance with the MBA Term Insurance Policy. This is the most affordable of all the plans because it insures your life for a certain period of time and the premiums stay the same for that entire period of time.
The MBA Ten Year Renewable & Convertible plan offers
insurance protection for a term of ten years at a time for a death
benefit from $10,000 to $100,000 of protection. This policy is renewable every ten years without a physical until the policy anniversary date after the insured’s 80th birthday and can be converted to a whole life policy at any time on renewal without a
physical until the policy anniversary date after the insured’s
65th birthday. (The only requirement is that the face value cannot be greater than the face value of your existing policy). You
can choose to purchase a policy for your own life, for your
Spouse, Children, Grandchildren, and Great Grandchildren,
also Step Children, Step Grandchildren, and Step Great Grandchildren between the ages 17-70.
Dividends- each year the NALC Board of Trustees determines if the MBA 10 Year Renewable and Convertible Term Insurance Plan has a divisible surplus for distribution as a dividend. If so, the dividend amount is credited to each policy on
the anniversary date. The policy owner has the following options:

FOOD DRIVE
We had another great year with the Food Drive. Simi Valley
did really good this year thanks to all the carriers that made the
effort to deliver the cards and the bags; I believe the bags are
always a great help. The patrons on my route were very generous and people who have never given before donated food for
the first time, my truck was completely full to the top, and at the
end of the day there was no room left for any more food. Some
of our carriers had to go back to the office half way through their
routes and unload so they could pick up more food. Great Job
Simi Valley, and thanks to all the patrons who donated.
In closing I wish all our union members, officers, and their
families a safe and fun summer ahead.
In solidarity, GOD Bless you.

Thanks Team No Ho
By Louie Rodriguez, Branch 2902 Trustee
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Collectively, as a team, our North Hollywood office broke
records for the 2015 Food Drive. I want to thank the entire 05,
06, and 07 office for all of your hard work. Despite advice to not
give cards to businesses and residents in apartment complexes, we did and were able to collect record amounts of donated
goods. A special thank you to X Pole US Inc. for their contribution of 15 pallets containing 25,000 pounds of food. Their incredible generosity demonstrates that you never know who will
give. I’d also like to thank my retirees that come early every year
to help with the food drive, especially Ralph Esparza “The Fossil” and Jim “The Old Man from 07.”
Our impressive results from this year prove that we need to
distribute bags and cards to as many people as possible. At the
start of the food drive, we venture out to Santa Clarita and are
reminded of the importance of the food drive. While food banks
receive many generous donations around the holidays, they become empty by the summer. Our efforts and contributions help
replenish the empty shelves and offer much needed assistance
to individuals and families.
I am incredibly proud of the achievements the LCCA office
accomplished with the food drive and am excited to serve on
the Board of Trustees. Thank you for your votes.

H

ello Brothers and Sisters, I would
like to thank you for electing me
as the newest member of the
Board of Trustees. The Post Office is undergoing many exciting
changes and I can still remember
when DPS was a scary, new concept.
While many older Postal carriers were planning on retiring, the
rest of us had to adapt to the new system. Now, DPS has become such a part of our daily routine that new carriers do not
know work without it. In being mindful about our past, and how
we have grown, I know that we will be able to successfully implement and adapt to all of the upcoming changes. After all
change, while at times difficult, is a part of life.
For the past twenty-five years, I have greatly enjoyed working at the LCCA station in North Hollywood. While a lot may
have changed, our strength remains in our unity as a team. We
need to continue to watch out for one another and not tell on
each other, despite management’s preference for us to tell on
one another. While management comes and goes, hell it seems
like Mr. Yuson walks the grounds every Saturday, we need to remain united. Standing alone we are weak but standing together, we are stronger as a union and as a team.
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The TPP Battle Continues
By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Political Liaison
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and it was in New York. Just monitor your PSA scores and
if they rise above 3.5 like mine did, get a biopsy to see if
you indeed do have the prostate cancer. The sooner you
take care of it, the less problems it will create.
It is commendable the community service we in the
Postal Service do every 2nd Saturday in May. Just because I am not an active carrier, I did not want to be left
out of this process. I retired from San Fernando/MCA and
one of my former co-workers there due to religious reasons, was not able to gather the food donations. He was
willing to write down the addresses for another Postal employee to retrieve these food donations, but I jumped at
the opportunity to voluntarily follow him that day to retrieve the food goods. Upon returning to my former office,
not only did I get to see our former Postmaster Tom whom
retired 14 months prior to my leaving, but I was given a
2nd opportunity to pick up the donations from another
MCA route where the carrier was running late. I was not
able to bike the second route.
Once again it's time for Dodgers baseball. The
Dodgers are off to a good start and I still have tickets to
the Saturday September 19th game vs the Pirates for $32
each in the right field pavilion. The 6:10 pm game includes
all the Dodger dogs, nacho's, peanuts & beverages you
can eat. I'm at most of the branch meetings. Feel free to
contact me to make other arrangements to get your tickets. See the ad on the back cover of this issue of the MBN
for all the details and my contact information. Be healthy!

G

reetings Sisters & Brothers,
the battle against the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) continues and we need to continue letting our members in Congress know that these trade bills
are bad news for working families.
“Economist Robert Reich contends that the TPP is a
"Trojan horse in a global race to the bottom, giving big
corporations and Wall Street banks a way to eliminate any
and all laws and regulations that get in the way of their
profits”.
In a letter to Michael Froman, a US Trade Representative, Senator Bernie Sanders wrote: “It is incomprehensible to me that the leaders of major corporate interests
who stand to gain enormous financial benefits from this
agreement are actively involved in the writing of the TPP
while, at the same time, the elected officials of this country, representing the American people, have little or no
knowledge as to what is in it”.
Ilana Solomon, Sierra Club's director of responsible
trade, argued that the TPP "could directly threaten our climate and our environment (including) new rights that
would be given to corporations, and new constraints on
the fossil fuel industry all have a huge impact on our climate, water, and land."
Upon the publication of a complete draft of the Environment Chapter in January 2014, the Natural Resources
Defense Council and the World Wide Fund for Nature
joined with the Sierra Club in criticizing the TPP. Julian Assange described the Environment Chapter as "a toothless
public relations exercise with no enforcement mechanism."
There has not been much movement in passing the
three House Resolutions I mentioned in the last Mail Bag
News. Congressman Sherman did add his name to
H.Res. 54 so he has signed onto two of our three bills.
Again House members Brownley and Cardenas are on all
three bills and should be thanked if the opportunity arises
for you. Any of you in House Member Steve Knights district, we need to remind him to step up to the plate on
these three resolutions.
As many of you know, I have retired after proudly serving 36.5 years with a year of sick leave to add to that number. After leaving in March, I was diagnosed with prostate
cancer. In May I became a cancer survivor treating the
Gleason score 7 cancer with an innovated less invasive
"focal laser ablation". If any of my brothers do end up with
this situation, most plans cover robotic surgery for removal or radiation to treat it. However, most plans will not
cover the focal laser ablation that I elected to go with. In
addition, you would have to go to the east coast for the
less invasive treatment I chose, but if this runs in your
family, I'd consider it. I found this treatment option by
going online to a second opinion for prostate cancer site.
The survivor I talked to did not know much about the focal
laser ablation other then the Doctor's name (Sperling)

Pictured above is Dixie Uribe, newly retired from Simi Valley, as she accepts her union retirement watch. Enjoy your newfound freedom Dixie.
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For the Good Life
By Beverly Sucich, Branch 2902 Director of Retirees
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Obispo studying Physics. Good luck to her.
We congratulate the following new retirees from January 2015 to June 2015. Nancy Valadez and Greg Martin
both from Simi Valley office. Louie Garcia from
Chatsworth, Steve Layton from North Hollywood, Dave
Hyman and Larry Quintanilla- from MCA/San Fernando. I
Hope I did not miss anybody. As a new retiree please sign
up to stay in the union. It is only $2.00 a month and you
and a guest are entitled to a free lunch every month at the
retirees luncheon and receive the MBN and Postal
record. You must stay in the union if you have the NALC
health insurance plan.
Joe Gutierrez’ name was pulled for the jackpot at the
April union meeting but he was not present at the meeting. Sorry Joe but thank you for all the gifts that you donate to the retiree luncheon.
Sonny Castellano received his 45 year union membership pin.
Our prayers and condolences go out to the family and
friends of Alan Cox from Granada Hills and Boyd Blevins
from Ventura.
Stay safe and healthy until next time.

H

i to all the past retirees and to
all the new retirees. I would
like to take this time to tell our
members about an experience that I had in April. I had shortness of breath for 5 days before I
went to the ER. I thought it was low
blood pressure. Do not take shortness of breath for granted like I did. I had massive blood clots in both of my lungs.
I was lucky, according to the emergency room doctor. And
what I mean by lucky is that I am grateful to be here. I was
admitted to the hospital for 6 days. Please do not let this
happen to you. Go to the ER if you feel like something is
seriously different than usual. Do not take chances with
your health.
Okay on a better note, I would like to congratulate
Sandy Gaunce and Jim Dearborn on their April 1, 2015
wedding in Santa Barbara. She is now Sandy GaunceDearborn. Best wishes to both of you and I for one know
it is not an April fool’s joke. Many happy years to both of
you.
February 2015 winners were Ardie Beers, Joe Majzel,
Beverly Pegram, Maynard Owen, Dave Perez and Ed
Roberts.
March 2015 winners are Larry Orcutt, Joe Majzel,
Ardie Beers, Dave Perez, Lois Perkins, Sonny Castellano,
and Bill Egan.
April 2015 winners are Paul Boyle, Larry Orcutt, Harry
Wilson, John Mendez, Lois Perkins, Beverly Pegram,
Sandy Gaunce-Dearborn, Jim Dearborn, and Dave
Hyman.
May 2015 winners are Jon McClaran, John Mendez ,
Ralph Esparza, Jack Rice, Joe Majzel, Ed Roberts, Ed
Smith, Dave Hyman and Larry Quintanilla.
June 2015, there was no retiree lunch due to the
heavy amount of graduations taking up all the available
restaurant space.
I want to share with you about a retiree’s granddaughter. Janae Thomas (17) attended Paraclete High School in
Lancaster California. She is the granddaughter of retiree
Al Covarrubias from San Fernando. Janea attended an intensive Law and trial conference held at Stanford University. This course was taught by some of the most prestigious law professors in the country. This program is designed for high achieving students. During Janea’s course
which she attended at San Francisco Supreme Court she
did a mock trial which was presented in front of a real
judge. She prepared open and closing statements for the
trial. She was named the top student attorney among National and International students that attended this program. She has maintained a 4.6 GPA and hopes to study
foreign affairs and linguistics at Harvard University in
2016. We wish her all the luck in achieving this goal.
My own granddaughter, Amber Sucich, graduated
from Simi High school and she was in the Ventura county
track and field playoffs. She received a trophy for the
800m run. She will be attending Cal Poly in San Luis

Pictured above is newly retired Carrier, Minh Ky, from Chatsworth as he
accepts his union retirement watch.
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RETIREES LUNCH
RAFFLE AT 12:30

Where:

Sea Horse Buffet
2022 First Street
Simi Valley

When:

Thursday,
July 16, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

s y p
Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

Thursday,
August 20, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of
Tri-Valley Branch 2902 (Chatsworth, California) of the National Association of Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed are those of the individual author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the NALC or its officers.
The Mail Bag News welcomes articles and letters to the editor; however the editorial staff of
the Mail Bag News assumes complete authority to decide which letters are presented for
publication. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is hereby granted to reprint articles. We just ask that you give the author and the publication appropriate credit.

ROBERT “BOB” SCHULTZ
Father of Letter Carrier - Moorpark, CA
Featuring Weinbrenner, Rocky and New Balance Shoes

Serving the San Fernando Valley and Ventura County
3324 FAXTON COURT•SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

PHONE: 805-526-4972
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BRANCH #2902 OFFICERS

SHOP STEWARD LIST

PRESIDENT
• Frank Salazar
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
• Ray Hill

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.

Greg Gaddis

Chatsworth Chief S.S.

Angel Hale

Fillmore Chief S.S.

Call Office

Moorpark Chief S.S.

Lori Stewart

North Hollywood Chief S.S. Louie Rodriguez

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
• Paul Drapkin
VICE PRESIDENT
• James Perryman
TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY

Chandler

Greg Gaddis

Laurel Canyon

Louie Rodriguez

Studio City

Greg Gaddis

Valley Village

Louie Rodriguez

Northridge Chief S.S.

• Dan Gorman

Porter Ranch

RECORDING SECRETARY
• Susan Degenhardt

Onofre Varela
Onofre Varela

Ojai Chief S.S.

Philip Navarro

Oxnard Chief S.S.

Ernestine Hernandez
Kathi Albritten

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES

Johnny Boyd

• Bev Sucich

Alternate

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE

Pacoima Chief S.S.

• Chris Alessi

Alternate

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER
• Joe Gutierrez

Pablo Galvan
Steve Dickerson
Lorie Moore

Reseda Chief S.S.

Jeff Hastert

San Fernando Chief S.S.

James Perryman
Albert Reyes

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE

Alternate Shop Steward

• Mary Stanley
SGT.-AT-ARMS
• Bob Golden

Robert Tracy

M.C.A.

James Perryman

North Hills

C.C. Flatts

Sylmar / Main Office

James Perryman

TRUSTEES:

Martin Diaz

Debbie Riggs

Santa Paula Chief S.S.

Antonio Castro

Louie Rodriguez

Simi Valley Chief S.S.

Sandra Gaunce

Sandy Gaunce

Mt. McCoy Station

Sal Lopez

Greg Gaddis

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S

Alex Lopez

David Hyman

Walter Williams
Mary Stanley

WEBMASTER
Larry Orcutt

In filling out an application, where it says, 'In case
of emergency, notify:' I put 'DOCTOR.'

Newbury Park

Debbie Riggs

Ventura Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

East Ventura

Laura Rowe

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.

Joe Vedder
Paul Drapkin
Nilo Gatus
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BEV SUCICH
Will be serving

SNACKS
At the August
Union Meeting

JUL 16 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley

SNACKS starts at 6pm

JUL 21 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served
AUG 4 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm
AUG 18 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Snacks served
AUG 20 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
HomeTown Buffet-West Hills
SEP 4

Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

SEP 1

Labor Day-Holiday

SEP 7

Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served

SEP 17 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
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Houston-It’s A Rap
By Frank Salazar, President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
recently attended the National Rap Session in Houston
with Vice President James Perryman, and the following are my notes and observations about what I heard and observed. While there was so much to
cover, I felt these topics and subjects were the most important and
interesting to tell you about

I

Legislation
The NALC and the other crafts
along with the American public, at
large, are at war with individuals and
special interests who want to destroy the Postal Service. The manufactured pre-funding crisis of the future retiree health benefits and the Great Recession gave
opponents of the Postal Service the opportunity to degrade service and attack employee pay and benefits.

The USPS is operationally profitable. There was an
approximate $1.4 billion profit last year and the same is
expected this year. American business needs a reliable universal network. The USPS goes to approximately 150 million addresses a day
and we are the most trusted of all
federal employees. However, the
enemies of the Postal Service want
to destroy this universal network
that makes us profitable.
In order to stop this assault on
the Postal Service, the NALC has
formed coalitions with other interests, because we know we can’t do
it alone. We have joined with other
Unions, business customers and mailers, and now the
continued on page 2

ELECTION NOTICE
This is official notice to all members of Branch 2902 that nominations for convention delegates for the 2016 National Convention will be
accepted at the October 20, 2015 and at the November 17, 2015 meetings beginning at 7:00 p.m. at the Jon Gaunce Union Hall, 21540 Prairie
St.,Suite.C, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
The number of convention delegates and compensation will be decided at the October meeting prior to nominations.
All nominations must be accepted verbally or in writing at the nominating meetings, or they must be received in writing no later than seven
calendar days after the close of nominations. Failure to accept nominations as stated, will result in an automatic decline of the nomination.
The president, executive vice president, senior vice president, vice president, recording secretary and treasurer-financial secretary will be
convention delegates by virtue of their office.
Voting will be done by secret ballot at the December 15, 2015 meeting. Members may make written requests for absentee ballots to: Election Committee, 21540 Prairie St. Ste. C, Chatsworth, CA 91311.Requests for an absentee ballot must be received no later than November
26, 2015. Completed ballots must be received at the branch office no later than 5:00PM on the day of the election per Article XI of the branch
by-laws. Address changes must be sent in as soon as possible to ensure prompt receipt of a ballot.
Susan Degenhardt, Recording Secretary Branch 2902

over year. We will be left with 1 BOG. Candidates for the
vacant BOG spots have been weak and privatizers like
James C. Miller.
In the upcoming national contract negotiations, the
NALC fears a race to the bottom in terms of wage cuts for
existing employees or for the desire of the USPS to create a new, permanent, minimum wage, part-time workforce created to capture new business from corporate
America.
In order to stay strong, the NALC needs to do a better
job in organizing; and we are. Our organizing efforts are
continually getting better and constantly improving. For
an open shop, the NALC is currently 93% organized nationwide for regular carriers and 85% for CCAs. Locally,
our Branch is better than the national averages. Branch
2902 is currently 93.5% organized for CCAs and 95.3%
for regulars; overall we are 95% organized.
Collective bargaining will start in February of 2016.
Our contract expires in May of 2016. There will be many
issues involved in contract bargaining besides wages and
benefits. The NALC will be looking into ORNA (on route
not available) employees to increase replacements for
full-time Union officers, 204b’s, long term injured carriers,
and rehabs. The Union will also be looking into CDRAP
and the thousands of routes that have been created
across the country because of the increase in e-commerce. Some of the questions to be answered are where
do we add new routes and where do we make parcel
routes.
I also attended a couple of workshops the day before
the rap session that were very informative. The first was
on retirement presented by Ron Watson, Director of Retired Members. The second was on City Delivery issues
presented by Brian Renfroe, Director of City Delivery.

HOUSTON-IT’S A RAP...
Continued from page 1

USPS itself is on board. We have
to craft the legislation we need to
keep the Postal Service strong and
viable for all interested stakeholders.
Type of legislation: The prefunding mandate. Most of you
know that the USPS in 2006 under
the Bush Administration is mandated and forced to pay, in advance,
for future retirees health benefits.
The USPS has to pre-fund 75
years in advance and do it in 10
years at the cost of approximately $5.65 billion per year
for employees not yet working for the service or not yet
born. No other company or agency in America is forced
to do this. To eliminate this mandate, we have to show
Congress how we can make up for the dollars that will no
longer be coming into the treasury (scoring). The USPS
can’t just stop the pre-funding mandate, because money
will stop flowing into the U.S. Treasury, and how will the
U.S. Treasury make up for the loss in income?
How to pay for it? We can properly and correctly calculate the overpayments into the Civil Service Retirement
System and the Federal Employees Retirement System.
Right now, the USPS is about $50-$75 billion overfunded.
But, there is dispute over the exact amounts. Another
way to pay for the loss in income to the treasury is to
make the pre-funding disappear by integrating Medicare
with our health plans. To accomplish this, the USPS
needs to create a Postal Health Plan within the FEHBP. If
we have a $50 billion liability, and we can save over $50
billion by integrating Medicare with the health plans, then
there is no liability to fill. The liability and pre-funding disappear. Take away the liability and there is nothing to prefund. Currently, in the Senate we have Senator Tom
Carper (D-DE) and in the House we have Representative
Jason Chaffetz (R-UT). The former is a corporate Democrat and the other is a Republican ideologue who hired
Issa’s old Chief of Staff. The NALC wants to get ahead of
any bill that these two may push forward, because we
have a fragile coalition and there could be some damaging legislation put forward. Former PMG Don-A-Hoe
chose to close plants, because he thought he could cut
his way out of this problem. But, he couldn’t maintain the
service standards; so he changed the service standards
(by delaying mail) so he could close more plants. Don-AHoe also eliminated over-night delivery. The NALC could
have stopped this, but we would have to give up on door
to door delivery to business and residential customers.
However, in exchange, the plant closures and service
standards would only be halted for a couple of years. This
would have been a very bad deal.
The Board of Governors: There should be 9 Board of
Governors (BOG). No more than 5 from the same party
and they must be qualified. Each Governor is appointed
to a nine-year term or to the remainder of an unexpired
term created by the death or resignation of a sitting Governor. The BOG are nominated by the President of the
United States and confirmed by the Senate. The Governors are like a Board of Directors for the USPS and make
decisions for it. We are down to 3 BOG and 2 are in a roll-

Retire or Work Until Death
Okay, this title got my attention. Did you know that if
you are a FERS employee, you can retire at your minimum retirement age (MRA) with 10 years of service? For
most of us under FERS, our minimum retirement age is
somewhere between 55-57 years of age depending on
the year of birth. However, there’s a catch. If you are
under 62 years of age when you apply for this immediate
early retirement, your annuity will be permanently reduced by 5% per year for every year you are under the
age of 62. So, be very careful if you are contemplating
doing this.
I also learned that Congress is trying to get a $7 billion
saving out of the federal workforce. Currently, there are
about 4.4 million federal employees so this equates to a
$1,590 pay cut per employee. The only problem for Congress is how they will accomplish this. Congress is trying
to achieve this goal through legislation such as a changing the formula for retirement computation from a high 3
year average of pay to a high 5 year average, and by deferring all COLA’s for all retirees until age 62, or by adjusting retirement contribution ratios per the Simpson/Bowles
suggestions.
Congress has already succeeded at this. Original
FERS employees pay 0.8% of their gross pay into retirement. However, career employees hired after Jan 1,
2013, who are known as FERS Revised Annuity Employees (FERS-RAE) pay 3.1% of their gross pay into retirecontinued on page 3
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and Portland-OR.
Vehicles: The USPS in the process of replacing all vehicles for city delivery. 180,000 new vehicles are planned
to be purchased at a cost of $25,000-$30,000 a piece.
Management sent out a request for information to manufacturers and the NALC is getting input. The USPS has
selected manufacturers to produce prototypes, and the
first vehicles should be out sometime in 2017.
There will not be many changes in the cab area, and
the dimensions won’t change much. The seats will move
up and down & forward and back with a lumbar adjustment. The tray will have similar dimensions with 2 tray
stacking, with up and down and forward and backward
features, with a slight tilting feature as an addition.
There will be improved ventilation with vents in the
roof and front of the vehicle. There will be changes in the
cab behind the bulkhead on the tray side. Racks are
planned to be placed in that location to store trays of
DPS, FSS, etc. The cargo area will be a taller and longer
area with shelves on both sides. A carrier will be able to
get up and walk to the back of the vehicle to replenish
trays or grab a parcel. There will also be a cargo door on
the curb side of vehicle, so we don’t have to work out of
the back of the vehicle.
Scanners: The initial rollout of scanners came in the
fall of 2014. By September 2015, scanners should be fully
implemented nationwide. The new scanners have improved scanning capabilities, continuous functionality improvements and text broadcast messaging. Also enabled
are the sign on glass feature and the real time tracking
we all know and love. In the future, Management wants to
add other features such as dog and hazard warnings and
vacation holds.
Transfers: 1000’s of transfers have been approved,
and over 6000 PTF’s have been converted to regular.
There are under 1,200 PTF’s remaining nationwide.
PTF’s will all be given an opportunity to become regular
employees, but will not be forced to do so. Over 17,500
CCA’s have been converted to full-time, and the numbers
are constantly growing.
Expansion of Services: Sunday Parcel Delivery will be
opened up to other companies besides Amazon. Same
day delivery, grocery delivery, Amazon lockers, water delivery, and warehousing services are continuing to grow
offering more employment and revenue for the Postal
Service.
As you can see, there is a lot of activity going on with
and within the Postal Service. We should all stay informed and help out in any way we can. Please sign-up
for the E-activist program on the NALC website and consider giving to the Letter Carrier Political Fund (LCPF). It’s
fast and easy. Just pull up the NALC website and it’s on
the right-hand side of the home page. Have a nice rest of
the summer. All for now back in two.

HOUSTON-IT’S A RAP...
Continued from page 2

ment, and those career employees hired after January 1,
2014, who are known as FERS Further Revised Annuity
(FERS-FRAE) employees pay 4.4% of their gross pay
into retirement.
The last Congress wanted to do the following:
-Have CSRS employees go from paying 7% of their gross
pay into retirement to 12%. (That’s 5% more of your pay
out of your pocket.)
-Kill the annuity supplement for FERS. (That means no
retirement before the age of 62, because most of us likely
won’t be able to afford to retire.)
-Reduce Social Security Benefits. (This hurts everyone.)
-Rescind Matching Employer Contributions for FERS.
(That would be a loss of 150% on return for any contributions you make into your FERS retirement on the first 5%
of your contributed pay.)
-Kill FERS annuity benefits. (Management would kill our
retirement COLA’s making our retirement savings worth a
little bit less.)
-High 5 earnings instead of a High 3 earnings average for
retirement calculations. (This would permanently reduce
our retirement earnings.)
The current Congress is calling for:
-No COLAS for CSRS & FERS employees until age 62.
(So every federal employee retiring under the age of 62
gets screwed.)
-High 5 earnings average instead of high 3 earnings average. (Their tune hasn’t changed.)
-CSRS employees to pay 13% of their gross pay into retirement instead of 7% and FERS 6.35% across the
board. (Looks like Congress is trying to flush all the
CSRS employees out of Federal Service and really put
the spurs to everyone who’s left across the board.)
-Reduce the TSP G Fund to almost 0 % (0.1%). (This
would force federal employees to shift their retirement
contributions to equities to get some kind of decent yield,
which in turn would enrich the Wall Street crowd via fees
and put your retirement at risk through increased market
volatility.)

City Delivery
The 2005 Carrier Academy has been re-vamped for
2015 and will be in implemented in all 67 Districts nationwide. New hires (CCA’s) will get class room training,
which will be interactive in nature. New hires will be able
to perform actual carrier functions/there will be a realistic
mock-up of the work room floor/simulated routes will be
constructed/ there will be an emphasis on safety/and
there will be a shadow day-a single day of all observation.
CDRAPP: 57,000 routes were selected, and there
were fewer issues with street time. Over 1000 routes
have been added nationwide mostly due to the explosion
in e-commerce package delivery.
Uniforms: There is a winter test of new uniforms consisting of functionality and new fabrics. Two thousand letter carriers are involved in 4 locations: Boston-MA, Houston-TX, Milwaukee/Green Bay-WI, and Pittsburg-PA. A
summer test of uniforms will also be conducted along the
same lines. The following cities are involved in the tests:
Chicago-IL, Miami-FL, Palm Springs-CA, Phoenix-AZ,

In Memorium
Robert D. Rodriguez
Retired - San Fernando
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Collective Bargaining Rights
By Ray Hill, Executive Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hen the Letter Carriers in
New York City went out on
strike in March of 1970,
their wages were so low
that some of them qualified for
public assistance (i.e. welfare programs). The New Yorkers were soon joined in the strike
by carriers and other Postal workers across the nation
and the number of strikers ultimately grew to 200,000.
Because of the strike, in August of 1970 Congress enacted pay raises for Letter Carriers and passed the Postal
Reorganization Act, which changed the name of the then
called “Post Office Department” to the “United States
Postal Service” (USPS). Most importantly, Postal workers
won the right to collectively bargain with the now called
USPS over wages, benefits, hours and working conditions. One of the most significant gains to come from
Postal Reorganization is our comprehensive grievance
procedure that allows Letter Carriers to challenge actions
committed by USPS management that violate our collectively bargained National Agreement, also known as our
contract. Letter Carriers may file grievances on a variety
of contractual violations and they may file grievances
when they are issued disciplinary notices, such as letters
of warning, suspensions, or notices of removal. The right
to file a grievance is a precious right that only unionized
workers enjoy.
Workers in non-union jobs do not have this precious right to file grievances because they have no
contract in the first place and, consequently, their pay
and benefits pale in comparison with those of unionized workers. Also, non-unionized workers can be disciplined and removed from their jobs with the greatest
of ease because their employers do not have to deal
with a collectively bargained contract that includes a
grievance procedure to protect workers from unjust
discipline. The Letter Carriers that risked being arrested and losing their jobs for striking in 1970 paved the
way for the rest of us and we all owe them a huge debt
of gratitude. Although the job of a Letter Carrier is not
perfect and although working conditions in some of our
offices suck right now, things would be unimaginably
worse without our right to collectively bargain and our
right to file a grievance. A million thanks to all of you
1970 strikers.

are suspected of an alleged violation of the rules.
Printed below are 2 USPS “rules” that dictate the
manner in which Management must deal with their
employees. The Handbook M-39, known as the “Management of Delivery Services” manual, reads as follows in section 115.4:
115.4 Maintain Mutual Respect Atmosphere
The National Agreement sets out the basic
rules and rights governing management
and employees in their dealings with each
other, but it is the front-line manager who
controls management’s attempt to maintain
an atmosphere between employer and employee which assures mutual respect for
each other’s rights and responsibilities
(emphasis added).
There is a Van Nuys District (now known as the
Sierra Coastal District) Workplace Memorandum from
1998 regarding “Voice of the Employee – Improving
Workplace Relationships” that reads as follows, regarding “Employee Treatment”:
“All managers and supervisors must place renewed
emphasis on treating all employees with dignity and
respect. As managers, each of us is responsible for
ensuring that employees are recognized when their
work performance is good. Conversely, as managers,
we are also responsible for appropriately addressing
poor employee work performance. However, in either
situation, the employee must be treated with dignity
and respect. To the extent that manager or supervisor
does not treat employees consistent with this philosophy, appropriate counseling will be conducted, followed by training as necessary. Should these steps
prove unsuccessful, appropriate corrective action will
be considered (emphasis added)”
So, management has an obligation to treat their
employees with dignity and respect, even if an employee is guilty of a workplace violation. When I am
dealing with managers accused of unprofessional conduct toward Letter Carriers, those managers will usually tell me that the carrier they are accused of treating
in an unprofessional manner committed a rule violation
of some sort and they were just trying to get through to
the carrier. I always tell these Managers that they have
an obligation to “take the high road” in these situations
and, even if the carrier did something wrong, they (the
managers) must still deal with the accused carrier in a
professional, mutually respective manner. Period!
When they fail to do so, we need to exercise our right
to file a grievance challenging management’s failure to
follow their own set of rules regarding their conduct towards their employees. I will discuss further at the end
of this article.

W

Speaking of working conditions
When I say that working conditions in some of our
offices suck right now, what am I talking about? I’m
talking about a few of our offices that are being run
with a bully mentality by managers and supervisors
that do not know how to deal with their employees in a
professional, mutually respective manner. I understand that not all of our Letter Carriers are saints and
that some Letter Carriers are known to break a rule
every now and then. However, Management has rules
regarding how they are supposed to conduct themselves in the USPS workplace and how they are supposed to treat all of their employees, even those that

Preaching from the Bully Pulpit
While visiting two of our offices this past week, 7
continued on page 8
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Basic Insurance in Retirement
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t’s hard to believe that fall is here
already, and so will your time to
retire arrive sooner than you
think. Take a look at what it will
cost you for life insurance when
you retire from the Post Office.
The amount of your Basic insurance is equal to your
salary rounded up to the next even thousand, plus $2,000
dollars. In retirement this is your BIA (Basic Insurance
Amount) at the time you separate as an employee. This
amount continues until you reach the age 65, after which
it may reduce based on the election options you choose
when you retire. You will not have Accidental Death &
Dismemberment coverage in retirement.
When you retire, you must choose the type of (reduction) you want by completing form: SF 2818, provided by
your local personnel office. For Basic insurance, you
choose 75% Reduction, 50% Reduction or NO Reduction. You can change to 75% Reduction at any time; your
coverage will be as if you had originally elected 75% Reduction and your “extra premium” will stop. You will not receive a refund of premiums.

basic insurance will continue to reduce until 50% of the
pre-retirement amount remains. When you turn 65 your
“regular” premium for basic insurance stops, but you continue to pay an extra premium for this choice. ($0.64 per
each $1,000 of your basic life insurance monthly). If you
retire before age 65 the cost is $0.97 per $1,000 of basic
coverage.

I

What is NO Reduction?
This means your Basic insurance will not reduce.
When you turn 65, your “regular premium” for basic insurance stops, but you continue to pay an extra premium for
this choice. ($1.94 per each $1,000 of your basic life insurance monthly). If you retire before the age of 65 the
cost is $2.27 per $1,000 of coverage.
The MBA has 5 different Life Insurance policies that
are good up to $100,000 from term to whole life policies;
The
MBA has very reasonable rates because there is no
middle man and we pass the savings on to you. Please
take look at our insurance plans that will be better for you
and your family in the future. The younger you are the
lower the premiums. These plans are good for the whole
family including Children, Grandkids, Great Grandkids,
and Parents or Legal Guardians. Also, Step kids, Step
Grand kids, and Step Great Grandkids too. There is a 30
day return policy on all of our policies that if you are not
satisfied for any reason you can return your policy for a
complete refund of all the premiums paid. You can pay for
these plans bi-weekly, annually, or monthly. Please join
the MBA and save money in the future.
All Brochures and applications are on line at nalc.org.
Click on departments and go to the MBA Insurance department or you can call me for information, or the MBA
at 1-800-424-5184 Tuesday or Thursday.
Take Care and God Bless You.

What is 75% Reduction?
This means your Basic insurance will reduce by 2% of
the pre-retirement amount each month. The reduction
starts at the beginning of the second month after your
65th birthday or at retirement, whichever is later. Your
basic insurance will continue to reduce until 25% of the
pre-retirement amount remains. Your Basic insurance is
free once it starts to reduce. If you retire before age 65
the cost is $0.3250 per $1,000 of Basic coverage.

What is 50% Reduction?
This means your basic insurance will reduce by 1% of
the pre-retirement amount each month. The reduction
starts at the beginning of the second month after your
65th birthday or at retirement, whichever is later. Your

Pictured above is Moorpark Chief Shop Steward, Lori Stewart, as she
accepts her union membership pin.

Pictured above is Jim Maroney from Chatsworth as he accepts his
union membership pin.
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You have Questions? We
will get the Answer
By Joe Gutierrez, Tri-Valley branch 2902 Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
y the time you read this article
the year will be almost over,
and with that it is time to think
about your choice for health
plans. As always I encourage all Postal employees to join
the N.A.L.C. plan as in my opinion it is the best health plan
available to us. The co-pays are reasonable the deductibles
are low and the percent of medical payments are one of the
best. as you read this, the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) is negotiating the premiums for all health plans and
ours has always done real well. Our plans premiums have
always been as low or lower than other plans available to
us. That alone should encourage you to sign up for the
N.A.L.C. health plan.

B

As you have read Cigna is in negotiations with Anthem insurance to merge. It would probably create the
largest health insurer in the country. It is under review as
of now and has a 50/50 chance of being approved because of problems in parts of the country where it would
have a monopoly. The outcome will not be known until
early next year and I don't know how it will affect the
NALC Health Benefit Plan. Hopefully it will be addressed
at the health seminar in October. If anyone has a problem
or question they would like addresses please contact me
or the Assistant Health benefits Representative, Mary
and we will bring it up at the seminar. We can also bring
up anything that the plan does not cover at the seminar.
See you all in November where I will provide details
about what was covered at the seminar.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RIGHTS

Management is also required to
follow the rules

Continued from page 5

carriers complained to me about the type of stand ups
that their respective “Officers-in-Charge” (OICs) were
giving to them on a regular basis. In both offices the
carriers complained that the stand ups were all negative in nature and were given in a manner that the carriers perceived as threatening. What the hell is up with
that?
These OICs apparently enjoy giving stand-ups from
their bully pulpit, spouting out all kinds of whack “information”, some of which is in total conflict with our National Agreement. While visiting one of these 2 offices
this morning, I was told that the OIC had given a stand
up regarding sick leave last week during which he told
the carriers that if they called in sick, the first day that
they reported to back to work they should clock in,
check their vehicles and then report directly to his office. I questioned the OIC about it this morning after I
had finished my station visit and he told me that he just
wanted to review their attendance with them and he
wasn’t doing anything wrong. I had to call bull shit on
that excuse and told him that he was really trying to intimidate his carriers in order to prevent them from calling in sick by telling them that if they did call in sick
they would have to report to the Principal’s office the
first thing the next morning. Are you kidding me? Is this
grade school, or what? Thanks to the striking Letter
Carriers of 1970 and our right to file a grievance, I can
promise you that Branch 2902 will be filing a Class Action grievance challenging management’s new, improper instruction for our carriers to deviate from their
flow chart and immediately proceed to the Principal’s
office their first day back to work after being sick. Remember when I wrote a couple of Mail Bag News issues back that I was getting old and crotchety? Now
you can see why, right?

There are many rules and regulations that Letter
Carriers are required to adhere to as a basic condition
of employment with the USPS. As I wrote in the issue
of the Mail Bag News where I said that I was getting
old and crotchety, when carriers fail to follow the rules
they received disciplinary action from management.
When Management fails to treat letter carriers in a mutually respective manner, which is a violation of the
USPS rules, we need to exercise our right to file a
grievance challenging management’s improper behavior, each and every time it happens! Management, just
like Letter Carriers, is required to follow the rules. It is
simply unacceptable for Management to treat letter
carriers in a bullying, intimidating manner in order to
“make the numbers”. If you witness another carrier
being mistreated by management, notify your Steward
or call us here at the union office. Be ready and willing
to write a statement describing what you observed. We
need to stand together in this battle in order to put a
stop to management’s inappropriate behavior. While
on my station visit this morning I made it a priority to
give a heartfelt thank you to a carrier who had recently
written an excellent statement describing the unprofessional behavior she had witnessed her case neighbor being subjected to from management on the workroom floor. Witness statements are a critical component of any successful grievance and I can’t thank
those of you that go out of your way to write these
statements in support of your mistreated brother and
sister Letter Carriers enough. To those of you that witness your fellow brothers and sisters being mistreated
by management but choose to bury your head in the
sand and do nothing about it, you are hereby instructed to immediately report to my office after clocking in
and checking your vehicles! Until next time, remember
that always relevant phrase, “United We Stand, Divided We Fall!”
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RETIREES LUNCH
RAFFLE AT 12:30

Where:

Sea Horse Buffet
2022 First Street
Simi Valley

When:

Thursday,
September 17, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

s y p
Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

Thursday,
October 15, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand
new, unwanted Postal uniforms.
New CCA Carriers are in need.
Please help by donating your
excess uniforms to the union hall
where they will be distributed to
new fellow union member CCA’s.
Your shop Steward can help
with details.

ROBERT “BOB” SCHULTZ
Father of Letter Carrier - Moorpark, CA
Featuring Weinbrenner, Rocky and New Balance Shoes

Serving the San Fernando Valley and Ventura County
3324 FAXTON COURT•SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

PHONE: 805-526-4972
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B R ANC H #2902 O F F IC E R S

S HO P S T E WAR D L IS T

P R E S IDE NT
• Frank Salazar
E X E C UT IV E V IC E P R E S IDE NT
• Ray Hill

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.

Greg Gaddis

Chatsworth Chief S.S.

Angel Hale

Fillmore Chief S.S.

Call Office

Moorpark Chief S.S.

Lori Stewart

North Hollywood Chief S.S. Louie Rodriguez

S E NIOR V IC E P R E S IDE NT

Chandler

• Paul Drapkin
V IC E P R E S IDE NT
• James Perryman

Greg Gaddis

Laurel Canyon

Louie Rodriguez

Studio City

Greg Gaddis

Valley Village

Louie Rodriguez

Northridge Chief S.S.

T R E AS UR E R /F INANC IAL S E C R E TAR Y

Onofre Varela

Porter Ranch

• Dan Gorman
R E C OR DING S E C R E TAR Y
• Susan Degenhardt

Onofre Varela

Ojai Chief S.S.

Philip Navarro

Oxnard Chief S.S.

Ernestine Hernandez
Kathi Albritten

DIR E C T OR OF R E T IR E E S

Johnny Boyd

• Bev Sucich

Alternate

MB A/NS B A R E P R E S E NTAT IV E

Pablo Galvan

Pacoima Chief S.S.

• Chris Alessi
HE ALT H B E NE F IT OF F IC E R

Steve Dickerson

Alternate

Lorie Moore

Reseda Chief S.S.

Jeff Hastert

San Fernando Chief S.S.

• Joe Gutierrez

James Perryman
Albert Reyes

AS S IS TANT HE ALT H B E NE F IT S R E P R E S E NTAT IV E

Alternate Shop Steward

• Mary Stanley

M.C.A.

S G T.-AT-AR MS

James Perryman

North Hills

• Bob Golden

C.C. Flatts

Sylmar / Main Office

T R US T E E S :

Robert Tracy

James Perryman
Martin Diaz

Debbie Riggs

Santa Paula Chief S.S.

Antonio Castro

Louie Rodriguez

Simi Valley Chief S.S.

Sandra Gaunce

Sandy Gaunce

Mt. McCoy Station

Sal Lopez

Greg Gaddis

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S

Alex Lopez

Walter Williams

David Hyman

Mary Stanley

W E B MAS T E R
Larry Orcutt

We are not given a Good Life or a Bad Life. We
are given Life. And it’s up to you to make it Good
or Bad.

Newbury Park

Debbie Riggs

Ventura Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

East Ventura

Laura Rowe

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.

Joe Vedder

Paul Drapkin
Nilo Gatus
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BEV SUCICH
Will be serving

SNACKS
At the October
Union Meeting

SEP 15 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served

SNACKS starts at 6pm

SEP 17 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
OCT 3 No Limit Texas Hold’em
MDA Fund Raiser
OCT 6 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

The AIDS walk
Los Angeles
is coming up
Sunday, October 11, 2015.

OCT 12 Columbus Day-Holiday
OCT 15 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
HomeTown Buffet-West Hills
OCT 20 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Snacks served

The USPS is a Corporate sponsor and
encourages all members to participate by either walking or sponsoring
someone on the 10 Kilometer walk!
In Hollywood starting at 10 a.m.

OCT 31 Halloween
NOV 1 Daylight Savings Time ends
NOV 3 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm
ELECTION DAY

David Hyman of North Hills
(818) 893-8613 will be walking in case youÊd
like to sponsor a Branch 2902 member.

NOV 11 Veterans Day-Holiday
NOV 17 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served

For walk forms or more info call
(213) 201-WALK or visit their web site at
www.aidswalk.net

NOV 19 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley
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Will a New Season Bring
New Direction?
By Frank Salazar, President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

f you haven’t been informed, Sierra Coastal District Manager (DM) Kerry Wolny has decided to retire as of January
2, 2016. However, he will be on scheduled leave starting
October 3rd. Wow, that’s a lot of leave, must be nice. A
pre-retirement before retirement . . . practice you might say.
As DM’s go, Mr. Wolny was pretty decent. At least he was
better than his predecessors.
Although he didn’t always
agree with the Unions, he
communicated with us, he respected our positions (even
though many times he did the
direct opposite), and he
worked with us were he
thought it was in Management’s best interests. But, he
left us with many untrained
supervisors and managers
and with many upper level
managers in positions for
which they are unqualified.
This last September, the
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) United States Postal Service published a negative
report entitled City Delivery Office Efficiency-Sierra Coastal
District. The report concluded that:
The Sierra Coastal District has opportunities to enhance
efficiency in city delivery office operations. We found the
Sierra Coastal District’s percent to standard, a measure-

ment used to assess office efficiency, was 117.85 percent,
12.76 percentage points above the national average of
105.09 percent. A percent to standard score greater than
100 percent indicates performance is less than the desired
standard. In 2014, 46 of the Sierra Coastal District’s 99 delivery units (46 percent) used 172,601 more work hours (at a
cost of $7.4 million), or about
165 more minutes of office
time per day per city carrier
route than necessary.
These conditions occurred
because mail sometimes arrived late, the mail mix was
sometimes incorrect, or some
carriers engaged in time wasting practices. Integrated operating plans (IOPs), which are
used to establish appropriate
staffing levels and reporting
times for carriers, were unsigned or non-existent. Additionally, managers did not enforce policies and procedures.
Eliminating the extra work hours would increase overall efficiency at the delivery units and allow a onetime cost avoidance of about $7.7 million in the following year.
We also identified inadequate safeguards over cash,
money orders, and stamp stock valued at $170,690 at seven
continued on page 2
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wide open, when no one was in the office except the clerk
at the window, who doesn’t know what the hell is going on
in the back of the office. So, not only did Supervisor Gallardo leave the office unsecured when he left, but he left the
safes wide open also. And, customers do walk into the back
of the Ojai Post Office all the time. You would figure that
common sense would rule as in lock up before you leave.
Guess again.
As you read above, Management also got nailed for having an average percent to standard higher than the national
average. Basically, our District average office standards are
worse than the national average. So, what can affect how
fast we can throw up mail and pull it down? One factor
would be transportation. Are the trucks getting to the office
on time? And, if they are not, is that the carriers fault? Another factor would be a lack of staffing. How many times
are we done with casing our mail and waiting for accountables and parcels to be finalized? This affects office standards, yet how can Management hold us responsible for
this downtime when there is nothing else to do? Why don’t
they properly hire and staff the office? Oh, that’s right, as
indicated in the report Management failed to sign off on
their Integrated Operating Plans or they were non-existent.
No wonder we are having problems. Don’t blame the carriers Mr. or Ms. Manager look in the mirror.
Reading through the report, the following offices were
randomly selected for the study. I was given additional information on the side indicating that 91367 zip code in
Woodland Hills is the 5th worst performing zip code in the
nation in terms of variance to office and street base times.
So, in turn, Woodland Hills carriers can expect an all new
cast of characters on the Management side to be brought
in to clean up the situation. I’m sure Management will attempt to issue discipline for alleged poor performance.
However, Management has a lot of cleaning up to do on
their side before they start blaming carriers on performance
issues. So make sure you fill out those PS Forms 3996 and
1571 (cut slips) and make sure you call from the street, if required to do so. Carry the route the way its set up and follow the flow chart and we will ride this out. I believe education and communication can make a big difference in turning these zones around.

Continued from page 1

delivery units. Management immediately initiated corrective action on
these matters; therefore, we are not
making a recommendation on this
issue.
To put it simply, this is not a flattering report for an outgoing DM.
Back in 2013, Branch 2902 had to
file a grievance in Chatsworth because Management would not staff
the accountable cage in the afternoon. Carriers were instructed to or
had no choice but to leave their accountable items at the cage without being cleared. Just
think what would happen if that attempted registered letter
or package came up missing or that C.O.D parcel or that
check you collected disappeared. OIC Aline Conrad insisted that she did not have to staff the cage in the afternoon.
To make a very long story short, the grievance was impassed to arbitration (case # F06N-4F-C 13022821) and
settled in the Union’s favor.

AWARD SUMMARY

The grievance is sustained. Postal Service is hereby Ordered to Cease and Desist from not properly staffing the accountable cage in the PM with qualified clerks. Management is immediately ordered to schedule and assign a specific and qualified clerk to perform the PM cage duties and
to notify said carriers as to who it shall be for every day of
the week. Management is ordered to pay $50.00 to Branch
2902 for its failure to honor the previous grievance decisions.This arbitrator retains jurisdiction over any issue involving the remedy for 90 days or until its effectuation when
the arbitrator’s jurisdiction shall cease.
But, there are other examples of Management not safeguarding cash, money orders, stamp stock and accountable items as indicated in the report. In 2014, in Ojai, the
Branch had to file two grievances over Supervisor Dan Gallardo’s failure to secure the office and leaving the safes
DELIVERY UNITS
1. WOODLAND HILLS, MPO
2. ARCADIA
3. SANTA CLARITA MAIN POST OFFICE
4. GLENDALE, MAIN OFFICE
5. NORTHRIDGE, MAIN POST OFFICE
6. CANOGA PARK, WEST HILLS BRANCH
7. LA CANADA
8. TUJUNGA
9. BURBANK, MAIN POST OFFICE
10. AGOURA HILLS, MAIN POST OFFICE
11. CHATSWORTH, MAIN POST OFFICE
12. GLENDALE, GRAND CENTRAL STA
13. SIMI VALLEY, MT MCCOY STATION
14. PALMDALE, MAIN POST OFFICE
15. TARZANA, MAIN POST OFFICE
16. RIDGECREST, MAIN POST OFFICE
17. OXNARD, MAIN POST OFFICE
18. CANOGA PARK, MAIN POST OFFICE

% TO STANDARD
154.09%
151.94%
148.05%
142.55%
141.67%
134.01%
132.81%
131.26%
131.23%
130.99%
130.51%
126.11%
124.25%
123.40%
122.59%
122.49%
120.08%
118.73%

# OF CITY ROUTES
75
55
66
28
53
19
19
15
106
25
29
30
33
50
19
17
85
56
continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2

19. RESEDA, MAIN POST OFFICE
20. VAN NUYS, ENCINO STATION
21. SANTA MARIA, MAIN POST OFFICE
22. VAN NUYS, MAIN POST OFFICE
23. SIMI VALLEY, MAIN POST OFFICE
24. SAN FERNANDO, SYLMAR BRANCH
25. SANTA BARBARA, GOLETA STATION
26. SANTA BARBARA, EAST BEACH STA
27. PISMO BEACH, MAIN POST OFFICE
28. BAKERSFIELD STOCKDALE, STATION
29. VISALIA, LOVER’S LANE
30. VAN NUYS, PANORAMA CITY STATION

117.35%
117.02%
115.22%
114.80%
114.48%
112.82%
112.77%
111.32%
109.84%
107.08%
106.95%
106.49%

37
38
54
84
21
57
44
33
27
24
16
24

verted nationwide by the end of October. This is the
largest influx of new employees in a very long time.
1,028 PTF’s remain and mostly in small offices. These
PTF’s will be given an opportunity to convert to full-time
regular status, but will not be forced to convert.
-e-Reassign: There are no expirations of requests for ereassign. However, if you are considered, but denied
your request is closed. If you are accepted, your case is
closed.
-NALC is developing an app for everything you need related to the NALC.
-NALC on-line store coming soon.
-Amazon Fresh going well. Volume not as much as anticipated, no further expansion, but will continue.
-Sunday Amazon: Currently a hub system of delivery is
being utilized. The Sunday after Thanksgiving, delivery
will start out of individual offices only at peak season.
Typical Sunday delivery is 1.5 million parcels nationwide.
The Sunday after Thanksgiving about 5 million parcels
are expected. Annuitants can be re-hired for the holiday
season (Brother Golden and Hyman keep those uniforms
handy).
-New Vehicles: A request for information went out to
manufactures from the USPS on what kind of vehicle
they want for $25,000-$30,000. The USPS will probably
select 3 manufacturers and get 5 prototypes from each.
The current specimens are said to look good and comfortable.
Before I close, I wanted to take a minute to clear up a
mis-understanding some of you had about a part of my last
article under the sub-section Retire or Work Until Death. I
was merely pointing out that if you reached your minimum
retirement age (MRA) depending on your year of birth (5557 years of age) that you could retire with a minimum of 10
years of service, but be penalized for every year you are
under 62 years of age. This is in fact true. However, if you
meet your MRA and have 30 years of service there is no
penalty. The catch is 30 years of service + MRA. Also, if you
are 60 years of age with at least 20 years of service or 62
with 5 years of service there is no penalty. I’m glad you are
reading the Mailbag.
In closing, I would like to thank all our veterans and active service members for your service to our country and I
want to wish you all a very Happy Thanksgiving Day. Enjoy
that Union negotiated pay raise on November 14th. All for
now back in two.

Hopefully, the new incoming DM Larry Munoz, will put
more time, money and effort into properly training his managers and supervisors. I know it will take time, but it’s better
than doing nothing. I am sure that Mr. Munoz will continue
to work with all the Unions in an open and collaborative
manner as did his immediate predecessor. Again, we might
not agree on all the issues, but I am sure he will hear us out
and try to find common ground where we can jointly improve delivery services and working conditions for all employees.

News You Can Use

Here is a smattering of information I gleaned from various meetings.
-Voices: That voice you may have recently heard was
not in your head, it was your scanner talking to you and
asking that you scan a parcel or various pieces of mail. We
received some comments from carriers around the branch
that they were startled when their scanner started to talking
to them. We had informed carriers very early on that Postal
Headquarters was conducting mail measurement tests and
were sending out test messages across the nation. Of
course, your local Managers had no clue what was going
on. If your scanner talks to you, follow the instructions.
-Panic Button: The Postal Service and the NALC are
working on a panic button for letter carriers. If the panic
button is utilized, it will route calls to 911, tag location
and tag as letter carrier, which will trigger an immediate
response. We don’t want to route it to your supervisor,
because we know they won’t do the right thing.
-NTFE: Non Traditional Full Time employees improperly
excessed from the clerk craft into the carrier craft. An arbitration decision was completed a couple of years back
and now payments will be made to some carriers who
should have been converted to regular full-time status,
but were delayed due to the improper excessing.
-CDRAP: Over 1,200 routes were added nationwide and
not a lot of problems. Management is preparing to do 6day route counts and inspections in the spring.
-Parcel Post: Management is currently trying to use locally developed methods to create parcel post routes.
Sometimes it’s more efficient to take parcels off of
routes. The future may consist of letter routes and parcel
routes with letter carriers delivering everything under the
sun. Parcel volume is expected to double almost every
couple of years for a long time.
-Carrier Academy: Over 24,000 CCA’s have been converted to regular status. 3,000 to 4,000 CCA’s to be con-
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Ron Watson Elected as National
Director of Retired Members
By Ray Hill, Executive Vice President
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

C

the CDRAAP Process are not living up to the expectations of Management after the routes were adjusted and
new routes were added in these offices. The biggest offender, in Management’s view, is the Woodland Hills office where Managerial/OIC changes take place on a
semi-regular basis. Upper Management keeps sending
in new teams of personnel to the Woodland Hills office in
their seemingly vain attempt to get the carriers to conform to route time expectations. My first question to
Upper Management is, why in the hell is the Woodland
Hills office a level 22 Post Office? Woodland Hills is a
large office with many routes and carriers and the Postmaster/OIC only receives level 22 pay like a much smaller office such as Pacoima or Reseda?
That’s insane and no Postmaster/OIC in their right
mind would purposely go to work at the Woodland Hills
Post Office for level 22 pay if they could work at an office
like Pacoima or Reseda instead. The Northridge office is
also on the Upper Management radar and they too have
seen more than a few Managers/OIC’s come and go recently in their attempt to get the office to conform to their
route time expectations. I will keep you posted as the
merry-go-round of Managers and OIC’s continues.

ongratulations to Ron Watson
on his election to the position
of NALC National Director of
Retired Members. Prior to his
“official” October election, Ron had served as director
since his appointment by NALC President Fredric Rolando to that role in 2013.
In the almost 10 years that I have served as a full time
officer for Branch 2902, I have corresponded with Ron
on many occasions and have sought and received advice from him on a variety of topics, mostly dealing with
workers’ compensation. President Frank Salazar also
has a good working relationship with Ron and he has always been prompt and obliging when we here in Branch
2902 have reached out to him for his expert advice.

Ron Watson (and NALC)
Versus the NRP

In 2009 the USPS rolled out the “National Reassessment Process (NRP) Limited Duty Pilot Program” in
the Sierra Coastal District and withdrew limited duty
work from many of Branch 2902’s injured carriers. Limited duty carriers in other branches throughout the district (and nation) would also be negatively affected by the
NRP, some sooner than others. In order to combat Management’s harmful actions inflicted on our injured letter
carriers through the NRP, NALC provided specialized
training to a small group of some of NALC’s best arbitration advocates who were hand-picked to handle the anticipated large workload that NALC knew would be generated by the NRP. It was none other than Ron Watson
who designed and presented the NRP advocacy training
to these hand-picked advocates, along with NALC Director of Education Jamie Lumm and then Assistant to the
president for Compensation, Greg Dixon. The final result
of Ron’s (and NALC’s) efforts was that NALC kicked
USPS Management’s ass in the grievance/arbitration
procedure with regards to the NRP, ultimately costing
USPS hundreds of thousands of dollars (and probably
millions of dollars) in back pay awards to our injured carriers that were denied work. I know that it took all of
NALC’s resources and all of those hand-picked NALC
advocates (not to mention our stewards at the local level)
to wage the NRP Battle, but it was Ron Watson who was
the real mastermind behind our ultimate success. Because of Ron’s expertise in workers’ compensation issues the Retired Members Department now has oversight of NALC’s Compensation Department. Although his
October victory was, at least in my opinion, a foregone
conclusion, it is still good to know that Ron won his election and will be working at NALC Headquarters until at
least December of 2018, God-willing.

Rest in peace, Otto Hernandez

On September 27, 2015, North Hollywood active carrier Otto Hernandez passed away after a battle with cancer. We have lost many members over the years that I
worked with but I rarely write about their passing for fear
that I will neglect to mention someone who has passed
and in doing so insult his family and friends. But I felt the
need to write a few words about Otto, who was only 50
years old when he died. I was working in the 91605 section of North Hollywood at the time Otto began his carrier
career in the 91606 section of North Hollywood back in
the year 2000. I was the chief steward in North Hollywood then so I knew all of the carriers fairly well. Otto
was quiet, but friendly, and I do not recall him ever being
in any sort of trouble at work during his 15 year career
with USPS. I never had to sit in with Otto for any Investigative Interviews and he never received any disciplinary
actions such as letters of warning or suspension letters.
Otto was one of those carriers that NALC stewards
would love to be able to clone; a Union member who reported for work every day, on time, with a positive and
up-beat attitude and one who seemed to really like his
job as a letter carrier. Otto followed all of the USPS rules
and I’ve been told by other carriers that he provided efficient and courteous service to the patrons on his route.
Like I said, Otto was the type of carrier the NALC would
love to clone. It is a real tragedy that Otto left us at such
a young age and I offer my sincere condolences to Otto’s
wife Norma and his 2 children, Brian and Jessica. May
you rest in peace, Otto. You will be missed. Until next
time, remember to cherish your precious time on this
earth, because as Vin Scully likes to say, we are all really
just “day to day”.

Musical Chairs, Managers and OIC’s

The seemingly never-ending carousel of musical
chairs, Managers and OIC’s continues here in Branch
2902. It is apparent that the offices that were involved in
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Senate Joint Resolution No. 11
RESOLUTION CHAPTER 183
Senate Joint Resolution No. 11—Relative to the United States Postal Service.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST
SJR 11, Leyva. United States Postal Service.
This measure would urge the United States Congress to require the United States Postal Service to
take all appropriate measures to restore service standards in effect as of July 1, 2012, would urge
Congress to place a moratorium on planned shutdowns of mail sorting centers, and would urge
Congress to oppose any postal reform legislation that does not continue the mandate for 6-day
delivery service or protect door-to-door delivery as it currently exists. The measure would also urge
the Secretary of State to publicly oppose changes in the United States Postal Service that negatively
impact the rights of California voters who vote by an absentee ballot.
WHEREAS, On January 5, 2015, the United States Postal Service implemented lower “service
standards” to virtually eliminate overnight delivery of first class mail and periodicals, and further
delay most other mail; and
WHEREAS, Delayed mail negatively impacts businesses, hurts residents, communities, and the
economy, and drives customers away, resulting in lower revenue and damaging the financial
situation of the United States Postal Service; and
WHEREAS, Robust service standards implemented by the United States Postal Service are essential
to providing prompt and timely delivery of all mail, including online purchases, local newspapers,
newsletters, bill payments, letters, invitations, packages, and medicines; and
WHEREAS, Planned shutdowns of mail sorting centers would seriously affect hundreds of
employees, over 22 percent of whom are United States military veterans, many with disabilities; and
WHEREAS, At least one of these mail sorting facilities, located in Eureka, California, is planning on
shifting its mail distribution, including absentee ballots, to Oregon, which contradicts the obligation of
the United States Postal Service to protect voting by mail throughout California, which is now
commonplace and will remain essential to our democracy; and
WHEREAS, The United States Postal Service has the authority to reinstate overnight delivery
standards to hasten mail delivery and prevent shutdowns of mail sorting centers; now, therefore, be
it
Resolved by the Senate and the Assembly of the State of California, jointly, That the Legislature
urges the United States Congress to require the United States Postal Service to restore
service standards in effect as of July 1, 2012, and place a moratorium on planned
shutdowns of mail sorting centers, and further urges the United States Congress to oppose
any postal reform legislation that does not continue the mandate for six-day delivery
service or does not protect door-to-door delivery as it currently exists; and be it further
Resolved, That the Legislature urges the Secretary of State to publicly oppose changes in the
United States Postal Service that negatively impact the rights of California voters who vote by an
absentee ballot; and be it further
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Senate transmit copies of this resolution to each Senator and
Representative from California in the Congress of the United States, to the Secretary of State, to the
United States Postmaster General, and to the author for appropriate distribution.
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Self + One
By Mary Stanley, Assistant Health Benefits Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T

his article may interest many of
you, regardless of the type of
Federal Employees Health
Benefits (FEHB) Plan you are
enrolled in. I’ll try to best describe
this new plan by answering the
What, Who, When, Why and How
questions that are typically imposed on something new.
The following information has been obtained from the
website of the U.S. Office of Personnel Management
www.opm.gov/healthcare-insurance/specialinitiatives/self-plus-one.
What is “Self Plus One”? The Bipartisan Budget Act of
2013 establishes a new plan during this year’s open season. The FEHB Program will introduce the new enrollment
type called “Self Plus One”. This plan will allow you to
cover yourself and one eligible family member you designate. So this Open Season, you will have the option to
choose an enrollment type of: Self Only; Self Plus One; or
Self and Family.
Who is covered in the “Self Plus One”? Enrollment in
this new plan covers the enrollee and one designated family member. Definition of an “eligible” family member will
remain the same. An eligible family member includes either a spouse or a child up to the age of 26. If the child is
age 26 or older and is incapable of self-support due to
mental or physical disability that existed prior to the age of
26, they are considered an eligible family member. Domestic partners and non-married partners are not eligible
for coverage under the Self Plus One enrollment. Under
the FEHB Program, only legally married spouses are considered “eligible” family members.
When will “Self Plus One” enrollment be effective? This
new plan will be available in this coming 2015 Open Season which begins on November 9th. Coverage will begin
in January 2016. Since the “Self Plus One” enrollment type
is new, no changes can be made to your existing plan
prior to the annual Open Season. Anyone enrolled in the
FEHB Program has the opportunity to change their enrollment type outside of the “Open Season” period IF and
ONLY IF they have experienced a Qualifying Life Event

(QLE). Such events include marriage, divorce, death, and
births. For a full list of allowed QLEs, view Standard Form
(SF) 2809 “Health Benefits Election Form” or visit
www.opm.gov/forms/pdf_fill/sf2809.pdf.
Why consider this new “Self Plus One” plan? There are
a number of reasons why this plan may be considered.
Each one of you has the responsibility to shop around for
the right FEHB plan that best suits you. Some reasons
may be your child has turned 26 and it’s now just you and
your spouse. Due to unfortunate circumstances, you may
become a single parent with one child. You and your
spouse may be currently enrolled in two Self Only plans.
So whatever the reason, take the time to compare the
plans offered in this coming Open Season.
How much is the rate for the Self Plus One enrollment
type? The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) oversees the plans and the rates. According to the OPM, the
rates for this enrollment are different for the various health
plans. The 2016 rates are posted and available at
www.opm.gov/openseason.
Just a gentle (but unpleasant) reminder all of us have
experienced each year (for the last few years) during the
annual Open Season Health Benefits. Due to the National
Arbitration decision in our current contract, our FEHB
rates will go up again. In 2016, we will be paying 24% of
our healthcare benefits while our employer will be paying
less. Since 2013, we (enrollees) have been paying 1%
more each year. See the Mail Bag News March/April 2013
issue of “Contract Signed” article under Health Benefits,
page 2.
Thank You All for allowing me the opportunity to serve
you as your Assistant Health Benefits Representative. I
appreciate the confidence and support you have given
me. I look forward in continuing to further educate myself
with the latest up to date information of our NALC Health
Benefits and to pass it along to all of you, my family.
Wishing you a very Healthy and Safe Gobble, Gobble
Turkey Day and a Very Merry Holiday Season and Happy
New Year.

Know Your Rights
PS Form 1571 (cut slip)
M41-131.44
Report on Form 1571 all mail undelivered — including all mail distributed to the route but not cased and taken out for delivery. Estimate the number of pieces of mail.
131.45 Do not curtail or eliminate any scheduled delivery or collection trip unless authorized by a manager, in which case you
must record all facts on Form 1571.
131.46 Before you leave the office, enter on Form 1571 the mail curtailed; when you return, add any mail which was not delivered
and which was returned to the office. Follow any special local procedures set up to identify errors and corrective actions for mail
returned because it was out of sequence.
M39-111.2 Daily Operations
The delivery service manager must on a daily basis: j. Issue Form 1571 when the carrier is instructed to curtail mail, indicating action thereon. Upon request, a duplicate of the completed form will be provided the Carrier.
M39-126.12
Verify the type and amount of mail curtailed to see if it agrees with that shown on Forms 1571, Undelivered Mail Report, and
3921, Daily Delivery Unit Volume Recording Worksheet. (A simple system is to measure in linear feet and inches the amount of
mail curtailed and multiply by the number of pieces per foot per class of mail; 225 pieces per foot for average letter-size circulars,
115 pieces per foot for average flat circulars, and 1,200 pieces per foot for average post card circulars.) (See Handbook M-32,
Management Operating Data System for MOD 1 Offices.)
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HAPPY THANKSGIVING
and MERRY CHRISTMAS
By Chris Alessi, MBA/NSBA Representative
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

A

MBA 20 Pay - This is a limited whole life policy that you
choose coverage from $10,000 to $100,000. This policy
is good for letter carriers who want to insure their young
children. After 20 years the plan is paid up and you can
keep the coverage at no cost, or surrender your policy
for its cash value.
Independence - This is a whole life policy that you
choose coverage from $5,000 to $100,000. This is the
most convenient plan with “single, once- in-a-lifetime
premium payment” You get immediate real cash value,
tax free interest earnings, and low interest loans, a no
cancellation guarantee, and full death benefits.
MBA 10 Year Renewable and Convertible – This is a
term policy that you choose from $10,000 to
$100,000.Your premium will remain the same until the 10
year term has ended. You can renew for another 10 years
of coverage without a medical exam. At each renewal
period, your premium increases according to your age.
You can continue coverage until age 80, and you can
convert this term policy to a whole life policy without taking a medical exam if the insured is under the age 65.
All of these plans can be paid annually, monthly, or
through biweekly payroll deductions. All plan premiums
are based on the insured’s age at time of purchase, and
all have a 30 day review period with a full refund to decide if the plans are right for you.
In closing, I would like to say thank you to all the officers of 2902 for another great year of dedication and
hard work, thanks for keeping our Union strong!! May
you and your families have a great Thanksgiving and a
very Merry Christmas.
In Solidarity Always, God Bless you.

s we start into the holiday
season it would be a good
time to review your insurance
needs to see if your family
protection is accurate for your life now and the future
ahead. It is important to make sure that if the breadwinner is not there because of death, will there be sufficient
income to take care of all the family’s needs. The simplest rule of thumb is the multiple of income rule. This is
by far the most popular rule of thumb and is a recommendation that the amount of life insurance should be 7
to 10 times your annual income. When it comes to nailing
down the actual amount to purchase, your best move is
to consult a fee-based financial professional.
These life insurance plans are for members of the
NALC and their families. There are four whole life plans
and one term; these plans are available for the member,
member’s spouse, children, grandchildren, great grandchildren, step children, step grandchildren, and step
great grandchildren. The MBA offers the following:
MBA Life Paid Up At Age 90 - This is a whole life policy
that you choose coverage from $10,000 to $100,000.
Premiums remain the same throughout the life of your
policy. This plan is paid up on the anniversary after the
insured’s 90th birthday. You can borrow against your
cash buildup and still keep policy in force
MBA Life Paid Up At Age 65 - This is a limited whole life
policy that you choose coverage from $10,000 to
$100,000.This policy offers lifelong insurance protection
without lifelong payments. This plan is paid up on the anniversary after the insured’s 65th birthday. You can borrow against your cash build up and still keep policy in
force

The Mail Bag News is the official publication of Tri-Valley Branch 2902 (Chatsworth,
California) of the National Association of
Letter Carriers. All opinions expressed are
those of the individual author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the
NALC or its officers. The Mail Bag News
welcomes articles and letters to the editor;
however the editorial staff of the Mail Bag
News assumes complete authority to decide which letters are presented for publication. Anonymous articles are not accepted. Permission is hereby granted to
re-print articles. We just ask that you give
the author and the publication appropriate
credit.

Pictured above is Patrick Moran as he accepts his union retiree watch.
Enjoy your newfound freedom Patrick.
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For the Good Life
By Beverly Sucich, Branch 2902 Director of Retirees
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

H

i to all past retirees and congratulations to all the new retirees. First of all, I want
everyone to know that the
SEA HORSE BUFFET HAS
CLOSED. I received a phone call
from the restaurants manager when I got home from the
October luncheon at HomeTown buffet. I will be looking
for another restaurant somewhere within a good location
but for now we will attend Home town buffet in West
Hills. The November 19, 2015 luncheon will be at the
HOMETOWN BUFFET IN WEST HILLS. As soon as I find
another restaurant , I will announce it. Sorry for the inconvenience to those who liked Sea Horse Buffet.
The winners for the following months are: July-Larry
Quintanilla, Harry Wilson, Dave Perez, Bill Everett, Sandy
and Jim Dearborn, and Ed Smith.
August winners are: Paul Decareau, Jon McClaran,
Maynard Owens, Don Draper, Cynthia Smith, Ralph Esparza, Sandy Dearborn, Ed Roberts, Al Covarrubias, and
Larry Quintanilla.
September winners are: Jon McClaran, Dave Perez,
Greg Gaddis, Sandy Dearborn, Dan Gorman, Larry Quintanilla, Pam Bolin, and Michael Smith.
October winners are: Dennis Graham, Jack Rice,
John Mendez, Maynard Owens, Lois Perkins, Ralph Esparza, Dave Hyman, Monico Garcia.
We sang Happy birthday to Al Covarrubias and Lois
Perkins. Myra Esterman was a guest and it was her birthday also.
Larry Quintanilla and Sandy Dearborn won 3 out of 4
luncheons. Larry and Sandy you both must be born
under a lucky star.
I would like to thank Paul Drapkin, our MBN editor for

taking pictures at the August luncheon. He did a great
job making a collage for the MBN of the retirees (see accompanying page of photos). Thanks again Paul.
Just a reminder that there will not be a cost of living
on your annuity and no raise for those of you who receive
social security benefits.
The election that we had in September for the National Director of Retiree has been announced as of this article. The winner of the election was Ron Watson. I hope
you all voted.
You know there is a major election coming in 2016
and if you are not already contributing to the Letter Carriers Political Fund, formerly known as COLCPE, please
try to donate something. We need those officers in 2016
to support our letter carriers and retirees benefits.
If you are a new retiree, please consider staying in the
union. It is only $2.00 a month and it automatically
comes out of your annuity. The information you receive
from the MBN and a free lunch every month is worth it.
Once you retire and YOU DO NOT STAY IN THE UNION
you can not be reinstated..
Myra Esterman was able to contact Jean Graham,
wife of Bob Graham, past retiree, and she seems to be
doing well. She is swimming with the help of her nurses
and getting good care. Jean, we miss you at our monthly
luncheons. You were a great inspiration to all of us. I will
make sure she gets a copy of this MBN.
Our prayers and condolences go out to the family and
friends of Robert Rodriquez retiree from Sylmar office.
May he rest in peace.
Wishing everyone a good Thanksgiving and a healthy
and prosperous December holiday. Stay safe and
healthy until next time.

Know Your Rights
10.3.B Care shall be exercised to assure that no employee is required to forfeit any part of such employee’s annual leave.
Leave carryover. A letter carrier may carry over up to
440 hours (55 days) of accumulated annual leave from
one leave year to the next. See the Memorandum of
Understanding at the end of this article. (Although the
memorandum refers to the 1990 National Agreement,
it was renewed as part of the 2001 National Agreement.) Any amount beyond the carryover maximum is
forfeited.
Avoiding forfeiture of annual leave. Supervisors
should exercise care to assure that no bargaining-unit
employees have to forfeit any part of their annual
leave. For their part, employees must be sure to submit sufficient leave requests. Stewards should encourage carriers to keep a watchful eye on their leave
balances and vacation plans.

Pictured above is new retiree Ruth Washington from North Hollywood.
Congratulations Ruth and may you live long and collect!
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On the Legislative Front
By David Hyman, Branch 2902 Trustee & Congressional District Liaison
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

G

reetings Sisters & Brothers, I
have not slowed down being
newly retired. Aside from my
political activities, the wife
and I did manage to take in a few
baseball games, a short cruise and
a visit a few National Parks and Monuments in recent
months.
I've got some good news, Brad Sherman has joined
Julia Brownley and Tony Cardenas as a co-sponsor to all
three of our NALC bills. We are still waiting for Steve
Knight to co-sponsor the three bills, House Resolution
12 (Six Day), House Resolution 28 (Door Delivery) and
House Resolution 54 (Service Standards). It would be
helpful for those living in Steve Knight's district to remind
him he pledged to support our issues and see if he is still
with us on these issues. Most of us are represented by
one of these four members of Congress. Most of the
Post Offices that Branch 2902 represents also fall in their
four districts.
Since the above resolutions were introduced, a real
bill was introduced by Jackie Speier of the Bay Area. HR
3412 would end the ban of alcoholic deliveries by the
USPS. The ban was established during the prohibition
era and has yet to be repealed. HR 3412 is know as the
USPS Shipping Equity Act if you should decide contact
your member of Congress on this issue. This bill is worth
toasting to since it will have a big impact on our California vineyards. It will save California businesses money
and add more revenue to the Postal Service.
Labor made it's voice heard in San Diego back in
July. Busses were sent from Ventura, Los Angeles, Orange and the Inland Empire to rally against the American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) during its annual
meeting in San Diego. Well over a 1000 of us attended
this rally.
ALEC is a far right organization that connects corporate executives to policy makers (our elected officials) in
order to craft and enact state-by-state legislation that
raises corporate profits while stomping on the rights and
economic prospects of working families. In addition,
ALEC is responsible for some of the worst anti-environ-

ment, anti-voter, anti-consumer, and anti-immigrant policies in the country. Major oil companies have cut ties
with the organization because ALEC's climate change
denial is so extreme.
The Labor battle against the Trans Pacific Partnership
(TPP) proposals dealing with 40% of the worlds economy is alive and well. Congress is becoming more skeptical of this bill and should be encouraged to vote down
the final proposal. Contact your Congressional members
to oppose this when it comes up for final ratification,
most likely in 2016. Hillary Clinton & Bernie Sanders both
oppose this bill, I'm not sure where the different GOP
candidates are on this issue.
I hope you all will consider supporting the new Letter
Carrier Political Fund which replaces COLCPE.
On October 11th, the USPS Aids Walk LA team
walked in West Hollywood. The wife and I have kept the
Postal team involved in this event for most of the last 20
some years.

Pictured above is Branch 2902 CDL David Hyman as he accepts his
retirement watch. While David may be free of the timeclock, he will still
be very busy as a branch Trustee and Political Liaison.

Holiday Mandate Explanation JCAM

The intent of Article 11.6 is to permit the maximum number of full-time regular, full-time flexible and part-time regular employees to be off on the holiday
should they desire not to work while preserving the right of employees who wish to work their holiday or designated holiday.
Article 11.6.B provides the scheduling procedure for holiday assignments.
Keep in mind that Article 30.B.13 provides that “the method of selecting employees to work on a holiday” is a subject for discussion during the period of
local implementation. The Local Memorandum of Understanding (LMOU) may contain a local “pecking order.” In the absence of LMOU provisions or a past
practice concerning holiday assignments, the following minimum pecking order should be followed:
1) All casual and part-time flexible employees to the maximum extent
possible, even if the payment of overtime is required.
2) All full-time regular, full-time flexible and part-time regular employees who possess the necessary skills and have volunteered to work on their holiday or
their designated holiday—by seniority.
3) Transitional employees
4) All full-time regular, full-time flexible and part-time regular employees who possess the necessary skills and have volunteered to work on their non-scheduled day—by seniority.
5) Full-time regular, full-time flexible and part-time regular employees
who possess the necessary skills and have not volunteered on what would otherwise be their non-scheduled day—by inverse seniority.
6) Full-time regular, full-time flexible and part-time regular employees who possess the necessary skills and have not volunteered on what would otherwise
be their holiday or designated holiday—by inverse seniority.
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Four Words You Never Want to Hear
By Albert Reyes, San Fernando Shop Steward
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“

You have skin cancer"… the
four words you never want to
hear from your doctor or dermatologist. With the hot summer
months behind us, one might think
that adequate skin protection from
the sun is no longer necessary. It's
not only the heat that causes such damage to our skin, but
a combination of both heat and long-term sun exposure.
There are several different kinds of skin cancer,
melanoma being the most serious. Squamous cell and
basal cell skin cancers are referred to as non-melanoma.
Non-melanoma skin cancer is treatable and rarely spreads
to other parts of the body. However, melanoma is much
more aggressive and if it's not diagnosed and treated early,
it is likely to spread to other parts of the body. Skin cancers
are normally linked to long-term moderate exposure to the
sun. It is possible that more “dark damage” may occur depending on whether sunlight is absorbed over a longer period of time.
Studies have shown that applying a higher SPF (Sun
Protection Factor) is effective in protecting your skin from
UVB (Ultraviolet B) rays, but not completely. The best way
to explain the SPF ratings is somewhat simple. Sunscreens
with SPF of 15 or higher do an excellent job of protecting
against UVB. Here's how it works: On average it takes 20
minutes for your unprotected skin to start turning red. Using
SPF 15 sunscreen theoretically prevents reddening 15
times longer (approximately five hours). The higher the
number the longer the protection.
Scientists have discovered that our skin is most vulnerable between the hours of 10 am to 2 pm. In a recent study
published in the journal Science, monitored skin cells re-

vealed that mutations carried on appearing for about four
hours after a lengthy exposed period in the sun. This means
the UVB are penetrating the skin four hours after seeking
shade/shelter. Has anyone noticed the increased street
times on our routes? Are we exposed more now in the sun
than ever before? What precautions have you taken?
The purpose of my article is not just about scientists and
their discoveries or studies, but a real experience that
changed the life of a friend who is a basal cell survivor from
2012. At age 37 she heard those exact words from her dermatologist, "You have skin cancer". A small bump under
her right eye on the cheek area. The many questions that
raced through her head "the should-of's, would-of's, couldof's"? In 2015, an estimated 74,000 new cases of invasive
melanoma will be diagnosed; of which 10,000 people will
die from melanoma.
Take a few minutes every day, just a few minutes to care
for your skin and apply your sunscreen 30 minutes prior to
clocking on to the street. Ideally you would like to apply the
sunscreen every two hours. If applied correctly an 8 oz. bottle of sunscreen will last you a few days. Applying a dime
size amount to the exposed skin area could save you from
the four words you never want to hear.
Science 20 February 2015:
Vol. 347 no. 6224 pp. 842-847
DOI: 10.1126/science.1256022
Chemiexcitation of melanin
derivatives induces DNA
photoproducts long after UV
exposure
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When Peter Pan Rules Neverland
By Angel Hale, Chatsworth Shop Steward

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

H

ello from Chatsworth, “Neverland“ the dark hole of the Valley, the place where they send
boys to become men, the
place where employees are never
treated like people. The place
where never are you right just wrong. Where impunity is
enjoyed and celebrated by management.
Apparently, since the scanners can track now, it’s
open season. Yes, we are now all thieves trying to steal
from the Postal Service. I have been in so many fact findings at the hands of RMS, it’s scary. When the Carrier
gets out of the fact finding, they feel less of a person than
when they went in. For instance, the carrier that was
parked in one spot for approximately 45 minutes, when
confronted about this he didn’t lie. He told them the truth,
the LLV broke down and he waited for rescue. If the Supervisor would have documented this, they could have
saved some time, and the CCA wouldn’t have had to
change his pants. In another instance, the carrier was
asked why she spent so much time at several addresses? The answer was because there are several addresses at this one stop, several times during this route.
Shouldn’t management know this? What do they have
3999’s for? Why can’t they do their job before they get
excited about taking us down? How do they think this
makes the carrier feel? This is creating a hostile work environment! This is one of those times where I just have
to use one of management phrases. These are “TIME
WASTING PRACTICES”!
How about the Supervisor that transports mail to
routes. Nothing wrong with that, right? Over and over, allowed to violate the contract. How about the admitting to
the Steward that the reason some carriers on the OTDL
are chosen more times than others is because they are
faster. That is so unfair, and not the way it works!
This guy needs to go to Brain Camp! I was told by Supervisor that he doesn’t have to give a 4584 unless he
follows the carrier for more than 5 minutes. Oh yeah, the
5 minute rule! In that 5 minutes, if there would have been
some kind of infraction, would we then get a pass card?
How about observing a carrier and writing him up for a

few things, but while you were observing, you left your
staff car door wide open and unsecured. Is that fair? Did
you write your own contract?
When a new OIC or Supervisor comes to Chatsworth,
I always try to not listen to other people who might not
have gotten along with these people for whatever reason. Sure wish that worked both ways. When there is no
respect and it is obvious that this person is going to write
their own rules, I have to fight fire with fire. If carriers are
bound to doing their jobs, why are Supervisors allowed
not to do their jobs. When someone writes their LLV up,
they are suppose to get a copy of it and it is suppose to
be fixed. When you need a 3996, it is suppose to be approved or disapproved and signed by the Supervisor.
Unless the Supervisor acknowledges the document with
a signature it leaves the carrier in a bad spot. The carriers
have to do all these things every minute of every day
under the watchful eyes of management. So tell me,
what makes the Supervisor job different? I have worked
with all these carriers for as long as all of them have been
in Chatsworth. They all are hard working people, who
don’t deserve to be treated unfairly. Working for the
Postal Service is like being in a bad marriage. Always
fighting, always getting accused of doing something or
not doing something, never right, always wrong, and always hoping that things will change, when you know it
takes two working together to make it work. I guess
those days are gone.
These past few years we have had several OIC’s, and
I guess all of us are still saying ,“Where is Waldo”? Where
is our Postmaster? He knew how to treat people and run
the office. I guess, just like in a bad marriage, one side is
not happy until they wipe the smile right off your face!
Just remember one thing, when that Supervisor is standing behind you acting like if they stand behind you that
you will be faster. Remember, it takes what it takes. No
two days are the same. No two people are the same.
There are many variables these days, with spurs-chunks
and the parcels, which have doubled pretty much after
inspections. So, don’t let them wipe that smile off our
faces. He is just a boy sent to do a mans’ job. He is not
even Peter Pan!

What’s unusual about the location of the U.S.
Postal Service’s 300,000-square-foot Stamp
Fulfillment Center in Kansas City, Missouri?
It is located in a limestone cave, where consistent year-round temperatures and humidity levels keep the stamps in mint condition.
The fulfillment center fills Internet, telephone,
and catalog orders from stamp collectors
and has an onsite store to meet local postal
needs.

Pictured above is the early morning bowling crew. These hearty
souls got up early on November 1st to help raise money for MDA
in our yearly “Bowl-for-the-Cure” Bowl-a-Thon. Thank you bowlers.
We raised almost $700 for MDA. Your early morning efforts will go
a long way to help out.
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RETIREES LUNCH
RAFFLE AT 12:30

Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

Thursday,
November 19, 2015
11:00am to 1:00pm

Time:

s y p
Where:

Hometown Buffet
Fallbrook Mall
6633 Fallbrook Ave.
West Hills

When:

Thursday,
December 17, 2015

Time:

11:00am to 1:00pm

WANTED
Your clean, gently used or brand

new, unwanted Postal uniforms.
New CCA Carriers are in need.
Please help by donating your
excess uniforms to the union hall
where they will be distributed to
new fellow union member CCA’s.
Your shop Steward can help
with details.

ROBERT “BOB” SCHULTZ
Father of Letter Carrier - Moorpark, CA
Featuring Weinbrenner, Rocky and New Balance Shoes

Serving the San Fernando Valley and Ventura County
3324 FAXTON COURT•SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063

PHONE: 805-526-4972
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BRANCH #2902 OFFICERS

SHOP STEWARD LIST

PRESIDENT
• Frank Salazar

(805) 581-4776

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
• Ray Hill

(818) 504-9706

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
• Paul Drapkin

(818) 626-8667

VICE PRESIDENT
• James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

(805) 492-5800

Chatsworth Chief S.S.

Angel Hale

(805) 584-8741

Fillmore Chief S.S.

Call Office

(818) 700-9615

Moorpark Chief S.S.

Lori Stewart

(805) 523-1390

North Hollywood Chief S.S.

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Chandler

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Laurel Canyon

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Studio City

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Valley Village

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Onofre Varela

(323) 636-2493

Onofre Varela

(323) 636-2493

Ojai Chief S.S.

Philip Navarro

(805) 794-0759

Oxnard Chief S.S.

Ernestine Hernandez

(805) 258-2788

Kathi Albritten

(805) 816-8032

Johnny Boyd

(805) 798-2134

Pablo Galvan

(805) 504-6468

Steve Dickerson

(661) 533-2600

Lorie Moore

(818) 421-8051

Reseda Chief S.S.

Jeff Hastert

(818) 216-2097

San Fernando Chief S.S.

James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

Albert Reyes

(818) 383-0569

Alternate Shop Steward

Robert Tracy

(818) 590-5186

M.C.A.

James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

North Hills

C.C. Flatts

(818) 882-9071

Sylmar / Main Office

James Perryman

(818) 362-0378

Martin Diaz

(818) 554-7466

Porter Ranch

(818) 881-2596

RECORDING SECRETARY
• Susan Degenhardt

Greg Gaddis

Northridge Chief S.S.

TREASURER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY
• Dan Gorman

Agoura Hills Chief S.S.

(805) 376-2592

DIRECTOR OF RETIREES
• Bev Sucich

(818) 881-2596

Alternate

MBA/NSBA REPRESENTATIVE
• Chris Alessi

Pacoima Chief S.S.

(805) 526-8486

Alternate

HEALTH BENEFIT OFFICER
• Joe Gutierrez

(805) 501-9275

ASSISTANT HEALTH BENEFITS REPRESENTATIVE
• Mary Stanley

(805) 583-2084

SGT.-AT-ARMS
• Bob Golden

(661) 373-0268

TRUSTEES:
Debbie Riggs

(805) 498-4820

Santa Paula Chief S.S.

Antonio Castro

(805) 866-0981

Louie Rodriguez

(661) 618-7539

Simi Valley Chief S.S.

Sandra Gaunce

(805) 522-1663

Sandy Gaunce

(805) 522-1663

Mt. McCoy Station

Sal Lopez

(818) 381-3936

Greg Gaddis

(805) 492-5800

Thousand Oaks Chief S.S

Alex Lopez

(818) 314-7503

David Hyman

(818) 893-8613

Walter Williams

(805) 304-1370

Mary Stanley

(805) 583-2084

Newbury Park

Debbie Riggs

(805) 498-4820

Ventura Chief S.S.

Laura Rowe

(805) 405-5305

East Ventura

Laura Rowe

(805) 405-5305

Woodland Hills Chief S.S.

Joe Vedder

(805) 523-8532

Paul Drapkin

(818) 626-8667

Nilo Gatus

(909) 856-5321

WEBMASTER
Larry Orcutt

(818) 205-3565

There's a fine line between cuddling and holding
someone down so they can't get away.
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PAID
PERMIT NO. 41
Canoga Park, CA

Address Service Requested

ATTENTION
ALL DIRECT DUES
PAYING RETIREES!
NOV 11 Veterans Day-Holiday

MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE DUE AND
PAYABLE, JANUARY 1, 2016

NOV 17 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Dinner served
NOV 19 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
Sea Horse Buffet-Simi Valley (CLOSED)
HomeTown Buffet-West Hills

Please remit your $24 to the Branch office:
21540 Prairie Street #C
Chatsworth, CA 91311

NOV 26 Thanksgiving Day-Holiday
DEC 1 Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

Attn: Dan Gorman
Financial Secretary-Treasurer

DEC 15 Regular Branch Meeting 7pm
Union Hall-Chatsworth
Snacks served
DEC 17 Retiree Lunch 11:00am
HomeTown Buffet-West Hills

BEV SUCICH

DEC 22 Winter begins

Will be serving

DEC 25 Christmas Day-Holiday

SNACKS

At the December
Union Meeting

SNACKS starts at 6pm
16

JAN 1

New Years Day 2016-Holiday

JAN 5

Executive Board Meeting 6pm
Executive Council Meeting 7pm

